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Abstract 

This thesis comprises two articles based on qualitative empirical studies and 
a theoretical introduction. All three texts deal with the same problem area 
concerning musical meaning making and the concept development process 
in the course of composition learning. Each text could be read separately. 
The composition tasks in the empirical studies are both in electroacoustic 
music but the research problems and findings concern a broader sense of 
composition learning and even musical learning in general. The corpus of 
music education research on composition, rarely takes the body of artistic 
research and development literature into account, which means that contem-
porary techniques and aesthetic discussions commonplace in composition 
education practice are not considered in music education research. This the-
sis contributes to the research field of music education by acknowledging 
some of the fundamental research on composition, and discussing it from an 
education perspective. As a consequence, a contribution salient in the arti-
cles is to begin to develop research methodology accordingly. The introduc-
tion takes on a quest to map out the field in a new way by bringing together 
research in music education with artistic research on composition, writings 
on music philosophy, semiotics and cognitive psychology. The boundaries 
and interplay between semantic significance and syntactic meaning are ex-
amined and discussed, as is the relation between aesthetic meaning making 
and learning. The articles deal with these issues in the context of composi-
tion learning at a music program in upper secondary school. The one entitled 
Synthetic Activity is about fundamental aspects of soundgeneration and 
hence directed towards semiotics in the form of phonology and significance 
in connection to musical gesture and spectral content. The learning and 
meaning making processes of two composition students are studied as they 
engage in additive synthesis to build sounds, musical phrases and eventually 
a short musical composition. One of the most striking results is that the pro-
ject came to be as much a listening experience as one of creative music mak-
ing, and that the concept development process included rehearing and reas-
sessing familiar sounds and music.  The article Creative Structures or Struc-
tured Creativity deals with form and syntactic structure, as the students learn 
to develop and apply composition algorithms to further their creative think-
ing. The results show that there are several different layers to the concept 
development processes in this project. One layer concerns to be able to struc-
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ture musical parameters on an aggregate level; to learn to plan musical de-
velopments as space of possibility rather than as a determined linear se-
quence of musical events. Another layer comprises problems of learning the 
programming environment and how to embody the musical algorithms in 
working computer-code. A third layer concerns letting the algorithmically 
generated materials influence your creative thinking. Tokens of the concept 
development process as described by Vygotskij (1987, 1999) in language-
based learning were prominent also in the music composition learning of 
these studies. Implications for further research include formalizing criteria 
for the developmental phases of the concept development process in musical 
contexts. 
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1 Introduction 

First there will be a brief description of the research field and the major top-
ics of the thesis, including those of the articles. Then in the following sec-
tions the purpose and the delimitations are stated. The last part of this first 
section holds a commentary of some of the key-concepts used in the thesis.   

1.1 Preamble: The research field 
The central topic of this thesis concerns learning music composition and 
development of musical creativity in the context of music making. The crea-
tive act of composing and that of learning composition are seen as insepara-
bly conjunct as creating something new has to include learning just like 
learning new things is a creative act from a psychological point of view. Of 
great import to both creativity and learning are questions of meaning mak-
ing, concerning how perceived objects and events are understood to form 
coherent cognitive units. A vehicle for understanding meaning making in 
processes of creativity and learning is the notion of the concept development 
process, as introduced by Vygotskij (1999, pp. 167-250). Vygotskij’s origi-
nal theory of the concept development process is about language-based 
learning and the relation of thinking to language. In this context the theory is 
applied to musical thinking and learning, and hence, concern concepts in 
music as opposed to concepts about music.  
When dealing with issues of creativity and concept development, research 
from several disciplines has to be taken into consideration. Though devia-
tions will be made and the thesis will reference works from many different 
fields of research, focus will always pull back to music education. Music is a 
vast concept and furthermore an unstable one. Throughout this text a special 
interest will be directed to aspects of music as ways to structure thinking and 
understanding, and as means for communication. In this context, being a 
means for communication can be an end in itself, even if issues of storing 
and conveying messages, also are of central interest to the thesis. Since we 
will be examining problems of musical concept development, we need to 
address questions of meaning and meaning making, both in music, and in 
language related research where much of the fundamental work has been 
done. It will be of special interest to see what and how language based re-
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search of different disciplines might apply to music making, but equally 
interesting to discuss the differences.  

Research of perception and cognition in psychology and music psychol-
ogy will make a good foundation for opening up questions and problems, in 
particular concerning pattern recognition and gestalt-psychological prob-
lems. Since all these branches of psychology rely heavily on the use of sym-
bolic representation and symbolical systems, the field of semiotics has to be 
entered at some point.   

In order to layout the different aspects and levels of meaning making put 
into play here, we will engage in a brief semiotic investigation. Semiotics 
consider material aspects of symbolic representation and symbolic systems, 
which will be helpful in establishing what the units for musical meaning 
making are and possibly how they interrelate.  

1.2 Research question and purpose of the study 
How is meaning constructed in music making and in the learning of music 
making? That is the overarching research question. The idea behind having a 
bipartite research question is that making and learning music are closely 
interrelated and interdependent. Even the most redundant composition situa-
tion would have to include learning at some level, considering that repetition 
is also part of the learning process. Learning in turn, to a large extent de-
pends on assigning meaning to objects and events by understanding them in 
terms of forms, shapes and patterns (e.g. Nattiez, 1990a).  
From the main research question emerge a multitude of sub-questions about 
how these interrelations might appear and how the different aspects of mean-
ing are constructed and developed. Therefore a special interest is taken to the 
concept development process and to comparing that process in language 
based learning to musical learning. Some of these sub questions will be ad-
dressed in the empirical studies, others in the course of this theoretical intro-
duction. The most central sub-questions are: 

− Does musical learning the undergo processes similar to those in 
language-based learning? 

− Is it appropriate to talk about musical concepts, and if so how do 
they relate to concepts in language-based learning? 

− Can a concept development process be traced in musical learn-
ing? 

− How do the concepts of significance and meaning relate to musi-
cal thinking?  

− How do different levels of musical understanding like structure, 
syntax, form, expression and gesture relate to significance and 
meaning making?  
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But musical meaning is not necessarily restricted to obeying a language-like 
logic. More fundamental forms of pattern recognition and spatiotemporal 
perception and cognition concerning for instance proportions, density, ges-
ture and articulation will certainly have to be taken into account.  Meaning 
making takes place in the tension between anticipation and deceit (Sloboda, 
1985; Huron, 2006). Is it too far-fetched to suspect that learning and mean-
ing making share structural properties?  

As a main purpose this thesis seeks to further the knowledge about musi-
cal meaning making in the act of composing and in learning composition. It 
is about developing tools for understanding the learning process and its rela-
tion to musical meaning making, The vehicle for this examination is a com-
parison to language based learning, which has been more thoroughly re-
searched and in which there is an elaborate terminology and assortment of 
tools for analysis.  

1.3 Delimitations 
This non-conclusive research project is based on partly theoretical investiga-
tion and partly empirical data. It concerns learning in the context of Western 
music culture, with a special regard to electroacoustic music. The empirical 
studies presented in the articles, involve composition students in a music 
education program at upper secondary school in Sweden. This means that 
considerations are made with this setting in mind, and may or may not per-
tain to other cultural contexts and levels of education.  

Music making, as stated in the research question refers to creative acts, 
chiefly compositional matters, improvisation and thereto connected prob-
lems, like soundgeneration. Playing and interpreting music is not a concern 
of this thesis, other than as part of the composition process. 

1.4 Key concepts 
The word concept is used in the way defined by Vygotskij (1999, pp. 167-
390) as a bridging phenomenon, a way to structure objects and aspects in 
hierarchic clusters of nodes that obtain its value from its position in a web of 
concepts (see further under 4.2).  This means that it is an epistemological 
postulation in this thesis that concepts are dynamic in character and cannot 
have a fixed meaning. The concept of music for instance, can comprise sheet 
music, the physical sound of music, a certain piece of music, music as it is 
perceived, played, intended, composed and a number of other aspects in 
isolation or in combination. Hopefully it will be clear enough what meaning 
affordances would be appropriate in each context.  
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When used in the context of musical composition, the words concept and 
conceptual often refer to music being made in the frame of some elaborate 
aesthetical principle. This is not how these words are to be understood in this 
thesis, though there are some common grounds to the implications of the 
different applications of the words. Instead it is the notion of concepts as 
symbolic representations of generalized knowledge about their signified, as 
used in language-based learning and semiotics. The adjective conceptual 
then, for the most part refers to thinking or understanding of a concept.  

Internalization is when a concept is understood. Externalization is when 
you can make use of the concept and apply it to different situations (Vygot-
skij, 1987, 1995, 1999; Engeström, 1999; Hultberg, 2009). 

The zone of proximal development (zpd) as stated by Vygotskij (1987, 
1999) denotes achievements that could be reached only with assistance of a 
more accomplished peer or a teacher. These achievements then, require 
knowledge not yet at the learners’ disposal but within reach for learning. Zpd 
stresses both the social aspects of learning and the nature of the complexive 
phase of the concept development process.  

Different stakeholders, like composers, performers and listeners, have dif-
ferent needs and interests in the process of musical meaning making. Nattiez 
(1990a) elaborates three perspectives on musical meaning making: the 
poietic perspective that concerns the composers or the creative music maker 
perspective, the esthesic perspective which is the part of the listener, and a 
neutral perspective that represents the music as a material fact – the work of 
art in itself.  

Affordance is a term coined by Gibson (1977) that denotes what opportu-
nities for action a certain object is suggestive of. In this thesis it is foremost 
used in conjunction with the word meaning. A meaning affordance is the 
space of possible meaning that can be elicited from a certain situation.  

Ineffability (Raffman, 1993) is what cannot be put into words. It is used 
about qualities in an object or event that elude verbal description.  

Natural language as opposed to formalized language (i.e. computer code) 
is any language used by people within a culture.   
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2 Aspects of music and meaning 

Can music carry meaning, and if so in what way and to what extent? These 
are the questions to which this section is devoted. To address these problems 
we first have to scrutinize some basic concepts and conditions for represen-
tation, communication, significance, meaning and music. In the process we 
will discuss how music is understood and learned, but also how it is intended 
to communicate or convey meaning, how detail relates to form and cognitive 
structuring of musical units and processes. Before anything can be said about 
musical meaning we need to investigate the concepts of significance and 
meaning and how they are to be understood in this text. After that there will 
be a relatively extensive investigation of semiotics and applications of it to 
musical problems. The second half of this section is devoted to aspects of 
musical syntax. This is a huge field that alone could provide material for 
many dissertations. For the purpose of this thesis I have selected a few per-
spectives that are relevant to the empirical studies related in the articles.  

2.1 Of significance and meaning; Detail and Form 
Significance is conventional, a social fact whose symbolic representation is 
the base-unit for communication within a culture or a language (Saussure, 
1916). Meaning, on the other hand is personal and subjective, made from the 
ordering or organization of significant units or signifiers. Sometimes this is 
referred to as semantic versus syntactic meaning, but in this text I prefer to 
distinguish between signification and meaning, because it makes the separa-
tion of the levels clearer and is especially useful for musical purposes. Refer-
ring back to Wilden, Clarke (1989) makes the distinction that signification is 
local, specific and based on oppositions whereas meaning reaches beyond 
the immediate systematic context and is a matter of difference:  

Wilden (1972) distinguishes between signification and meaning by proposing 
that while signification is contained within a local and specific system of re-
lations which are primarily digital (based on oppositions) meaning is charac-
terized by analog relations (based on differences) which spread beyond the 
immediate systematic context. It is the fact that music is simultaneously sub-
ject to its own constructive principles and a part of this wider semiotic net-
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work that gives it the ambivalence of a system that is highly self consistent, 
and yet suffused with meaning. (Clarke, 1989) 

In language, significance has for the most part to do with single words 
and morphemes. When such words and morphemes are put together in a 
string according to some syntactical logic, the resulting form conveys mean-
ing to a receiving subject proficient in that language. Hence meaning in that 
sense is a matter of relations between the significant base units of a lan-
guage; form is the shape of meaning. Words cannot really be said to have 
meaning in themselves. They signify or represent objects, activities and at-
tributes but meaning in language is made through the selection and ordering 
of signifiers into phrases and sentences. Put in different contexts, the same 
signifier could contribute to conveying very different meanings. This logic 
transfers to other areas of meaning making and could serve as a model for 
understanding in general, as put by Nattiez: 

An object of any kind takes on meaning for an individual apprehending that 
object as soon as that individual places the object in relation to areas of his 
lived experience–that is, in relation to a collection of other objects that be-
long to his or her experience of the world. (Nattiez, 1990a, p.9) 

This quotation implies that we construct our world by the act of connecting 
new perceptions and impressions to already consolidated conceptions, much 
like we would a text, but not necessarily from left to right. Here Nattiez 
seems to be talking about meaning as constructed from perception of objects 
and activities, but what about meaning making in the creative process of 
composing? Could that be said to mirror the process of perceptive meaning 
making? It seems reasonable to hypothesize that the structures are symmetri-
cal in order for communication to be possible. However, Nattiez differs be-
tween the stakeholders in musical meaning making, and talks about poietic 
meaning on the part of the creator and esthesic meaning on the part of the 
perceiver. But in order to make the dramatic setting complete, a third party is 
introduced, that of the neutral level pertaining to the work of art: the musical 
piece. The rationale for this tripartition is to be able to give an account for 
divergences in analysis that may arise from different perspectives on a piece. 

The problematic part is that of apprehending an object, which could be 
understood in at least two different ways. Either one can think of an object 
coming into being through the contextual application; by the act of connect-
ing it to other objects, or one could think of it as a preexisting object achiev-
ing its specific applied meaning from the context. The assignment of mean-
ing is a dynamic process regardless of which the object can still have a stable 
function as signifier. So it is not the case that composers, writers and artists 
have to invent new signifiers to create works of art, but they create aesthetic 
meaning by combining, structuring and shaping existing ones.    
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For music it is paramount not to define meaning solely as a reflection of 
some linguistic meaning... [M]eaning exists when an object is situated in re-
lation to a horizon. (Nattiez, 1990a, p. 9) 

For Nattiez, meaning is not restricted to the language domain. Instead he 
points to spatiotemporality for a fundamental understanding of how meaning 
is constructed in the mind. Externalizations of this object situated against a 
horizon can materialize in any media. Seen in this light, to allegorically talk 
about musical meaning in the terminology pertaining to linguistics appears 
to be a detour. Nevertheless, if you are not in a hurry, a detour might offer 
some interesting views that could not be had from the main road. The pros-
pect of such a journey then, would be to both find out something about the 
shared structures between language and music and about the meaning affor-
dances unique to music. The image of the object and the horizon may well 
prove to be a key concept to this quest; the raw meaning – if such a notion is 
conceivable – from which every form of expression must originate.   

Nattiez’ image is a poetic one, and as such a simplification. Neither the 
object nor the horizon need be monolithic units with a univocal signification. 
On close examination, the horizon will reveal itself as consisting of all other 
objects representing meaning in the relevant context, and the object may 
prove multifaceted or even compound.   

In language, a word can be understood to have a denotative significance. 
However, along with that comes any number of connotations that can repre-
sent anything in the range of emotionally colored contextualization to quite 
distinct significations or even opposites if irony is called upon. In everyday 
conversation one could typically not rely on denotation to elicit meaning, at 
least not a meaning in keeping with the intention of the speaker. The more 
formal the context, the more denotative and explicit the use of language has 
to be, and the less can be trusted to shared cultural understanding. But there 
can be no absolute and completely denotative application of natural lan-
guage. This also implies that language is not dependent on a systematically 
intact syntax in order to be functional. Both speaker and hearer construct 
meaning by making assumptions of the details left out of a message. Often 
these meaning constructs overlap, but they are rarely identical.  Language is 
a special means for communication, but not more so than any other form of 
expression.  

Denotation in music can be understood to operate on three different lay-
ers. The immanent qualities of musical sound as token for properties of its 
physical source, is a denotative aspect inherent whenever music is sounded. 
Music as an expression for a certain culture is another level of denotation 
that can nurture an intricate weave of both personal and cultural connota-
tions. In addition there can be a conventionally assigned symbolic reference, 
which is the type of denotation normally associated with natural language. A 
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major difference between language and music in this respect then, is that 
language would not be of much use without this latter kind of denotation, 
whereas music can make perfect sense relying on the previous two.  

What can reflecting over the effability of aspects of musical experience 
tell us about musical meaning making? Raffman (1993, p. 4) discusses three 
forms of ineffability in connection to musical cognition, the first being struc-
tural ineffability, relating to limited access to underlying representations of 
musical structure. This seems more to be a question of lacking personal 
competence than a fundamental problem inherent in the phenomenon itself. 
Pursuing this track would lead to conditioning effability by level of knowl-
edge or learning. Next in line is feeling ineffability, resulting from that musi-
cal communication depends on sensory stimulation that cannot be entirely 
communicated through language. Providing that sensory stimulation can 
include imagination and to abstractly realize music in one’s mind, it appears 
a relevant and important observation that would merit further investigation. 
Raffmans' interest though, is directed towards the third category, termed 
nuance ineffability. Nuances, typically featured at the interpretation or per-
formance level of musical expression, like that of intonation or agogics, are 
ineffable insofar that we are constantly aware of them but cannot verbalize 
this awareness in terms of categories or amount of deviation. From this no-
tion of nuance effability, Raffman (ibid.) develops a theory of difference 
between meaning making in music and language.   

Both the ineffability of musical nuance and its import to musical meaning 
making can be discussed from a variety of angles. First of all, it is common-
place in working with electroacoustic tools for music realization to use ver-
bal representation for fine-grained nuances of performance. In research lit-
erature, such nuances regarding vocal and instrumental music have been 
thoroughly mapped and described e.g. by Friberg (1995).   

Most definitions, even mathematical ones, deal with approximation and 
probabilistic determinations. Definition is dependent on resolution. What 
appears to be categorical at one level of magnification may at a closer look 
well prove to be continuous (see e.g. Wishart 1996, ch. 2). Even the chro-
matic pitches of the tempered scale (C-pitches in Raffman's vocabulary) are 
just constructs that in actual musical performance represent spans of fre-
quencies, rather than a distinct value. The single value is only present in the 
written score and there it is an abstraction to be seen as a symbolic represen-
tation of a class of events to which dynamically decided constraints apply. 
These can vary between cultures and situations and even from one perceiver 
to another. 

From this follows that human knowledge operates from the basis of the 
notion of approximation. To occupy oneself with problems of conveying the 
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exact nuances or shades of a perceptual fact in the form of natural language1 
would mean to put restrictions of the communicative abilities of language to 
the limit where it no longer can function as a conveyer of meaning. In liter-
ary text, both novels and poetry, these kinds of nuances are often conveyed 
either through description or by means of metaphors. Then it is a matter of 
establishing categorical typification by evoking the adequate response to 
nuance in the reader’s mind. Another example is the advanced music lesson, 
where a sense of very fine nuances has to be communicated in order for in-
struction to be effective.  

Nuances as absolute phenomena carry a limited potential as conveyers of 
musical meaning. Meaning lies in the form, the dispositions and proportions 
of both conceptual entities and nuances. Hence the ineffability of absolute 
nuances does not play a role in assessing the meaning making properties of a 
musical structure, be it sounding or otherwise represented.  

Although both obvious and traditional as a method, setting music to 
words offers a vast variety of aesthetic possibilities. There are the questions 
whether to illustrate or dramatize; to enforce, question or criticize; and what 
level of the textual message should be taken into account; psychological, 
factual or political etc. Already the power to affect or even change signifi-
cance and meaning of textual messages by means of musical context is a 
token of semantic and syntactic powers in music.  

In the piece Like endless chains of gold by Catarina Palmér, the text is 
disassembled and restructured according to a thematic framework wherein 
the metaphors of the text are categorized, before it is reassembled again. 
These themes or categories form the basis for seven movements and thus the 
whole aesthetical system for the composition evolves from a reinterpretation 
of the semiotic resources of the metaphors of the text (Falthin, 2009).  

The example is informative of the power of ordering, which music shares 
with text-based media. Ordering has an impact on both syntactical and se-
mantic meaning in that the perceiving in a specific order affects the hierar-
chies constructed in the decoding of the message. This gives us reason to 
believe that order has the same functionality to meaning in music as in text. 
It is not implied that it works in the same way though; syntax in music and 
syntax in language have categorically different structures. It is merely sug-
gesting that ordering affects the same aspects of meaning making in music 
and text. 

                                 
1 Natural language is a linguistic term for language that is spoken or written by a community 
of people as opposed to formal language used i.e. for computer programming. In this case 
natural language is used to distinguish between it and music (as a language).  
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2.2 Symbolic systems – Semiotics 
Symbolic representation is at the heart of human communication, conception 
and learning. By creating symbols and investing in them the power to repre-
sent objects and events even absent in time and space, we can memorize and 
organize our understanding of the world. And by agreeing on systems of 
such representation, we can communicate and cooperate in that quest. Sym-
bolic representation takes on many forms, one of which concerns natural 
language which is where the study of semiotics originated.  

Turning back for a moment to Saussurian semiotics, a sign is made up of 
a signifier (a sound) and a signified (the object referred to) (Saussure, 1916; 
1996). A sign hence, comprises the whole process of semiosis, the connect-
ing of the sounding image to the mental representation of the object or activ-
ity signified.  

 
 
 
Saussure’s often-cited model of the sign concerns the encounter of 

thought and language and only indirectly takes the outer material world into 
account. The signified represents the concept of the signified, not the mate-
rial object or activity.  

Linguistics then works in the borderland where the elements of sound and 
thought combine; their combination produces a form, not a substance…. The 
arbitrary nature of the sign explains why the social fact alone can create a 
linguistic system. The community is necessary if values that owe their exis-
tence solely to usage and general acceptance are to be set up; by himself, the 
individual is incapable of fixing a single value… (Saussure, 1916, p. 113). 

In natural language, there is (with a few onomatopoetic exceptions) no inner 
logic determining the semiotic relation between the signifier and the signi-

Figure 1.  Saussures model of the nature of the semiotic sign. 

Concept (Signified) 

Sound-image (Signifier) 
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fied (ibid.). If the relation within the sign were to be motivated by intrinsic 
logic, it would have been fixed and stable, effectively preventing language 
from change (ibid.). Furthermore the arising of different languages would be 
unthinkable in such a scenario (Saussure, 1911). The only thinkable devel-
opment would be new objects entering the semiotic space or established 
objects changing in character in such a way as to alter the representative 
signifier accordingly. Therefore it seems clear that semiosis is a social fact 
and signification is established as a culturally dependent convention. This is 
what is stated in the postulation of Saussure’s (1916, 1996) saying that the 
semiotic relation is arbitrary.  

The term "arbitrary" should not imply that the choice of the signifier is left 
entirely to the speaker…; I mean that it is unmotivated, i.e. arbitrary in that it 
actually has no natural connection with the signified… (Saussure, 1916, p. 
68–69). 

In short, arbitrariness is a prerequisite for flexibility of the system, to enable 
change and development of a language. It is simply saying that the signify-
ing word is not inherent in the signified object, but decided by people, in the 
collective sense of the word.  

This linguistic fact will engender values, which for the first time will be de-
terminate, but which nevertheless will remain values, in the sense that can be 
attached to that word. There is even something to add to the fact itself, and I 
come back to it now. Not only are these two domains between which the lin-
guistic fact is situated amorphous, but also the choice of connection between 
the two, the marriage (of the two) which will create value is perfectly arbi-
trary. Otherwise the values would be to some extent absolute. If it were not 
arbitrary, this idea of value would have to be restricted, there would be an ab-
solute element. But since this contract is entirely arbitrary, the values will be 
entirely relative. (Saussure, 1911, lecture 4 July). 

 Arbitrariness is fundamental to the understanding of the symbolic system as 
one of relativity, where a sign attains its value from its position in the sys-
tem, and where these values are always negative, that is; a sign is understood 
in contrast of other signs that it is not (Saussure, 1916; Nattiez, 1990). The 
concept of arbitrariness is probably one of the most misunderstood and criti-
cized parts of Saussure’s semiotic theory.  

In social semiotics, and especially when fields other than spoken or writ-
ten language are concerned, it is a common postulate that a sign always has 
to be motivated (Hodge & Kress, 1988; Kress, 1993), and according to radi-
cal constructivist theory, signs are created anew every time they are applied; 
that is to say, the words attain their meaning from the context (von Glasers-
feld, 1995).   
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...a theory of semiosis, has to be set in the context of a social theory of com-
munication in which power is an inevitable component. (Kress, 1993, p. 178) 

When assessing this criticism, a few circumstances should be kept in mind. 
These objections operate on a textual level and concern meaning making 
whereas Saussure’s semiotic signs work on a much more detailed level that 
has to do with significance of single words, which is a totally different sub-
ject. Saying that words attain their meaning from the context of their applica-
tion is not a semiotic but a syntactic concern. In structuralist theory there is 
indeed stress on how meaning emerges from hierarchic interrelations of 
signs (e.g. Hjelmslev, 1961), but that has its own quite elaborate terminology 
and theory. Also, when Saussure speaks of arbitrariness versus logical moti-
vation, it is in a technical sense concerning the relation of the object to the 
sound of the spoken word. In speaking of the use of language as a social fact, 
he shows how the ever-ongoing transformation of languages is dependent on 
the symbolic relation being arbitrary. So it turns out that perhaps there is no 
conflict of matter but rather an attempt to renegotiate the referential relation 
of the word semiotics.  

With the emergence of new forms of media and mass-communication in 
the course of the twentieth century, the concept of literacy had to be ex-
panded to comprise other forms of expression and communication than the 
traditional language-based ones. Semiotics that had been at the core of the 
development of structuralist theory, now had to be adjusted to meet the 
changing situation. In order to accommodate the needs to analyze all differ-
ent kinds of symbolic representation, some of the basic concepts that were 
made to suit language had to be questioned.  

In constructionist and poststructuralist theories that have emanated from a 
critique of the structuralist semiotics of Saussure’s followers, language is 
understood to be autoreflexive and the only tool available to understand and 
know the world. According to this conception, we create the world through 
language and outside language there is nothing. Within such a paradigm, 
unless one thinks that music can be fully defined and represented in natural 
language, music has to be considered to be a language (or a set of languages) 
too, and obey to the same rules of autoreflexiveness, or it wouldn’t exist at 
all. This is a consequence of the logic of the theory and has yet to be empiri-
cally supported. This is not a position maintained by the author of this arti-
cle, but it is an interesting parallel and at the same time a mirror image to the 
notion that there might be structural similarities between language and music 
in terms of learning and construction of meaning.  

2.2.1 Language and music 
Language and music alike are most often presented in a time-linear se-
quence. Still, syntax in both cases works to tie together chunks of different 
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sizes into base units for meaning construction and thereby sometimes over-
rides this sequentiality by connecting events at considerable distance. That 
is, at the surface level, which is also the level of perception, events appear in 
linear sequence (in music often several simultaneous such sequences ap-
pear). But at the level of syntactic meaning making, which is more of a cog-
nitive concern, these events are hierarchically structured. Hierarchic structur-
ing creates patterns of non-successive events, and transformational energy 
effective across sections. There could be several levels of hierarchy and a 
number of different ways that phrases and units connect into larger sections, 
including nesting and different kinds of branching (Chomsky, 1965). Seen in 
this light, a simplified account of the process of constructing syntactic mean-
ing from listening to spoken language or music could be that it is a triangula-
tion process where what is momentarily heard is combined with what has 
recently been heard within the phrase and anticipation of what is to come, 
based on induction from structured knowledge in long term memory.  

In discussing the intersection of thought and language in the perspective 
of cultural historic theory, Holgersson (2011, p. 35) makes the distinction 
that a thought is not constituted by a string of separate words as is language, 
but represents a wholeness that reaches far beyond the single word. There 
are at least two implications for the process of meaning making from this 
statement that need to be considered. One concerns the conditional temporal-
ity difference between thinking and expressing that thinking through a me-
dium, which has already been touched on above. The other implication con-
cerns issues of content and what can be conveyed through the chosen form 
of expression. Because there are limits to what could be conveyed through 
any particular medium.  

Language as a vehicle for thinking is operational by sequential ordering 
of the contents of thought, into one monophonic stream. This process is se-
verely reductionistic in that at each given moment, it filters out all potential 
aspects and perspectives immanent in the cognitive state of thinking but one. 
The complexity of the process unfolds as one considers all the parallel ac-
tivities of thinking pertaining to different domains of life; not only does the 
embodiment of thinking into language concern how a line of thought is go-
ing to be portrayed, but it also entails a thematic selection process, filtering 
out all the thinking activities not relevant to the intention of what is going to 
be conveyed. These activities could belong to completely disparate lines of 
thought but still have an impact on the cognitive construction of the mes-
sage.  

As a brief example of what is meant by this notion of language as reduc-
tionistic, consider the phrase: “The man entered the room”. This very simple 
phrase is much too abstract to be conceivable on its own terms. In order to 
construct a meaning from it we must add a series of assumptions about the 
character of the man, the room and the activity of entering. These characteri-
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zations need not be fixed; our inner vision could almost instantaneously pro-
ject images of a man of changing shapes and sizes, but not of one without 
these properties. Also the room would have to be given some physical traits 
in terms of shades of light, size, construction materials et cetera in order to 
be conceivable, as would the activity of entering (did he fall through the 
chimney, climb through a window or drive in a wheelchair through a door-
way). Had these aspects been specified already in the message, our construc-
tion of meaning would seek to include other parameters instead. The list 
need not be extensive but the point is that construction of meaning from a 
language message is contingent on induction. This seems to have less to do 
with limitations in conceiving generic information than with the need for 
cognitive structuring procedures that combine input information with already 
structured thinking and knowing (Vygotskij, 1987, 1995, 1999). 

In music, because syntactical structuring can be expressed in parallel 
streams, several lines of thought can be conveyed simultaneously. Surely 
there has to be some kind of discrimination to assess whether a thought is apt 
for musical formulation or not and whether a musical thought is fitting the 
particular musical context, but this filtering need not be so hard as to reduce 
the flow into one univocal stream, as in language. This multiplicity of musi-
cal structure opens up to some interesting questions as to the capacity and 
nature of meaning making: What kind of meaning affordances could the 
combination of this multiplicity and the fundamental condition of spatiotem-
porality adherent to music be expected to elicit?  

Though there are several instances throughout music history of semantic 
messages of a similar kind to the example phrase above, the special features 
of musical structure points more in the direction of an aptness for communi-
cating just those qualities left out or understated in language. The physicality 
of the objects involved and the directionality and character of the energies 
applied to a situation and in addition, the subjective perspective on the situa-
tion. 

2.2.2 Extrinsic and intrinsic reference 
A central issue when discussing semiotics and symbolic referentiality is the 
dichotomy of intrinsic and extrinsic reference. To put it simply, reference is 
intrinsic when it points to stances or aspects within the artwork or message 
itself, and extrinsic when outer reality is aimed at. In principle we can deduct 
that intrinsic reference makes for syntax, because syntax is the systematic 
logic by which basic units or words work together to build phrases and sen-
tences. Grammatical meaning in this sense does not have to refer to some-
thing that would make sense in the material world, but it is still meaning by 
form. Chomsky’s famous example of a grammatically correct but nonsensi-
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cal sentence: ‘Colorless green ideas sleep furiously’ (Chomsky, 1957) is 
illustrative of this phenomenon.  
Extrinsic reference consequently, brings semantic meaning or significance. It 
is about connecting the event in question to an object external to the com-
municative situation, thereby establishing a semiotic relation.  

As already mentioned (2.1 Of significance and meaning; Detail and 
Form) both language and music alike are capable of intrinsic and extrinsic 
reference (as are a number of other modes for communication). Due to dif-
ferences in the way we use and depend on language and music, there seems 
to be differences in how we negotiate referentiality though.  

2.2.3 Acousmatics 
Acousmatic as a term stems back to ancient Greece and the lectures of Py-
thagoras. In order to prevent that his disciples should be distracted by the 
appearance of the lecturer, Pythagoras put a veil or a screen between himself 
and the audience. The renouncing of visual stimulation was intended to en-
hance focus on the aural content of the lecture.  

In developing an aesthetic for musique concrete Pierre Schaeffer and the 
Groupe de Recherches de Musique Concréte (which later became Groupe de 
Recherches Musical, GRM) reintroduced the term in the sense that their mu-
sic was heard through a ‘veil of loudspeakers’. Later when establishing a 
typology of sound (Schaeffer, 1966) acousmatics was understood as sound 
detached from its source. It was a fundamental characteristic of the aesthet-
ics of the GRM that musical sound should be appreciated for its intrinsic 
qualities and musical potential rather than as a symbol for its source.  

The concept of acousmatics has undergone quite a bit of exploration and 
development since its’ reintroduction on the art scene in the middle of the 
20th century. Due to its’ wide-spread use in areas like electroacoustic music, 
film and sound art it has been subject to interpretation and diverging devel-
opment spanning from the Pythagorean sense of the word as sound detached 
from the source who brought it about, to quite the opposite; the link of the 
sound within a work to the outside world, be it the everyday world, cross-
cultural reference or even a fictive world existing only as an extension of the 
work in question. In the context of film it is used for denoting off-screen 
sounds.  

2.2.4 Acoustic chains 
When composer Mathew Adkins (1999), takes poststructuralist Jacques La-
can’s (1977) metaphor of signifying chains as point of departure as he intro-
duces the concept of acoustic chains as a tool for contextualization within 
acousmatic music by means of association and cross-reference. The very act 
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of adaption from one discipline to another is in itself an example of this 
structure, on a meta-level. Adkins distinguishes between sounding objects 
and sound objects, where the former term refers to the objects that cause the 
sound, and the latter to the sounds themselves. The point he’s making is that 
a sounding object within a piece of music is perceived in the light of its’ 
earlier appearance in the culture before it is understood or interpreted in the 
context of the piece. It receives its affordance of meaning from extrinsic 
reference first and only then as a semantic unit of the work. The affordance 
of meaning is guided, or even steered, by the notion of the cultural reference 
that the sounding object carries.  

These acoustic chains can be part of the composers’ design but they can 
just as well arise from the listeners’ encounter with the piece, and not be 
intended by the composer at all. In order to develop his theory, Adkins has to 
part with the structuralist notion of the acousmatic concept represented by 
Pierre Schaeffer, which is too reductionistic and composer-oriented and 
doesn’t take into account the sociocultural implications of the esthetic as-
pects of the listener’s perspective. In the writings of Lacan, the signifier’s 
primacy over the signified is paramount which makes the adaption of signi-
fying chains to acoustic chains useful for opening up and developing the 
concept of acousmatics. Signifiers offer affordances of meaning and the 
signification takes place between signifiers. Any one signifier can and would 
be a node in a system of chains that takes on a hierarchic structure that is 
negotiable and dynamic depending on the viewpoint.  

Denis Smalley (2007) talks about the source-bonded spatial model where 
the production of space is generated by gestural activity of music perform-
ance. Basically a constructionist take on the problem, this inverts the per-
spective from that of the emancipation of the sound from its’ source, to the 
creation of the ”source” by the sound: The spectral sonority embodies the 
physical space and makes it perceptible for the human mind.  

Adkins suggests there is a parallel between Smalley's (2007) dichotomy 
of indicative mode, referring to the message the sounding object brings 
about to the piece, and the interactive mode concerning the exploring of the 
sounding object by the listener, to that of Lacan’s signifier and signified. 
Thus he makes the adaption of the semiotic theory into the realm of 
acousmatic music.  

2.2.5 Pivoting on the Tristan-chord 
In the concluding chapter of Music and Discourse, Nattiez (1990a) discusses 
musical meaning in the somewhat normative context of music theory; when 
theorists establish systems for analysis with the aspiration to be generally 
applicable to some extent, a generality that would comprise more than a 
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specific piece. Systems like these could be designed for analysis within a 
musical style, an era or even beyond, like the whole scope of tonal music.  

In the course of the chapter there’s an extensive and interesting compari-
son of different theorists analyses of the ”Tristan-chord” (from the prelude of 
the opera Tristan und Isolde by Richard Wagner), which is often considered 
the pivot-point of the crisis of tonality. The ambiguity of the musical instant 
has lured many a theorist into speculating on the nature of the chord, its’ role 
in the local context, its’ relation to the whole of the prelude (and to the 
whole of the opera) as well as the cultural implications evoked by its’ intro-
duction.  

Nattiez gives account for how the individual theorists’ analyses are logi-
cally consistent with their respective epistemological standpoints and 
thereby categorize them into functionalists and stucturalists (ibid., 223-229), 
the former focusing on the role of the chord in the cadence; its tonal status 
and momentum, and the latter more interested in the chord as a sounding 
structure either vertical or melodically horizontal. Besides the esthetic foun-
dation for analysis, the participants within the categories seem to share a few 
traits: The functionalists favor the inclusion of the note A in the chord, 
which renders the G# the role of an appoggiatura, whereas the non-
functionalists prefer to include the G# in the chord instead, leaving to the A,  

the role of a passing note. This difference implies that the nature of the chord 
be interpreted differently, and this is exactly where the analysis starts getting 
dubious. Nattiez dismisses the functionalist perspective on the grounds that 
the theorists visited arrive at three different solutions for choice of function 
of the chord. If there are disagreements on what the function is, how can it 
then be functional? is the reasoning behind the conclusion. The author seems 
to suddenly be overlooking the fact that analysis of a work of art is an act of 
interpretation, which is a major point in the chapter and the book as a whole. 
On the contrary, if there could be only one solution to functional harmonic 
analysis either the system or the music would be useless. There would not be 
much call for an analytical system that could only provide one undisputable 
solution as to the function of a chord that is thought to symbolize ambiguity 
and unresolved tension and even to challenge the boundaries of tonality. But 
perhaps the oddest aspect of this erratic spot is that the semiologist author 
utilizes scale degrees in referring to the functional analyses: The chord is 
interpreted to be either a ii-, a V/V- or a IV-chord which all has very little to 

Figure 2. Wagner:The  Tristan chord 
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do with functional harmonic analysis. The scale-degree system is meant to 
depict harmonic position relative to a tonal center (the I:st position) whereas 
a functional analysis is foremost aimed at describing relations of one chord 
to the next. Surely both systems to some extent could be used in both capaci-
ties, but the focus of interest is genuinely different. This means that Nattiez 
uses the wrong semiotic system when dismissing the functionalist theories 
and thereby he fails to see that all the harmonic positions, the ii, the V/V and 
the IV, that he deems to be different are really nuances of the same function, 
namely the function that precedes the dominant. Translated to the functional 
system they would read S6 (subdominant with a sixth replacing the fifth), 
DD (the dominant of the dominant) and S (subdominant). The difference 
between these chords is just a matter of coloration; functionally speaking 
they are equivalent.  

Among the referred theorists (Nattiez, 1990a), an especially interesting 
position is held by Schoenberg who refuses to fixate the function of the 
chord but instead labels it the wandering chord, in respect to its’ ambiguous 
character and symbolic meaning in the drama. To Schoenberg, the technical 
ambiguity is directly reflecting the role of the chord in the drama and per-
haps also in its’ prolongation in the drama of music history. Another interest-
ing point is made by Alan Forte who in a set theoretical analysis of the in-
stant, totally neglects the chord as such and focuses on the relation of the 
passage to the whole of the piece.  

2.3 Syntax  
Musical grammar poses special problems for cognitive analysis. A compre-
hensive theory of general musical syntax, like the one defined by Chomsky 
(1957, 1965) in the language domain, is yet to be developed. There are many 
cultural-specific theories of syntax, some of which are valid for application 
to more than one music-culture. Attempts have been made to seek out traits 
of a generic musical syntax (e.g. Huron, 2006) in terms of psychological 
conditions that seems to be shared across many cultures. Some of the prob-
lems in considering a generative musical syntax concern that musical syntax 
is dependant not only on cultural boundaries and restrictions, but also on 
individual qualification and even situational condition. This means that mu-
sic can be an individualistic endeavor that does not necessarily abide to syn-
tactical law but can deliberately be designed to challenge it. A different but 
related problem is that sometimes, cultural specific theories are treated as if 
the properties on which they are grounded were given by nature when they 
are in fact culturally bound.  
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In Barucha’s connectivist model for perception of harmonic structure, input 
units representing the twelve chromatic pitches are linked in various ways to 
units representing chords and keys in which those pitches figure. (Raffman 
1993, p. 69) 

Division of the octave into twelve units called chromatic steps is a cultural 
construct stemming from the Western cultural hemisphere. In that context 
however, the level of perception of units for cognitive processing of tonal 
structures would typically be the diatonic scale of the key in question, possi-
bly with some common extensions. In this sense, the twelve-note chromatic 
scale is an abstraction not relevant to the schemas of tonal perception and 
cognition. In a semiotic analysis, on the other hand, a key would be said to 
obtain its value from its relation to other keys of the same system. In a sym-
bolic system, a sign is a negative entity defined by its position in the system 
relative to other signs. To consider the twelve chromatic notes a symbolic 
system in this sense would sometimes be applicable on the poietic level but 
more rarely so on the esthesic level. 

Sundin (1998) defines aesthetics as the way to think intrinsic to an art 
form. It is a cognitive activity and is concerned with problems of form and 
structure. In this view, aesthetics is essential to the act of composing and is 
the guiding principle for choices made and paths followed in the cognitive 
act of composing. Form is defined as large-scale units, that can hold musical 
content, and structure is often thought of as patterns of smaller musical units 
(ibid.). This is a theoretical meta-statement about syntactical matters that 
does not hold enough information to be broke down into a working syntax, 
but it is interesting nevertheless as it reveals a view of the relations of essen-
tial functions of its parts. The mentioned entities are defined by scalar and 
functional concerns. Form is large-scale and can hold musical content. Struc-
ture is made up of patterns, and then there is the musical content of which 
we only know that it can be small and make up patterns or it can be held by 
musical form. In this view, musical content seems to lie in the detail, which 
would certainly limit the applicability of any syntax developed from this 
notion. There also seems to be an implication of a hierarchy in the order of 
content – structure – form.   

2.3.1 Lattice based syntax  
The Western music culture depends on a reductionistic construct of lattices 
(Wishart, 1996, ch. 2). As already mentioned, division of the frequency 
spectrum into pitches and the octave into twelve discrete steps makes for a 
division of sound into pitch and timbre. Time is divided into metrical units, 
and these two axes form a basis for the notation system. Musical notation 
has since its introduction, worked to reinforce this parameterization and the 
primacy of these two particular parameters.  
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Throughout the tradition of music theory, the attention to written notation 
rather than sounding music, tends to bias musical syntax towards visually 
prominent features. Wishart (ibid.) brings up the example of retrogrades, in 
his opinion not easily detected by the ear, but obvious to the eye.  

2.3.2 Abstract or abstracted syntax 
In compositional praxis, musical syntax is either abstracted from material 
sound or gesture in which case musical construct and form grows organically 
from properties inherent in the fundamental idea or source material, or ab-
stract which is to say theoretically construed syntax that is imposed on the 
organization of material sound (Emmerson, 1986, p. 20 ff.). An analogy to 
inductive versus deductive research principles is close at hand as in the for-
mer case, musical syntax is induced from the structure of sound, musical 
gesture or whatever the seed idea may be whereas abstract syntax denotes a 
theoretically construed logic detached from sonic reality and therefore less 
dependant on the specific case but in some sense more generally applicable 
to a wider range of compositional problems (ibid.). This said, it should also 
be acknowledged that abstracting syntax from sonic or gestural material in 
turn presupposes some kind of syntax or at least logic from which to operate.   

Emmerson (ibid.) points out that both principles build from structuralist 
theory insofar that they depend on different levels of communication: a sur-
face level, which is the articulate embodiment of the individual and specific 
message, and a deeper more general structure that can function without be-
ing acknowledged or consciously interpreted. This implies a hierarchization 
of the construction of meaning that seldom stops at two levels, but even so 
these two capacities: the general guiding logical principles and the individual 
articulate message are fundamental aspects for interpretation of syntactical 
logic in music.  

In the early developments of electroacoustic music, the tradition emanat-
ing from the GRM in Paris, known as Musique Concrete can be essentially 
categorized as belonging to the empirical tradition which is also emphasized 
in its most important document; Traité des Objets Musicaux (Schaeffer, 
1966) which is an attempt to formulate a musical syntax on the basis of aural 
perception. Its German counterpart Elektronische Musik, on the other hand, 
favored a more abstract approach to syntactic construction, which to some 
extent share aesthetic roots with serialism in instrumental music. The aes-
thetic conflict between these two is often discussed in terms of technological 
divergence, the French school taking recorded sound as a point of departure 
and the German working from synthesis. But Emmerson (1986) argues that 
the difference is fundamentally aesthetical and the technological applications 
merely represent the embodiment of those aesthetics. However when techno-
logical development reaches the point where sampled sound could be used as 
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a carrier source for synthesis, that event coincides with composers crossing 
the boundaries of syntactical restriction, rendering the conflict obsolete.  

In the study Synthetic Activity (Falthin, 2011) the situation is inverted in a 
way. The subjects build synthesized sounds by means of audio editing tools 
and samplers. This is not meant to represent an aesthetic position, merely to 
facilitate the understanding of elementary acoustics regarding the harmonic 
series and its role in the shaping of timbre.  

2.3.3 Syntax versus discourse 
The nature of syntactic design does not necessarily reflect the purpose of the 
composition; what it is to communicate and how. Syntax represents, perhaps 
the most important and fundamental, but still just one dimension of meaning 
making. At the textual level we find another: the dimension of musical dis-
course, which could be categorized in any number of ways. Emmerson 
(1986, pp. 17-20) chooses to differentiate between aural discourse, which is 
to say depending on intrinsic reference entirely, and mimetic discourse, 
pointing somehow to external reference. Mimesis in this sense is not just 
simple imagery but dynamic relations of auditive, visual, emotional and 
other stimuli to abstract levels of musical composition.  

Crossing these two axes into a grid enables Emmerson (ibid., p. 24) to 
plot electroacoustic compositions into nine labeled categories with abstract 
syntax and aural discourse in one corner, abstracted syntax and mimetic dis-
course in the opposite corner and a neutral or balanced state in between. The 
grid metaphor opens up for every thinkable combination of syntax and dis-
course within the given range. It is a versatile pedagogical tool that can be 
used to parse these two fundamental levels of musical meaning making and 
to display the nature and the effect of their combination in the specific situa-
tion at the same time. In Emmerson’s text, examples of compositions fitting 
each of the nine states of the grid are commented (ibid.).  

 

Table 1: Emmerson's grid of syntax and discourse 

Abstract syntax 
 

Babbitt: Ensembles 
for synthesizer 

Nono: La Fabbrica 
Illuminata 

Stockhausen: 
Telemusik 

Combination of 
abstract and ab-
stracted syntax 

Stockhausen: Mo-
mente 

McNabb: Dream-
song 

Wishart: Red Bird 

Abstracted syntax 
 

Smalley: Pentes Parmeggiani: 
Dedans-Dehors 

Ferrari: Presque 
Rien no.1 

 Aural discourse Combination of 
aural and mi-
metic discourse 

Mimetic dis-
course  
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2.3.4 Generative grammars  
Linguistic theory has been largely engaged with questions of generality of 
syntactical principles. Theories of generative grammar as established by 
Chomsky (1957, 1965, 1973) had a splendid impact on the whole research 
society for several decades and continue to influence several fields of re-
search still today. It builds from the notion that the ability to speak a lan-
guage entails a disposition to understand and construct an infinite number of 
phrases in that language, most of which the speaker or hearer has never en-
countered before. This notion bears evidence that properties of syntactical 
mechanism are inherent in mankind as a latent resource that is realized and 
manifest in language.  

The most widespread notion of this theory is probably the phrase denomi-
nation principle (Chomsky, 1965; 1973), which is usually depicted in the 
form of a hierarchic tree-model where sentences are split into noun-phrases 
and verb-phrases down to the level of single words. This is then coupled 
with a transformational grammar, to deal with forms and repositioning 
within the phrase. These models may be useful also to understand and de-
scribe important aspects of musical meaning, especially since they are meant 
to be general and independent of any particular language. They deal with 
fundamental functions of the mind and how information is structured into 
meaningful entities. These mental resources are probably part of most human 
activity. The parallel to musical structuring is perhaps more obvious in the 
case of the phrase denomination principle, but the concept of transforma-
tional grammar is equally valid and interesting in musical contexts, espe-
cially when applied to compositional problems. In this thesis, transforma-
tional grammar is understood to be operative on the level of thematic devel-
opment process.  

Much of the critique and debate about generative grammars has con-
cerned whether this feature is innate or learned. The generality aspect sug-
gests there is a cognitive disposition inherent in the human mind, to develop 
language and communication via symbolic systems. The claim that it is gen-
eral to all human beings, independent of race and culture makes it natural to 
presuppose that there is an innate predisposition for developing an under-
standing for language that can be effectively generative.  

Since the early 1990s cognitivism has invaded the field of the humanities. Its 
objective is to present a coherent general theory of the totality of human ac-
tivities through more or less domain-specific competence systems using a 
common set of functional rules. These competences, which are very specific 
in their content but together form a coherent set, are innate. (Imberty, 2001) 

On the surface of things, the claim of innateness may seem to be in conflict 
with more socially oriented theories, stressing aspects of cultural influence 
on learning and development. But in order for both learning and develop-
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ment to happen, there must be some kind of aptitude for it. What this comes 
down to is the old hen and egg discussion, and that will not be settled within 
the course of this thesis. The generality claim concerns a predisposition that 
can only be realized through communication inside a culture and then be 
embodied in language, or perhaps music. My view of the situation however, 
is that the functionality of the theory is not dependent on these ontological 
positions. Innate or learned, it is an interesting theory of cognitive structur-
ing, and applying it to musical problems already means exceeding the origi-
nal generality claim.  

The questions of innateness and generality are not really pertinent to the 
research problem of this study. Instead it is the processual aspects that make 
the theory interesting and relevant in this case. Nevertheless, this discussion 
has to be acknowledged because of the ramifications it has caused in the 
research-society. 

The notion of a general syntax common to all languages, as established by 
Chomsky (1965; 1973) led to an intense search for ways to formalize a gen-
erative grammar (ibid.) to give account for these mechanisms that soon 
spread to many different fields of research. The generative aspect concerns 
the core of creativity in that it deals with how, from a limited set of mecha-
nisms (and words), we can construct an infinitely large number of sentences, 
most of which we have never heard before.  

Presumably it was Leonard Bernstein (1976) who in the course of a series 
of lectures at Harvard University, first suggested that Chomsky’s theories of 
generative grammars be applied to music. Problems of generative grammars 
have since been adapted to research of different aspects of music both in 
music research disciplines and in other fields of research concerning musical 
understanding and creation: cognitive psychology and computer science, to 
mention a few.  

A pioneering effort was made by Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff in 
their book “A Generative Theory of Tonal Music” (1983). They describe 
their opus as being “(…) a formal description of the musical intuition of a 
listener who is experienced in a musical idiom.” (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 
1983, p. 1).  

Underlying the theory is a supposition that music is not perceived merely 
as a sequence of rhythms and pitches, but is cognitively organized into pat-
terns and groupings. Just like in Chomskian theory this syntax consists from 
a structuring principle here called well-formedness rules, that specify possi-
ble structural descriptions given a musical situation, and transformational 
rules that deal with any motivic or thematic transformation. Transforma-
tional rules in Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s theory though, do not have the same 
structural importance as in linguistic theory. Thematic and motivic transfor-
mation in music, it is said, is more of a surface phenomenon and does gener-
ally not pertain to structural and hierarchical levels (ibid.). Instead there is a 
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third set of rules: Preference rules are meant to order the possibilities gener-
ated by the well-formedness rules and the transformational rules in accor-
dance with the preference of the intuition of an imagined accomplished lis-
tener. The theory takes into account only parameters that could be hierarchi-
cally structured and is primarily set to work on four such components: 
Grouping structure and Metrical structure both concern rhythmical aspects 
and Time-span reduction and Prolongational reduction concern problems of 
pitch. It is of special interest to examine how aspects of meaning in music is 
constructed in a syntactical sense comparable to syntax of language and to 
discuss this problem in connection to the concept development process. 

[...] it is evident that a listener perceives music as more than a mere sequence 
of notes with different pitches and durations; one hears music in organized 
patterns. Each rule of musical grammar is intended to express a generaliza-
tion about the organization that the listener attributes to the music he hears. 
The grammar is formulated in such a way as to permit the description of di-
vergent intuitions about the organization of a piece. (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 
1983). 

Applying structural logic from language to music may turn out useful, for as 
Keane (1986, p. 102) puts it: ‘The point at which the comparison breaks 
down, may be as informative (if not more so) as the points which are in 
common.’  

A basic supposition in Chomsky’s theories is that a language has surface 
structures at which the actual sentences are formed and deep structures that 
supply the basic patterns from which the higher-level structures draw. There 
can be several layers of structure and they are connected through rules. If 
meaning is not explicit in one level, it will be so in another. Both these levels 
are needed to make clear the relationship between the parts of the sentence, 
as intended by the speaker. In order for communication to be successful, 
both speaker and hearer need to share a competence for the different layers 
and the rules connecting them.  

This concept of competence is a key to how language can hold and con-
vey meaning, and its applicability to problems of musical communication 
would make a good measurement of the adequacy of exercising the compari-
son with linguistic structure. 

What concerns us at present is rather the idea that music perception or under-
standing is a constructive representational process. As Lerdahl and Jackend-
off will put it, having the right sort of musical structure in our head is what 
understanding the music consists in. (Raffman, 1990, p. 19).  

In the context of the study reported in the article Creative Structures or 
Structured Creativity, where students work to appropriate algorithmic tools 
for random generation of musical structures but also to the randomly gener-
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ated musical structures themselves, these problems are of central interest. 
Can it be seen that the students navigate according to these syntax rules 
when they set the conditions for their algorithms or when they manually edit 
the recorded structures? A couple of problems need to be taken into account 
when applying the theory though: 1. As stated already in the title, Lerdahl 
and Jackendoff’s theory concerns tonal music, which is to say it is by no 
means general, but in fact an application of syntactical principles to a spe-
cific culture. This is a deviation from Chomskian theory, which concerns 
general and culturally independent aspects of grammatical organization. It is 
probably to be understood as an effect of a methodological delimitation 
problem, since the authors claim they use the term generative in the mathe-
matical sense, denoting generic rather than rendering musical structures. The 
music produced within this research project will for the most part not be 
tonal. Even though it is a feasible prospect to set tonality restrictions for the 
algorithms, such features will not be exercised here. Neither will it be sug-
gested to the students that they apply tonal strategies in their manual editing 
of the music. 2. The theory takes on the perspective of a listener. Hence it 
does not primarily concern problems of generation in a compositional sense, 
but rather the construction of musical meaning from a listening point of 
view. It cannot be taken for granted that listening and composing are cogni-
tively equivalent even if there is research to suggest that they share impor-
tant properties. 

2.3.5 Schenkerian analysis 
Schenkerian analysis origins from 20th century German post-Romanticism, 
and was formed in opposition to the evolving hegemony of harmony analysis 
in continental European academic and educational tradition, following the 
example of Hugo Riemann and others. In contrast to that, Schenker looked 
to the classical counterpoint for inspiration as he developed his melodically 
based method for large-scale form analysis. Schenker's reaction was far from 
unique. At this point in history there was a great and newborn interest among 
composers and theorists for classical counterpoint that was seen as a possible 
escape from the smothering grip of the deteriorating tonal harmony of the 
post romantic era. Composers and theorists like Arnold Schoenberg, Paul 
Hindemith, and Knud Jeppesen all developed very distinctive and elaborate 
theories taking classical counterpoint as a point of departure. Both the Rie-
mannesque and the Schenkerian systems form part of the structuralist phi-
losophy in that they seek to reveal relationships between surface phenomena 
and their underlying structures. One fundamental idea of Schenker’s was that 
from every solid piece of music, there could be derived one of a small set of 
figures or shapes – the Ursatz - that forms the skeleton of the piece. This is 
arrived at by reduction and a technique called mirroring aiming to establish 
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structural relationships at different reductional levels. An Ursatz is always 
tonal and often triadic, which aimed to prove Schenker’s point that the stable 
tonal music of the baroque and classic eras was superior to that of his con-
temporary composers like Stravinsky and Schönberg. Later developments 
have expanded the system to be applicable also to non-tonal music.  

Stemming from ordinary notational symbols, Schenker developed a 
graphical and symbolical system to depict the elements, the relationships and 
the hierarchies of the musical structures (Forte & Gilbert, 1982). Like in 
conventional notation both the symbols and their relative placement carry 
meaning, which makes it congruent with fundamental aspects of how music 
is learned and thought of in western cultures, and probably is a critical point 
in the vast success of this system for music analysis. 

The creative potential of the system lies in that it deals with meaning 
making and relations between surface phenomena and deep structures; detail 
and form, and therefore touches on the question of the predicative resources 
of music. If causality can be maintained to exist between levels and between 
elements of a level in the context of a deeper structure, then music can be 
said to share at least some behavioral properties with language.  

2.3.6 Set theory 
If Schenker-analysis is semantic in character, set theory (Forte, 1973) is a 
sort of applied mathematics. Basically it is a way of abstracting musical 
pitches and vectorizing intervallic material, in order to develop thematic and 
motivic process. Musical set theory owes its origin to its mathematical coun-
terpart, but the two have developed independently, thus there are differences 
in use of terminology and some theoretical discrepancies.  

In musical set theory pitch class technique is used to denominate the 
pitches of the octave, from 0-6. In a normal set, the pitches are ordered to 
make up the smallest possible interval between the outmost pitches. This 
represents the fundamental version of the set. Only six intervals are put into 
play since intervals above the tritone are considered to be equivalent to their 
inversions. The interval vector of a set is displayed as a row of six figures 
stating the frequency of appearance for every possible interval. To fully ac-
count for the techniques and applications for set theory is far beyond the 
scoop of this thesis; suffice to say that its main purpose is to be useful when 
organizing pitch. It is a syntactic system that deals with musical detail and 
typically structures musical processes bottom-up.  

Set theory owes much of its fundamental structural thinking to serialist 
music tradition and theory. Still, one of its significant benefits is its the uni-
versality; it can be applied to any kind of music that relies on a lattice-based 
conception of pitch. This is so because it is built entirely as a symbolic rep-
resentational system with the abstract notion of a note as its base unit – or 
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rather, an ordinal number representing a note. It does not deal with material-
istic aspect of pitch in terms of absolute frequency or with proportional fre-
quency, which is what systems of tonality are constructed from. Instead it 
concerns combinatorial aspects of a referential system of pitch-classes. Even 
though the system was created with the equal temperament – the division of 
the octave into twelve equidistant steps or semitones – in mind, which all the 
tables and musical examples in the writings of Forte (ibid.) demonstrate, this 
is an entirely arbitrary limitation that is not immanent in the system. Musical 
set theory is hence, a descriptive syntax working on a semiotic level of sym-
bolic representation. Though it is descriptive in its general form, its applica-
tions can be made normative, which is a necessity for it to be useful for gen-
erative purposes.  

The analytical theories in Rudolph Reti’s (1951) writings on thematic 
process in music, of the romantic era, is not an application of musical set 
theory, but it might well have been. Reti discusses the melodic unity and 
development of thematic and motivic materials throughout large-scale forms, 
and arrives at something that could be described as the melodic counterpart 
to Schenkerian Ursatz. In a structuralist spirit he shows how musical coher-
ence and consistency is dependent on the relation of surface-structure to 
underlying structure. It takes the analysis of intrinsic reference to an ex-
treme. In a way this could be thought of as a kind of synthesis of Schenker-
analysis and set theory in the context of a cultural specific application. The 
mission of the text is to provide analytical tools, but its methodological appa-
ratus can easily be generalized and made useful for creative purposes.  

2.4 On narrativity 
Narrative is a prismatic concept used for different purposes in many fields of 
activity. Because of its overarching character it is operative at a high level of 
abstraction already at the outset. If, in spite of this, one should dare to make 
a broad definition of the term it could read: The connecting and arranging of 
a collection of events or occurrences into a coherent whole. It is often asso-
ciated with story, and in literary forms of expression much stress is put on 
the sequentiality of events. In historical, political and literary applications, 
mapping out causality-chains is often a central concern. In a more general 
sense though, narrativity is about making events of fiction or reality accessi-
ble to perception and cognitive processing.  

Different media have different dimensions through which narrative can 
project. In spoken or written text, a narrative has to take a singular path 
through a chain of events in order to be intelligible. This is a prerequisite for 
meaning making in language. A narrative comprising two or more simulta-
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neous developments would have to be cut up and reorganized to accommo-
date this condition.  

Quite the opposite is true in music, where it is commonplace that different 
voices be heard in parallel. In contrapuntal textures the very essence is that 
the different voices can simultaneously be heard as separate melodic flows 
and as parts contributing to a musical whole, but the same is also true, only 
to a lesser extent, in most music containing more than one voice. There 
seems to be something about musical structure that makes it available for 
parallel processing of multiple streams. A key to this ability is patterning; the 
mind seeks regularities in the sequence of events that we perceive, and for 
that to work calls for some kind of redundancy. When redundancy is intrin-
sic the result is a pattern. One such type of pattern that is fundamental to 
music but that we do not always think of as a pattern is the periodic wave 
producing a pitch. If, for sake of simplicity, we leave out idiosyncrasies due 
to our culturally determined temperaments and the fine print of psychoa-
coustics, we can approximate that the simpler the proportional relation be-
tween different pitches heard together, the more they seem to accord, and the 
more stable and transparent a pattern they will elicit. This is not implying 
that good music is made from consonant intervals and simple patterning, not 
at all. Too simple and redundant patterns would soon run the risk of resulting 
in machinery rather than music. It is just an account of an example of the 
dynamicity along the redundancy – entropy axis in one musical parameter.  

Two or more pitches can be perceived to either reinforce or contradict 
each other to different degrees, depending on their proportional relations. 
Sequences of such relations make up patterns of hierarchical constructs that 
give rise to aspects of syntax in the realms of timbre and harmony. Thus we 
can perceive very complex hierarchically structured patterns of pitch organi-
zation on an aggregate level and assign them meanings on the basis of cul-
turally constructed syntax.  

This communicative resource of music to display parallel developments 
can have repercussions outside the musical expressive sphere. When borne 
by musical structure, i.e., when sung, several simultaneously sounding text-
based narratives can be made intelligible. This can be witnessed for instance 
in the ensemble-scenes of many operas, where several characters display 
their different motives or perspectives on a situation, and in renaissance 
madrigal sometimes even different languages can be heard together.  

Musical structure can evidently empower the meaning making capacity in 
language to make a message more intelligible than if spoken or written. Not 
only does this mean alternative options for a story to unfold, but it also opens 
up for different ways that relations and tensions between the different paths 
of a diverging narrative can be handled and understood. This is a media-
specific meaning making feature of music. 
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3 Creativity 

This chapter consists of two short sections. The first section connects to the 
discussion of musical syntax in the previous chapter and concerns small 
children composing. The second section deals with the dichotomy of im-
provisation and composition.  

 

3.1 Young children’s music making 
Creating musical meaning in terms of arranging coherent patterns of struc-
ture and form is the driving force behind music making even in young chil-
dren (Davies, 1992). According to the study of structures of songs made by 
five to seven year old children, musical and compositional development is 
guided by a will to organize musical materials in intelligible ways. This urge 
to structure and shape is there all along and not something that emerges from 
unconditionally exploring sounds and musical materials. Tokens of this are 
seen in the children’s compositions, for instance how the children can ab-
stract structural properties from songs they know and apply them to their 
own compositions (ibid.). Repetition, varied repetition and development of 
motives are examples of structural features applied by the children in the 
study.  

Studying these young children’s compositions, Davies (1992) makes the 
comparison of emerging musical structuring capability to that of language 
acquisition, but also to story telling. Basic story-grammar would comprise a 
setting, a beginning, developments and an ending (Mandler & Johnson, 
1977). This disposition is suitable also to a basic notion of musical form. 
Children age two to five make frame stories consisting of just beginning and 
end (Cowie, 1989), in a similar fashion that they do ‘outline songs’ (Har-
greaves, 1986). These forms are expanded towards the full-fledged story-
grammar as details are added. The frame stories and outline songs are not to 
be understood as fragments, though. To the children making them, they are 
complete. It is only in the light of later developments they appear as early 
stages of a process (Davies, 1992).  Not only does basic musical form in 
children’s compositions share features with basic story-grammar (Mandler & 
Johnson, 1977) but more importantly, it develops in a similar way and ap-
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pear to fulfill similar purposes (Davies, 1992). According to Davies, storytel-
ling is essential as a tool to children’s understanding of the world, and in 
music making externalizations of their thinking materialize (ibid.). 

Pond (1981) found children to have an innate capacity for understanding 
musical form and structure. These findings challenge the cultural historical 
view that development always is preceded by some kind of impression. It is 
beyond the scope of this text to discuss innateness, but taken together these 
results are also suggestive of concept development processes emerging al-
ready in small children and in musical learning. 

3.2 Improvisation and composition 
Two related but different categories of musical creativity are improvisation 
and composition. Wiggins (2007) has examined the distinctions between 
improvisation and composition in research literature and found that aspects 
of time-relations between the creative activity and the produced artifact 
seemed to be crucial. Definitions also commonly included the aspect of revi-
sion; that composition can be an iterative process wherein materials and 
form could be repeatedly edited, whereas the improviser must settle for 
whatever springs to mind. Perhaps the most important aspects is not to de-
fine these two activities, but to differentiate aspects of how different work 
modes may affect the creative process.  

An adequate concern in this context is what impact these differences in 
conditions have on learning and concept development in respective disci-
pline. One interpretation of an aspect of the problem is that in improvisation, 
the revision must be applied beforehand; in the preparatory learning phase 
whereas in composition it is part of the making of the actual artifact. A pos-
sible implication of this is that learning improvisation would be more de-
pendent on patterning and hierarchical conceptualizations than learning 
composition that could proceed in a more additive and critical fashion.  

In a way, the empirical study Creative Structures or Structured Creativity 
presented in one of the articles of this thesis could be understood to exercise 
aspects of improvisation. The setting of the parameters to steer the algo-
rithms in one of the studies, meant engaging in the same kind of preparations 
as in planning an improvisation. To organize musical material on an aggre-
gate level is a core competence in both improvisation and composition, but 
the application of this organization is generally different. The particular form 
of algorithmic composition applied in this study, could be said to occupy an 
in-between position in that it is direct like improvisation, but does not de-
mand aural control of relations between idea and realization to the same 
extent. In that sense it more resembles the act of composition where materi-
als can be tested, evaluated and transformed tentatively. 
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In a review of pedagogical research on music composition, Barret (1998) 
summarizes four prominent approaches to the subject:  
1 Composition as creative expression; 
2 Composition as a means to introducing children to the music and tech-

niques of contemporary composers; 
3 Composition as a craft that is the province of a few very special minds 

(Paynter, 1989, p. 236) to be approached by the careful analysis of the 
musical language of various composers;  

4 Composition as a teaching and learning strategy employed to promote 
musical thinking and understanding.  

She finds the latter to be the most influential for motivating the presence of 
composition in music curricula. Even though studying and learning composi-
tion is an end in itself for the students in the empirical studies of this thesis 
and all four approaches are valid to them, still the aspect of developing mu-
sical thinking and understanding became especially important in the projects, 
and is at the heart of the research problem presented here.  

Studies in music composition are seen as being both formative and reflec-
tive of musical understanding (Bamberger, 1991; Swanwick, 1988; 1994). 
The latter aspect occurred as an important result in the empirical studies in a 
way that was not expected. The students associated sounds and techniques 
salient in the compositional tasks not only to other experiences of composi-
tion but also to music they listened to, and it made them discover new as-
pects of that music and understand it in new ways.  

Focusing on problem-solving processes of compositional activity DeLor-
entzo (1989) describe how highly involved problem-solvers engage in explo-
ration, development and repetition of musical materials, while less involved 
problem-solvers are prone to mere repetition. High involvement also seemed 
to lead to an extensive exploration phase in the study, and these students 
arrived at their musical solutions only by the end of the designated time.  

Task design bears a heavy influence on how students relate to both the 
process of composing and the musical output (Burnard, 1995). Composition 
tasks should be clearly differentiated as practice tasks, formative tasks and 
composition tasks (ibid.). Formative tasks introduce new knowledge, prac-
tice tasks are about breaking down complex problems into specific aspects 
and creating exercises for them, and composition tasks lastly are about the 
application of compositional knowledge and imagination. These would all 
require different teaching and learning modes as well as framework in terms 
of time frames, attitude towards learned techniques and target goals. In this 
light it becomes all the more important that the teacher – or as in this case, 
the researcher - has a valid assessment of the students’ levels of knowledge 
and skill, in order to present them with an adequate challenge, as stressed by 
Brändström & Högberg (1998).  
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4 Cognition   

The fourth chapter starts with a reference to the biological origins of our 
hearing, and the possible impact of that on the perception and processing of 
music. Then we pay a visit to the Zygonic theory, which again is a syntactic 
matter, but it was developed in the frame of cognitive psychology as a tool 
for understanding communicative aspects of music. The third and last sec-
tion of this chapter is about concept development, which is the central issue 
of this thesis as a whole.  

4.1 Perceptive categories 
Research on the evolution of our hearing system suggest, that it stems from 
the hair cells of a prehistoric fish, that were gathered in a line along the body 
and had the purpose of being an instrument for navigation and orientation 
(Wallin, 1982). So the primeval and most profound function of the hearing 
system has to do with balance, sense of direction and mapping out the close 
environment. In extension, hearing plays an important part in the perception 
of the boundary between the body and the immediate surroundings: your 
conduct with the world. Though not normally considered, these functions are 
always present in the hearing situation. They serve to inform you of where 
something is happening in relation to your own position, and to estimate 
some sense of size and material structure of the source of the sounding 
event. If the sound is moving the changing difference in phase, amplitude 
and high frequency content will give you an idea of directionality or gesture. 
The spatiotemporal qualities of a sound imply information about the physical 
traits of the source that is causing it. 

All this is fundamental to the meaning making process when we make or 
listen to music and points to a critical difference to semiosis in language. As 
a result, in music, symbolic representation is not entirely arbitrary. If a musi-
cal statement sounds big it also conveys the meaning of big. Or if you want 
to portray something as being hard and edgy, you have better not make it 
sound soft and smooth. Even if there are many other aspects to musical 
meaning making, those immanent qualities of significance will always be 
there to have an impact on sensory perception. Perhaps recent findings in 
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neurological research can shed some light on the power of this very physical 
quality of musical sound.  

Only recently have the multimodal aspects of music processing gained sig-
nificant attention. In addition to the auditory, other sensory modalities such 
as visual, tactile, and proprioceptive, play a significant role in the processing 
of musical information. A common feature of the latter modalities is that they 
rely on corporeal movement. (Toiviainen, 2010)  

In a series of studies Petri Toiviainen (ibid.) have investigated music-
induced movement as a token for the multimodal structure of musical under-
standing. Subjects were found to represent different layers of metrical perio-
dicity in different body parts. Subjects’ movements to music were recorded 
with Motion Capture Systems and their movement patterns were parsed into 
orthogonal components. The relative proportions of the amount of move-
ments in different body parts were found to be dependent on both musical 
genre and subjects’ personality traits. Also the disposition of activity across 
the frequency-spectrum seemed to affect the nature of the responding 
movement. When exposed to music with a very articulate rhythm in a low 
register, respondents tended to keep in place, whereas with music in lack of a 
clear marking of the beat in low register, they moved about much more, “as 
if they were looking for the beat” (ibid.). Some of the implications for these 
findings include a support for the common coding theory (Prinz, 1984) sug-
gesting that perception and action are coupled, and the embodied cognition 
theory (Maturana & Varela, 1987) stressing the importance of sensorimotor 
capacities for cognitive processes. So, it is suggested that both perceptive 
and cognitive processing of music involve sensorimotor resources. Music, it 
is concluded, can be regarded as a fundamentally spatiotemporal phenome-
non (Toiviainen, 2010). 

From a totally different perspective, Wishart (1996) arrives at a similar 
stance. He considers meaning making a synthetic activity that goes well be-
yond the arranging of verbal strings.  

Meaning is made by connecting and ordering objects of perception, not by 
having them connected and ordered, but by the process of doing it. (Wishart, 
1996) 

Wishart conceives of it thus, because of the scribal dominance of the West-
ern and most other modern day cultures, we tend to underrate the nonverbal 
aspects of meaning making. In a spoken message, the words contribute ref-
erential significance, but meaning is conveyed through the combination of 
words [and syntax] with gesture, posture, tone of voice, rhythmic disposition 
and so on, that will supply information on the character, importance and 
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urgency of the matter, the speaker’s attitude towards the utterance, and other 
information pertinent to its interpretation. 

4.2 Zygonic theory 
Separation, categorization and ordering of musical parameters following a 
Schenkerian logic is at the heart of cognitive modeling of musical under-
standing (Ockelford, 2006). According to Ockelford (2011) (presumably 
referring to Western cultural sphere) music consists for about 85% of repeti-
tion. Repetition is a prerequisite for making intrinsic reference and therefore 
the foundation for constructing syntax. Repetition in this sense is a general-
ized concept, not limited to exact iterations of an original statement, but in-
cluding all kinds of techniques for varying and expanding the target content, 
like e.g. transposition, inversion, augmentation, permutation etc. In respect 
to this notion of repetition as being paramount to cognitive processing of 
music, Ockelford (2006) has developed the Zygonic Theory by which all 
these different layers and potencies of repetition can be analyzed. The theory 
comprises a notational system for marking these repetitions and their respec-
tive degree of variation.  

One example of the latter is a distinction between perfect and imperfect 
repetition in that the latter is applied at a different ratio from the original 
than the first repetition; what in music theory praxis is referred to as tonal 
imitation. The relevance of this particular parsing to cognitive processing 
could be questioned, as the basic frame for expectation in the tonal context 
of the music example, includes the tonality. It may be that the scale-degrees 
or the acoustic ratios (measuring harmonic complexity or tension-value) 
between the notes could provide a more adequate measure. There are still 
details in the Zygonic Theory that need further consideration but on the 
whole it is an interesting way to approach music analysis that seems highly 
adequate to cognitive processing of musical structure.  

4.3 Concept development 
Perhaps Plato’s dichotomy of perfect forms and the physical world objects as 
their faint reflection is the first example of a theory of conceptual thinking 
insofar that these forms are abstract representations of the kind of objects 
that our senses can register (Plato). Concepts are generalizations by which 
we bundle and structure our knowledge of the world. To explain what a con-
cept is, Vygotskij (1999) uses the example of a lamp that could either be an 
abstraction representing any and all experienced or imagined lamps, or one 
specific item. Even one particular lamp could be the object of conceptual 
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generalization, for it can be beheld from different angles, seen at different 
times of day, it can be lit or switched off and so on. A modern day notion of 
concept development includes that it can rely on the inductive process of 
experiential learning as well as be a product of deductive reasoning.  

There are two kinds of concepts in Vygotskij’s terminology, scientific 
concepts and spontaneous concepts (Vygotskij, 1999, p. 251 f.f.). Scientific 
concepts are what we learn theoretically and develop deductively. These are 
objects of intentional learning, typically in formal and educational settings. 
Through the trial and error processes of life we develop spontaneous con-
cepts. Spontaneous concepts are products of informal learning, including 
situations when learning is not the primary concern.  

The concept development process (cdp) according to Vygotskij (1987, 
1999) is a sequence of analysis and synthesis of knowledge towards abstrac-
tion and generalization. It consists of three distinct phases: The first is the 
syncretic phase in which the comprehension of the concept is casual and 
rhapsodic. The structure and boundaries for the concept are unclear and the 
word is considered a part of the object rather than a symbol for it. Next is the 
complexive phase in which generalizations and nodes for transfer to other 
concepts start to develop. The complexive phase can be subdivided into four 
stages: associative complex, chain-complex, diffuse complex and pseudo-
concepts. The progress through these stages goes from periferal association 
towards hierarchical structuring. The final conceptual phase is not a static 
condition, but the concept keeps developing its levels of abstraction and 
generalization, and is restructured as new objects enter its conceptual sphere.  

The highest level of conceptual development is when we can remember a 
thought without words. Then we are free to conditionally operate with the 
concept, as Vygotskij (ibid.) puts it.  
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5 Algorithmic composition 

This chapter discusses how the concept algorithmic composition can be un-
derstood, its variants, its definitions and boundaries, and some possible use 
for it.  

5.1 Definitions and boundaries 
Algorithmic, sometimes also referred to as formalized or generative, meth-
ods can be used in creative art work either to open up new spaces of possi-
bilities or to delimit a too immense or complex space. In principle algo-
rithmic composition means to set up some kind of rule or mechanics by 
which musical material will be generated or manipulated. In designing an 
algorithm for composition, the composer has to consider aggregate or con-
ceptual levels of the music making. Typically this effort is rewarded by the 
algorithm generating detailed musical structures in consequence of the deci-
sions made on the aggregate level. In pedagogical applications, composition 
algorithms can serve the double purpose of being tools for creative develop-
ment by introducing the unexpected, and to challenge students to develop 
conceptual grasp of musical structuring on account of the holistic perspec-
tive that has to be considered.  

There is no such thing as algorithmic music though. The algorithm is a 
concern for the creative process and theoretically it can result in any kind of 
music. An example to illustrate that is seen in the work of David Cope 
(2000) who has designed a learning algorithm that can generate music in the 
style of a given composer. The algorithm is fed examples from a composers 
production, and from statistical analysis of that input, it can make probabilis-
tic estimations of the choices of that composer and hence, compose in that 
style.  

Historically algorithms have been applied to musical problems as long as 
there is documentation of planned music activity. Examples include from 
simple formal devices like canons, to complex transformational mappings of 
architectural form and proportion to music. In present day context, algo-
rithmic methods are often associated with use of computers, since those ma-
chines are suitable for handling and structuring large quantities of data and 
for generating data (musical or otherwise) by principle.  
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Both computers and compositional algorithms are mediating tools: They 
carry cultural knowledge and values from their originators to the users, and 
their design is to some extent suggestive of their use and purpose. But they 
also carry connotations, and these are conditioned by cultural context. The 
more musical knowledge that is invested in a software tool for algorithmic 
composition (or any kind of composition for that matter) the more efficient it 
becomes in assisting in solving appointed tasks. But this efficiency comes at 
the expense of increased musical prejudice. This dilemma of specialized 
versus general purpose tools is discussed by Barry Truax (1986) in consider-
ing developing computer language for music compositions, but the general 
principle applies to all musical software tools.  

5.2 Classification  
Dyndahl (1995) discriminates between formalistic composition and intuitive 
composition. Formalistic composition is where the compositional idea and 
its structural development is given a mathematical representation for algo-
rithms, proportions and sets of rules. In intuitive composition the computer is 
used as a generator of musical material and the composer is free to use, dis-
pose of or transform the material at will.  

At first glance the definition seems clear and to the point. A closer inspec-
tion reveals some problems though. To begin with, the criteria are not mutu-
ally exclusive. The mathematical representations and rule sets could well be 
subjected to the composers will and intuition just as intuitive composition 
could well contain elements of formalistic techniques without violating the 
given criteria. There is actually nothing in the criteria for intuitive composi-
tion that points to intuition. Furthermore there is a wide range of composi-
tional techniques and aesthetics that could not be adequately represented by 
either of these labels, like all kinds of planned or premeditated composition 
that does not employ formalistic methods, or aleatoric music for that matter, 
where the will of the performers can override that of the composer.  

Leonard B. Meyer (1956) offered the dichotomy of formalistic and ex-
pressionistic aesthetics, but that was before the rise of computer music and it 
concerned problems of meaning making rather than compositional methods.  

An alternative understanding could be that formalized composition de-
notes any compositional process that relies on algorithmic techniques for the 
generation of music material. Any case of composition that falls outside this 
category could then be called non-formalized or perhaps manual composi-
tion. In order to be useful, this latter concept would have to be subdivided.  

In an interview sample in Dyndahl’s (1995) article, the interviewed com-
poser in his way of approaching the question whether he uses the program-
ming software Max/MSP for composing, reveals an idealistic view of for-
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malistic methods. He did not consider his generating musical material by 
algorithmic techniques to be composing but rather saw his work as being 
intuitive since he after the fact reordered and restructured the material in 
sequencer-programs. Hence it is implicated that “composing with max” is 
understood as a process where the whole compositional process is designed 
as a unity within the software.  

Whenever algorithmic logic or structure is engaged to produce musical 
material or otherwise structures to be used for composition is to be under-
stood as algorithmic composition in the context of this thesis. In many cases 
the algorithmically produced structures are negotiated, whether by intuition, 
by some principle or by careful consideration, the process as a whole is still 
to be considered as algorithmic composition, or at least algorithmically aided 
composition. Intuitive composition (in the context of computer-assisted 
composition) would then be when the computer is used much like a tradi-
tional instrument, or merely as a tool to record intuitively created music, as 
audio, sheet music or some other representational form. But the term intui-
tive also implies that the composer to a certain extent is unaware of her do-
ings; that the composing is carried out without a conscious sense of the rela-
tion of the whole to the parts, for instance. This romantic image of the artist 
as mythic creature, a genius raised above the tedious acts of thinking and 
planning, is another one of these aforementioned cultural prejudices that 
sometimes can impede the notion of music as communication. It builds on a 
conception of music as personal and exclusive and the musical work as 
unique, which effectively rules out the possibility of semiosis.  

5.3 Applications 
Algorithms can also be used as tools to solve specific design problems, e.g., 
to design a transition from A to B. By abstraction into higher-level entities, 
the composer can concentrate on high-level parameters and delegate the 
details to the algorithm. The musical result is then auditioned and the algo-
rithm and its parameters are possibly revised in an iterative process. The 
computer becomes an advanced creative assistant (Dahlstedt, 2004). 

Taking a genome tree as a model, with two types of nodes: leaf nodes that 
contain a note or a motif, and branching nodes that either branch out or 
merge operators into larger structures, Dahlstedt (2004) has created a genera-
tive model for algorithmic composition. The algorithm is based on recur-
sively described binary trees. Through recursive structures, a node can ex-
pand into a complex sub-tree. Mutations and randomly inserted crossovers to 
merge branches from two parent trees, work to expand the possibilities for 
musical growth. The starting population can be entered in one of three ways: 
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by manual input, by random generation or from a recombination of a collec-
tion of examples. 

In a second step, formalized fitness criteria are imposed on the generated 
structures. These include:  

− Density range 
− Repetition rate 
− Duplicity 
− Duration 

For each measure a target range is set and a rating is calculated according to 
the distance to the target range. For the most part these will handle problems 
that result from excessive recursion. But the recursive structure is also what 
renders the musical outcome organic gestural qualities, like exponential 
change of dynamics and tempo or coherent thematic structures.  

5.4 Stochastic music 
Another approach to algorithmic composition is taken by Iannis Xenakis, 
who questions the common notion of randomness as something uncontrolla-
ble and rhapsodic (Xenakis, 1992). He considers this notion naive and in-
adequate as a principle for generation and selection of materials and struc-
tures for compositional and artistic creative process. Instead he infers an 
approach from statistical theory and prefers the concept of probability to that 
of chance. In his theory of composition stochastic methods are applied to 
compositional problems to generate probability distributions of musical pa-
rameter-values, and their combinations into scenes. Stochastic methods also 
enable transformation of data between different domains, and Xenakis dis-
plays how calculations for spatial design in architecture can be transformed 
into music: Through mathematical modeling he makes direct translations 
between space and sound. 

To my understanding, there is not a dichotomy between the concepts of 
chance and stochastics. Chance is not necessarily completely unpredictable 
but is commonly subjected to statistical estimations, by figures or simply by 
qualifications like “great” or “small”. For practical reasons I have settled for 
the more everyday concept of chance for the purpose of the study, since go-
ing into stochastic methods would be to complex for the students to handle 
on top of everything else that is new. Also for psychological reasons, chance 
is the better choice for the connotations it conveys of uncertainty and half-
mystery as opposed to the calculability of stochastics. It might be counter-
productive to the learning process (and this would be an interesting research 
problem in itself) if the students started out with the notion that everything 
was controllable and they just needed to master the mechanics of it. 
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 6 Summary and discussion of the empirical 
studies 

This chapter comprices a report of the two articles containing the empirical 
studies of the thesis. First there is a brief introduction about the communali-
ties and differences of the two studies. Then follows a summary of the article 
Synthetic Activity – Semiosis, conceptualizations and meaning making in 
music composition, which has been submitted to the peer reviewed British 
publication Journal of Music, Technology and Education. After that there is 
a summary of the article Creative Structures or Structured Creativity –
Examining algorithmic composition as a learning tool, which has been ac-
cepted with revisions, for publication in the Nordic Research in Music Edu-
cation, Yearbook vol. 13, 2011.  

6.1 Two empirical studies 
The two articles of the thesis were based on two empirical studies of students 
at a music program in upper secondary school in Sweden, learning new con-
cepts and techniques for composition. New in this context means that it was 
new to the students, and the tasks carried out concerned electroacoustic 
composition. Learning, however, was found to be generalized beyond the 
frame of musical genre and the perspective of composition, and to concern 
musical understanding as such.  

Two students, a male and a female, took part in both studies. The studies 
had the same methodological design employing observation of composi-
tional activities, observation of compositional products (compositions and 
exercises) and interviews. The tasks and the compositional concepts were 
very different between the studies, one being about sound-based composition 
and constructing musical material and sound literally from scratch, and the 
other about engaging algorithms to generate musical structure. In the former, 
there was no meta-level like a notation system could supply, but the students 
dealt with sound directly. In the latter, there were several levels of meta-
language in the form of computer code, algorithmic representation, MIDI-
format and the tools´ inherent in the sequencer. Meta-levels can be thought 
of as affordances for abstraction.  
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Theoretical perspectives vary between the articles, one being based on 
semiotics and the other on cultural historical theory. Vygotskij’s theories on 
the concept development process are fundamental to both articles though.  

6.2 Summary of article: Synthetic Activity 
Two students learned how to manually construct additive synthesis by com-
piling and mixing sinewaves of the harmonic series. They were given the 
task to create musical sound, musical phrases and eventually a short compo-
sition by means of such compilations, either working with audio files di-
rectly or playing them from a sampler.  

The study was designed to render a learning process. All necessary in-
formation was given at the beginning of the project and it was the target of 
the research to study how the students absorbed that information and if they 
developed conceptual knowledge by applying the information in artistic 
action.  

Regarding the observations, the aim was to monitor the musical concept 
development process of the students, their processes of internalization and 
externalization and how they integrated the newly achieved knowledge with 
their music making. The interviews both served as a correlation to the obser-
vations; a way to map out how the cognitive processes connected to the arti-
facts created, and to examine what parts or aspects of the learning process 
had reached a state of externalization.  

The early results displayed solutions to the first task of building static 
sounds that made use of the given materials and followed the instructions 
closely. From observing the working process, not least from the errors that 
entered into it, it appeared that the concept was not conceived as a whole, 
and that its boundaries and what properties were acknowledged was casual 
and even accidental. As the process evolved, more personal creativity was 
invested in the work, which was also supported by the structure of the tasks, 
and the handling of techniques and compositional principles developed to-
wards a conceptual understanding. In the interviews the students reported 
that understanding sound in this fundamental way had made them reconcep-
tualize the way they heard music, even music they were already familiar 
with.  

6.3 Summary of article: Creative Structures or 
Structured Creativity 
In the second study, algorithmic structures were engaged to generate raw 
materials for musical structures, which were then recorded and manipulated 
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by the participating students in order to make musical meaning. The first part 
of the project was done in a programming environment designed for musical 
purposes (MaxMSP) which was new to the students. In the second part a 
sequencer program was used (LogicPro) with which the students were well 
acquainted.   

This project was designed to render a learning process, but in a slightly 
different way than the project on synthesis. The programming language and 
the algorithmic constructs introduced to the students were too complex to 
take in at once and had to be mastered bit by bit.  

Applying algorithms as learning tools had the double purpose of expand-
ing the students’ creative repertoire and challenging them to think of musical 
parameters on an aggregate level. The first purpose was achieved by the 
algorithms arriving at musical structures which the students would not come 
up with in traditional composition. The second purpose is already a prerequi-
site for setting up and handling the algorithms.  

Traits of the concept development process as described by Vygotskij 
could be traced throughout the project. There was a clear division between 
an analytical process where the students reduced and simplified the algo-
rithms, and a synthetic process in which complexity was reinstated by the 
application of traditional contrapuntal techniques to the algorithmically gen-
erated structures. The syncretic phase of the cdp was prevalent in the first 
encounter with the programming interface and the musical algorithms pre-
fabricated by the researcher. As the students started to manipulate the 
boundaries and eventually redesign the algorithms, instances of associative 
thinking and tokens of the early complexive phases started to appear.  A 
fully conceptual state was not reached for the algorithmic concepts, but in 
the finalizing of the compositions, conceptualized knowledge in the form of 
tonal and contrapuntal devices was entered into the conceptualization proc-
ess. Musical form and meaning was constructed by connecting the new con-
cepts to established musical concepts.  

6.4 Concepts in space 
In the articles problems of language and spatio-temporality are discussed 
from the viewpoints of psychology and semiotics. Is music, cognitively 
speaking, like a language, applied mathematics, sounding materializations of 
space, all of these or perhaps something completely different? The theory of 
multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1983; Furnes, 2009) suggests that musical 
intelligence shares resources with all the above-mentioned competences and 
Vygotskij (1995) states that the creative process structurally mimics the con-
cept developments process. Both these theories work in support of the notion 
of a musical cdp. In the empirical studies it was possible to trace characteris-
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tics of the sequential stages of the early part of the cdp in language based 
learning, as defined by Vygotskij (1987, 1999).  Some instances, such as the 
abstraction of syntax from immanent structural properties and construction 
of nestled phrases, were suggestive of higher-level cdp:s.  

These were tokens for that music depends on symbolic representation and 
syntactic structuring in a language-like way, but there were also indications 
that it has properties of a more absolute and immediate nature, ineffable 
features as would Diana Raffman call them. In the study based on additive 
synthesis, the wordless, strictly auditive understanding of what happened 
when the sinewaves were blended in different ways was fundamental to the 
musical conceptualization process. Does this not suggest that musical mean-
ing include aspects of our fundamental understanding of time and space to a 
degree that cannot be put into words? The biological basic functions for our 
hearing include orientation in space and alerting us to potential danger 
(Wallin, 1982; Dahlstedt, 2004). These systems are much faster more power-
ful than a language message counterpart could ever be and not only do they 
inform of whereabouts and threats, but also do they have the powers to put 
us in a mood adequate to the situation.  

The tendency noted in the empirical studies that creativity seems to be 
boosted by the encounter of several concept development processes at dif-
ferent stages, is paralleled by Davies’ (1992) study of small children’s song 
making. Her findings contrast to the earlier research of Swanwick and Till-
man (1986), who made a study of children’s instrumental music making 
from the perspective of Piaget's stages of mastery, imitation and imaginative 
play, which in the musical context translated into materials, expression and 
structure in music. These stages were entered sequentially in the study, and 
the structural stage was not entered until they reached the age of eleven. The 
children in Davies’ study were simultaneously working in different modes of 
the development sequence suggested by Swanwick and Tillman (ibid.), 
which was seen as contradictory to their result. In addition, they displayed 
structural concerns at an earlier age, which was ascribed to them not being 
impeded by limitations of instrumental technique. 

Maybe Vygotskij’s notion of Zpd can add the dynamicity that is lacking 
to the situation. In this view, developmental stages are not categorical and 
fix, but are negotiated over time. Learning is the motor to activate develop-
ment processes and a characteristic of these processes is that given the 
proper assistance, the learning individual can make creative achievements 
not yet fully conceptualized.  

This could be where creativity and learning connect; they are different as-
pects of the same process. Creativity entails a leap into the unknown by ei-
ther encountering and acknowledging new knowledge or combining your 
internalized knowledge to project in new an unforeseen directions 
(Dahlstedt, 2001, 2011). Then the learning process works to conceptualize 
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that new knowledge and allocate it a space in the conceptual web. But Zpd is 
a two way street; it lives in the communication between the learner and the 
more accomplished peer or teacher. Consequently the concept development 
process is not linear and steadily progressive, but is in constant motion back 
and forth in an erratic fashion, and taken together with Howard Gardner’s 
(1983) notion of multiple intelligences we must envision several of these 
processes going on in parallel. This is a plausible account of what is going 
on both with the students in the present studies and with the children in Da-
vies’ study.  

6.5 Goodbye reason hello rhyme 
But if, as mentioned in the foregoing section (6.4), basic biological functions 
play an important part in musical experience, that would entail that musical 
signification cannot be entirely arbitrary. Its potential for symbolic represen-
tation is constrained to objects in keeping with the immanent qualities of the 
character of the perceived sound. This limits the semiotic power for semantic 
signification in music. Meaning making as a syntactical and textual concern 
is only indirectly influenced, though.  

All this seems to point in a direction to suggest that an important part of 
what makes music powerful has to do with applied mathematics; namely 
physical experiencing of geometrical entities, mechanics, flow and motion. 
But surely, even if language cannot convey spatial meaning in the same way, 
language concepts also have a spatial dimension to them. When Vygotskij 
(1999) talks about webs and nodes, he employs spatial metaphors to illus-
trate his understanding of concepts. Spectromorphology (Smalley 1986) is 
equally valid to the study of phonetics as to that of music. A possible inter-
pretation of the results of the studies of this thesis would be that musical 
concepts operate somewhere between on the one hand, mathematic and spa-
tial understanding, and on the other, symbolic representation and syntactic 
structuring but that all these systems are dynamic constructs, evading com-
plete definition and fixation. Furthermore these structures are not entirely 
separable but must contain aspects of each other in order to be functional. 
Language messages and concepts need space in which to operate, and with-
out language, our understanding of concepts of space and motion would lack 
vital dimensions – they would simply be less conceptual. 

According to the cultural historical theory, the cdp is never completed. 
Once the process has reached a conceptual state, the development of the 
concept itself begins. New objects and aspects are added to the concept that 
grows richer by restructuring and developing new nodes for transfer. By and 
by the level of abstraction advances and the concept grows independent of 
the word, which is to say we can remember a thought without _____. Ac-
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cording to Vygotskij (1987, 1999) this is the highest level of concept devel-
opment, when the mind is free to conditionally operate with the concept. I 
would like to suggest that this state is equally significant of mature and ac-
complished creative work, for instance in music composition. This is a state 
of seamless transfer between concepts, when the prismatic qualities of a 
concept can be taken fully into to account and patterns of nodes and connec-
tions emerge at new levels of understanding.   

The meaning of a concept is determined by its relation to other concepts 
at the same level of abstraction. This makes the cdp a special case of semio-
sis. It is about the complexity of significance of words, until it dissolves into 
just complexity of significance. In the case of musical concepts, significance 
cannot be entirely arbitrarily assigned, because there are (or at least can be) 
properties of immanent meaning in a musical sound event. But it is the mu-
sical application that supplies contextual meaning to these events. By con-
necting or putting musical concepts in relation to each other, musical mean-
ing is constructed, that can neither be entirely free from or entirely bound by 
the immanent meaning of the sound events. In a way, musical semiosis is 
constrained by the immanent meaning of sound events. Musical meaning 
though, is made by patterning and disposition of form and proportions of 
complex connections of sound events and musical concepts. These can be 
assigned extrinsic reference and cultural values but will in addition always 
carry a sublimation of a sense of being in time and space. The mix of extrin-
sic and intrinsic reference makes for a very powerful complexity, because its 
potential meaning affordance includes a physical awareness of your relation 
to the world. This is not suggesting that existential meaning can be put into 
music or any other art form, as a message. It always has to be constructed 
and depends to a great extent upon induction.  
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7 Svensk Sammanfattning  

Goodbye Reason Hello Rhyme 
Denna licentiatavhandling handlar om meningsskapande i musikalisk kom-
position och musikaliskt lärande. Centralt för textens diskussion av båda 
dessa problemområden är begreppsutvecklingsprocessen såsom den beskrivs 
av Vygotskij (1987, 1999), semiotisk teori i traditionen efter Ferdinand de 
Saussure samt teorier kring syntax, form och struktur. En grundidé är att 
med hjälp av dessa teorier och begrepp hämtade från språkrelaterad forsk-
ning undersöka förekomsten av inommusikaliska begrepp och kartlägga en 
musikalisk begreppsutvecklingsprocess.  

Avhandlingen består av två artiklar som bygger på varsin empirisk studie, 
och en inledande kappa, med teoretiskt deduktiv ansats. De empiriska studi-
erna är båda gjorda inom ramen för kompositionsstudier vid ett musikpro-
gram vid en svensk gymnasieskola och avser komposition av elektroakustisk 
musik. Undersökningsdesignen är gemensam för de två studierna med tri-
angulering av överlappande data från observation av processer och färdiga 
kompositioner samt intervjuer.  

Resultaten visar tecken på musikaliska begreppsutvecklingsprocesser hos 
respondenterna med kännetecken från olika stadier motsvarande de Vygots-
kij (1987, 1999) har beskrivit för språkbaserat lärande. De konstnärliga pro-
cesserna kunde analyseras och beskrivas med hjälp av semiotiska och 
syntaktiska teorier och begrepp. Nedan följer en något mer ingående sam-
manfattning av avhandlingens problem, resultat och diskussioner. 

7.1 Syfte 
Det övergripande syftet med avhandlingen är att bidra till att skapa en ökad 
och mer differentierad kunskap om meningsskapande och begreppsbild-
ningsprocesser i musikaliskt tänkande och komponerande. Som stödproces-
ser i det arbetet finns följande delsyften: 
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− Att skapa verktyg och språkliga begrepp för att bättre förstå och be-
skriva musikaliskt meningsskapande och musikalisk begreppsut-
veckling som forskningsobjekt 

− Att skapa en ökad förståelse för hur meningsskapande i konstnärliga 
processer och i lärandeprocesser samverkar vid musikaliskt lärande  

− Att skapa pedagogiska verktyg för att arbeta med dessa processer i 
reella lärandesituationer, ur lärar- såväl som elevperspektiv  

Avhandlingens empiriska undersökningar gäller formellt lärande, det vill 
säga intentionerat lärande inom ramen för en utbildning. Sådant lärande föl-
jer en annan tillkomstprocess än icke intentionerat lärande. Vygotskij (1999) 
skiljer på vardagliga begrepp, sådana som uppstår genom kontinuerlig och 
inte alltid medveten bearbetning av i vardagen gjorda erfarenheter: av delta-
gandet i en kultur, och vetenskapliga begrepp som skapas genom intentione-
rat lärande, typiskt i formella lärandesitutationer (utbildning) genom att man 
avsiktligt studerar något. De psykologiska processer som på ett individuellt 
plan utgör dessa lärandeprocesser blir därför helt olika. Medan de vardagliga 
begreppen byggs av stegvis ackumulerad kunskap och erfarenhet så innebär 
introduktionen av ett vetenskapligt begrepp ett kognitivt språng, ett plötsligt 
möte med en representation av ny kunskap som först efterhand förklaras och 
får sin plats i relation till befintliga begrepp i individens begreppssystem.  

Musikaliskt meningsskapande under komposition och musikskapande 
måste rimligen omfatta båda former av begreppsbildning för att kunna leda 
till resultat som är både nyskapande i någon mening och samtidigt kulturellt 
relevanta. Detta innebär ett potentiellt problem för kompositionsutbildning, 
som historiskt och i princip bygger på formell lärandesituation. I ett vidare 
perspektiv kan detta problem sägas omfatta all utbildning, och det har ägnats 
stort intresse i både pedagogisk forskning och praxis att finna vägar att integ-
rera ”vardagskunskapandet” i utbildningens tjänst. Problemet blir dock ac-
centuerat i konstnärlig utbildning som ju inte bara ska leda fram till att exa-
minera studenter med nödvändiga kunskaper och färdigheter för att skapa 
konstnärliga produkter, utan även förväntas omfatta sådan produktion inom 
utbildningen. Det vill säga att kriterierna för konstnärligt meningsskapande 
inom kompositionsutbildning är i mångt och mycket desamma som vid pro-
fessionellt utövande.  

7.2 Teoretisk bakgrund  
De ingående artiklarna har olika teoretiska perspektiv. I kappan diskuteras 
hur dessa kompletterar varandra och även vilka problem som kan finnas med 
att kombinera dem. Kulturhistorisk teori med utgångspunkt i Vygotskijs 
skrifter (1978, 1980, 1987, 1995, 1999) bildar en sorts grundförståelse för de 
pedagogiska problemen. Detta kompletteras med semiotiska teorier på 
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grundval av Saussures (1911, 1916, 1907/1996) teorier men med hänsyn till 
den omfattande forskningstradition som följt i dess spår, också på musikens 
område (t.ex. Nattiez 1990a, 1990b, 2006; Wishart, 1986, 1996; Smalley, 
1997, 2007; Fischman 2007). Även Vygotskijs teorier bygger i viktiga avse-
enden på Saussures semiotik även om det inte är explicit i texten. Så är till 
exempel hans utredning av hur begrepp får betydelse i allt väsentligt semio-
tisk. Men även om begrepp är dynamiska till sin karaktär och med Vygots-
kijs ord kan “sättas i rörelse” (1987, 1999) så är de liksom semiotiska tecken 
för referentiella symboler som i sig i princip inte uttrycker mening. För att 
skapa mening krävs att flera ord sätts samman till en fras eller sats. Mening-
en ligger alltså i formen som utgörs av ett samspel mellan ord och syntax. 
För att få ett grepp på meningsskapandets olika dimensioner behöver jag 
även teorier om syntax, varför Chomskys teorier om generativ grammatik 
(1957, 1965, 1968, 1973, 2006) kommer till användning. Även Chomsky har 
fått efterföljare på musikens område: Lerdahl och Jackendoff (1983) har 
omtolkat begreppen och strukturen till att fungera för musikalisk analys av 
tonala och metriska strukturer. Andra har implementerat Chomskys idéer i 
algoritmer för musikaliskt skapande (t.ex. Thywissen, 1996; Mavromatis, 
2010a, 2010b). 

Vygotskij (1999) skiljer så mellan vetenskapliga och vardagliga begrepp 
att det förra inte nödvändigt behöver ha med vetenskap att göra utan är be-
grepp som lärs in på språklig och logisk grund inom ramen för formella lä-
randesituationer, och det senare mer är en fråga om ett oreflekterat lärande 
där begreppsbildningen växer fram efter hand man umgås med lärobjektet. 

7.3 Metod/Tillvägagångssätt 
De empiriska undersökningarna bygger på flersidiga data insamlade genom 
observation av både arbetsprocesser och konstnärliga produkter samt genom 
intervjuer. I studiet av dessa processer var det viktigt att ta reda på både hur 
respondenterna uttrycker sig i de undersökta avseendena och hur deras ar-
betsprocess på väg dit såg ut, men även vad deras intentioner var och hur 
deras upplevelser av lärandeprocessen och det konstnärliga meningsskapan-
det gestaltade sig. Dessa datainsamlingsmetoder kompletterade varandra och 
gav sammantaget en bild av meningsskapande och begreppsbildning som 
inte skulle kunna erhållas med bara en metod.  

7.3.1 Deltagare 
De undersökningar som omfattas av licentiatavhandlingen bygger på inter-
vjuer och observationer av två musikstuderande i ett yrkesförberedande 
gymnasieprogram. Det skedde inom ramen för två olika kompositionsprojekt 
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designade för forskningsändamålet. Respondenterna är strategiskt utvalda på 
grundval av att de har ett starkt intresse och fallenhet för komposition. De 
har i förhållande till sin ålder även en bred erfarenhet av att komponera och 
kan röra sig inom olika stilar men har inte tidigare arbetat med de tekniker 
som kom till användning i undersökningarna.  

Det finns sedan tidigare ganska många studier om barn, till och med små 
barn som komponerar men studier av kompositionslärande på avancerad 
nivå och med äldre ungdomar och vuxna är betydligt mer sällsynta. Det 
gjorda urvalet fyller därför funktionen att komplettera forskningen på ett 
område som är relativt lite beforskat. På samma sätt kan det också ge ett 
underlag för att studera förhållandet mellan musikaliskt meningsskapande i 
konstnärligt skapande och lärande. Det är också min erfarenhet som lärare i 
komposition att utvecklingen under gymnasietiden är särskilt dynamisk; det 
är för många det första mötet med musikutbildning.  

7.3.2 Delstudie 1: Syntetiska aktiviteter – Semiotik, 
begreppsutveckling och meningsskapande i musikaliskt 
komponerande.  
Studiens projekt gäller att genom tillämpning av additiv syntes, förstå fun-
damentala aspekter av ljudskapande och att använda de introducerade tekni-
kerna för att skapa ljud och musik. Projektet var utformat som ett kursmo-
ment inom en kurs i arrangering och komposition. Uppgiften som respon-
denterna hade att lösa var uppdelad i tre steg: 

− Att skapa statiska ljud 
− Att skapa rörliga eller gestiska ljud 
− Att göra en kort komposition 

Med teoretisk utgångspunkt i Fouriers teorem (Fourier, 1822) som handlar 
om att varje periodisk vågform kan reduceras till summan av ett antal sinus-
vågor, skapade respondenterna en form av manuell syntes genom att mixa 
ihop sinusvågor med frekvenser i multipler av en grundtonsfrekvens (enligt 
övertonsserien). De ljud som blev resultatet kunde sedan antingen användas 
direkt som audiofiler eller läggas in som källfiler i en sampler för vidare 
manipulering. Som verktyg för syntes och ljudskapande är metoden ineffek-
tiv och omständlig, men den tjänar sitt syfte att möjliggöra en genuin förstå-
else för periodiska ljudspektra.  

7.3.3 Kreativa strukturer eller strukturerad kreativitet – En 
undersökning av algoritmisk komposition som lärandeverktyg 
I denna studie introducerades respondenterna för algoritmisk komposition. 
De fick lära sig förstå, återskapa och till sist omforma musikaliska algorit-
mer för komposition med olika kombinationer av slumpgeneratorer som 
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bärande inslag. Projektet var utformat som ett kursmoment inom en kurs i 
arrangering och komposition.  

Som en utgångspunkt erbjöds respondenterna ett antal algoritmer utfor-
made (av mig) i MaxMSP som är en grafisk programmeringsmiljö konstrue-
rad för musik. I ett första steg lärde de sig algoritmernas uppbyggnad och 
funktion genom att tillämpa dem och därvid ändra på slumpgeneratorernas 
gränsvärden. Därefter skulle de reproducera de givna algoritmerna och slut-
ligen bygga om eller kombinera dem efter eget skön.  

I nästa skede spelade de in algoritmernas produkter i ett sequencer-
program (Logic Pro) för vidare manuell bearbetning. Så länge algoritmernas 
slumpgeneratorer arbetade så var alltså not- och rytmströmmarna dynamiskt 
föränderliga inom givna gränsvärden, men i sequencer-miljön var de fixera-
de. Idéen var att de skulle lyssna på och modifiera och arrangera det algorit-
miskt genererade materialet tills dess de upplevde att de hade skapat en mu-
sikalisk meningsfull komposition. Genom den processen var det tänkt att de 
algoritmiska metoderna skulle bidra till att utveckla respondenternas kreativa 
repertoar, deras inommusikaliska begreppsapparat.   

7.3.4 Genomförande/Datainsamling  
Observationerna var explorativa, vilket passade problemet väl eftersom det 
var omöjligt att veta i förväg vilken typ av data som skulle uppträda. Det 
gäller både observationerna av arbetsprocesser och datafiler och observatio-
nerna av musikaliska produkter (övningar och kompositioner). Intervjuerna 
var explorativa till dels och tematiska till dels. Intervjuavsnitt om menings-
skapande och kontextualisering var övervägande explorativa medan frågor 
som anknöt till begreppsbildningsprocessen eller till speciella tilldragelser i 
observationsmaterialet var tematiskt ordnade.  

Observationerna består av fältanteckningar om arbetet med studiernas 
kompositionsprojekt samt av analys av datafiler som eleverna har sparat 
under resans gång. Dessa datafiler kan läsas just som sådana för att avtäcka 
arbetsprocesser, och som ljudfiler för att analysera de klingande resultaten.  

7.3.5 Analys 
Överlappande data från de olika insamlingsmetoderna har triangulerats för 
att se i vilka stycken de stärker, kontradikterar och kompletterar varandra. 
Data kan ha giltighet även om det endast representeras i ett av tre insam-
lingssätten och kanske till och med motsägs av andra data. Jag har alltså inte 
tillgripit några generella principer för t.ex. verifiering och falsifiering utan 
använt olika data som en breddad bas för tolkning av meningsskapande och 
lärprocesser.  
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7.4 Resultat 
Några av de resultat som framkommit gäller att det går att förstå musikaliskt 
kompositionslärande och även i viss mån mer allmänt, musikalisk förståelse 
och tänkande i musik, analogt med språkliga begreppsutvecklingsprocesser. 
Det finns likheter såväl som skillnader mellan lärprocesser och begrepps-
bildning i musik och språk.  

Bland likheter märks en hierarkiskt organiserad struktur där mening ska-
pas genom underliggande strukturer i form av syntax eller syntaktiska ten-
denser. En skillnad är att språk är monofoniskt och alltså måste göra våld på 
samtidiga tankestrukturer medan musik inte har den begränsningen. Ytterli-
gare en skillnad är att musik till skillnad från språk har immanenta kvaliteter 
som direkt återverkar på betydelsespektrum. Ett musikaliskt uttryck har allt-
så inte ett helt arbiträrt förhållande till en avsedd representation. Ett språk-
ljud däremot har, för såvitt det inte är onomatopoetiskt, ett godtyckligt eller 
arbiträrt förhållande till det som representeras.  

Det är en viktig poäng att uppnådda konstnärliga mål inte alltid motsvaras 
av en fullbordad begreppsutvecklingsprocess. Det gäller i ännu högre grad 
lösandet av kompositionsuppgifter inom ramen för ett utbildnings- eller 
forskningsprojekt.   

7.4.1 Syntetiska aktiviteter – Semiotik, begreppsutveckling och 
meningsskapande i musikaliskt komponerande.  

Studenterna i studien hade olika strategier för att komma igång. En sökte 
och fann en konstnärlig förebild på Internet, en etablerad tonsättare som 
verkade arbeta med liknande tekniker som de i projektet. Den andra arbetade 
mer motoriskt och metodiskt utifrån givna förutsättningar men uttryckte 
frustration över att inte ha en inre föreställning om ett möjligt resultat.  

Den senare (W) använde många av sina skapade ljud i den slutliga kom-
positionen medan den förra (student M) separerade övningar och komposi-
tion i högre grad. W gjorde en komposition med metrisk rytmik och flera 
polyrytmiska lager. Ett antal statiska klanger med distinkt olika övertons-
struktur utifrån samma grundton, skiftar rytmiskt och utgör stomme i den 
rytmiska fraseringen. Mot detta står en tekniskt sett liknande idé, men med 
rytmiken uppbruten på staccaterade kvartoler med gradvisa förändringar av 
spektrum. Till detta, som mestadels sker i ett frekvensmässigt mellanregister 
står två slagverksartade ljud i extrema register. I det lägsta basregistret och 
den högsta diskanten finns två impuls-attack-ljud (Smalley, 1986) som efter-
härmar bastrumma och fingercymbaler. Bastrum-ljudet markerar en jämn 
puls men triggar samtidigt kompressorer som påverkar den morfologiska 
rörelsen på de andra ljudspåren. Fingercymbalerna spelar rytmfigurer med 
sextondelsunderdelning i ett intrikat mönster av panoreringar. Över detta 
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ligger en lite orientaliskt klingande melodi. Samtliga ljud är skapade utifrån 
kompileringar av sinusvågor. Mellanregisterljuden bygger på harmoniska 
spektra medan slagverksljuden har nodala strukturer.  

M valde att i en serie förövningar utforska ett avgränsat parameterrum. 
Han organiserade parametrarna enligt bestämda principer och skiftade sedan 
runt dessa inställningar i alla möjliga kombinationer för det valda parameter-
rummet. I sitt musikstycke arbetar han med långa in- och uttonande klanger 
av harmoniska spektra där övertoner omtolkas i de successiva klangbytena 
till att uppta nya platser i spektrum allteftersom klangerna förändras. I över-
gångsskedena uppstår inharmoniska spektra. Som fond till denna klangväv 
står ett inspelat atmosfärsljud av människor som rör sig i en stor överakus-
tisk hall.  

7.4.2 Kreativa strukturer eller strukturerad kreativitet – En 
undersökning av algoritmisk komposition som lärandeverktyg 

W:s arbetsprocess präglas av en strävan mot förenkling och renodling i 
det algoritmiska skedet som övergår i sin motsats i det följande manuella 
kompositionsarbetet. Det motsvarar tydligt begreppsbildningsteoriernas ana-
lytiska och syntetiska skeden. Hon utgår från en algoritm som är konstruerad 
att producera trestämmig polyfoni, men reducerar den till att göra en en-
stämmig struktur. Utifrån denna enstämmiga melodis strukturella egenska-
per, konstruerar hon så en syntax som blir vägledande för utvecklingen av 
hennes komposition, harmoniskt, rytmiskt och melodiskt. Efter ett inledande 
unisont temahuvud, startar en trestämmig kanon med insatser på samma 
intervall som temahuvudet. Rytmiskt divergerar stämmorna mer allteftersom 
satsen fortskrider.   

M:s komposition är trestämmig även den men rytmiskt unison och där 
W:s komposition uppvisade en ökande rytmisk divergens så har M:s kompo-
sition istället en successiv transponering av två av stämmorna. Konstruktio-
nen är sådan att alla tre stämmor spelar samma MIDI-fil på en sampler, men 
samplerns parametrar (bland annat stämningen) är automatiserade att ändras 
i realtid vilket resulterar i tre olika stämmor. Alla tre stämmor har ett sväl-
lande ljud som låter lite som när man spelar upp ett ljud baklänges.  

Stycket är byggt utifrån fem korta fraser som är varandras omvändningar 
och variationer på olika sätt. De tre första fraserna expanderar i register med 
avsnittets högsta och lägsta ton i den tredje frasen. Fras fyra och fem expan-
derar igen i samma register som de första två fraserna, men är samtidigt des-
sas retrograd. Den sista frasen har en ton mer än de övriga vilket gör att den 
kan tolkas antingen som en utveckling av den fjärde frasen eller som en ret-
rograd inversion av den första.  

Hela avsnittet spelades in på ett ljudspår och vändes bak och fram, och 
plötsligt så lät de svällande baklängesljuden som klockspel. Stycket som 
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helhet består i att dessa två varianter spelas två gånger vardera enligt sche-
mat: [O;R;O;R]. 

7.5 Diskussion 
Begreppsbildningens faser fram till de senare komplexa stadierna såsom 
diffusa komplex och kvasibegrepp (Vygotskij, 1999) kunde följas i lärpro-
cesserna. I kompositionsarbete är många begrepp i arbete samtidigt och det 
verkar som att det kreativa tänkandet gynnas av att omfatta begreppsbild-
ningsprocesser i olika faser. Som illustration kan Websters (1990) modell för 
kreativt tänkande fungera. Den gör en poäng av att visa parallella flöden av 
divergent och konvergent tänkande, vilket i sin tur kan jämföras med Vy-
gotskijs (1999) beskrivning av analytiska och syntetiska skeden i begrepps-
bildningsprocessen. 

7.5.1 Syntetiska aktiviteter – Semiotik, begreppsutveckling och 
meningsskapande i musikaliskt komponerande. 
Studenterna i studien verkade ganska snabbt tillryggalägga den synkretiska 
fasen där allt är i flux och begreppen saknar både struktur och gränser (Vy-
gotskij, 1999) och befann sig snart på färd mellan de associativa komplexen 
och kedjekomplexen (ibid.). Mot slutet av projektet och vid tiden för inter-
vjun visar de en internaliserad förståelse för de musikaliska begrepp de arbe-
tat med men de äger ännu inte en externaliserad tillgång till dem i så motto 
att de är fria att villkorligt operera med begreppen (ibid.). Man kan uttrycka 
det så att denna kunskap ligger inom deras närmaste utvecklingszon (Vy-
gotskij).  

Projektet kom att bli lika mycket en lyssningsupplevelse som en komposi-
tionserfarenhet. Att förstå deltonernas roll i ljudstrukturer innebar ett 
genomgripande omskapande av perceptionen av och förståelsen för musika-
liska ljud, också beträffande musik respondenterna var väl bekanta med. En 
annan aspekt av lyssnandeperspektivet var en nyväckt insikt om att klang 
och tonhöjd inte är kategoriskt åtskilda utan olika positioner i ett kontinuum.  

I båda studenternas kompositioner verkar kreativiteten förlösts när stu-
denterna blandade in för dem välbekanta element i kompositionsprocessen. 
W gjorde sin melodi, som de övriga “stämmorna” på sätt och vis ackompan-
jerade, medan M som tidigare arbetat mycket med ljudkonst och inspelade 
ljud, fann ett musikaliskt meningserbjudande i att kontrastera det kliniskt 
rena syntesljudet med ett ganska brusrikt atmosfärsljud. I ingetdera fallet är 
dessa konsolideringsstrategier särskilt centrala eller intressanta i förhållande 
till den musikaliska produkten, men de var viktiga i processen. Utifrån detta 
kan vi utforma en hypotes att nya musikaliska begrepp blir operativa i mötet 
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med redan välbekanta begrepp. I just dessa fall var det alltså inte fråga om 
att rasera de etablerade begreppen och införliva dem som objekt i begrepps-
bildningsprocessen, utan att de olika begreppen fungerade i symbios.  

7.5.2 Kreativa strukturer eller strukturerad kreativitet – En 
undersökning av algoritmisk komposition som lärandeverktyg  
Lärandeprocessen i projektet uppvisade många av de karakteristika som 
Vygotskij (1987, 1999) anger för den språkliga begreppsutvecklingsproces-
sen. En sådan parallell utgjorde processen att tillägna sig tankestrukturen 
bakom algoritmernas konstruktion. I processen med att demontera och re-
montera de föregivna algoritmerna, reducerade respondenterna komplexite-
ten i deras struktur och möjliga utfall. De från början enklaste algoritmernas 
meningserbjudande upplevdes som ogripbart. Istället föredrog respondenter-
na att utgå ifrån de lite mer komplexa algoritmerna som var kapabla att gene-
rera mer “musiklika” strukturer, och reducera och förenkla dessa. 

I den manuella delen av komponerandet, när det genererade materialet var 
inspelat i sequencer-programmet, startade den kompositoriska syntesproces-
sen. Då expanderade kompositionerna i både omfattning och komplexitet. 
Ett uttryck för det var att de åter blev trestämmiga. Kompositionerna växte 
helt organiskt utifrån de generade materialen och ingenting blev tillagt som 
inte härstammade från dessa. Båda respondenterna använde traditionella 
kontrapunktiska tekniker för att skapa musikalisk mening. W använde kanon 
och imitationstekniker, men med inslag av variationstekniker, medan M 
arbetade med olika former av omvändningar och rytmisk skalning. M:s 
komposition innehöll mikrointervall och ett i praktiken steglöst föränderligt 
tonmaterial. Kanske spelade strukturen på det algoritmiskt genererade mate-
rialet en roll i valet av kompositionsteknik: Båda utgick från enstämmiga 
melodiska strukturer.   

Inom ramen för projektet ryms begreppsutveckling på flera olika plan och 
områden. Först har vi en teknisk begreppsutveckling som egentligen är två 
olika processer. En handlar om att tillägna sig grunderna i programmerings-
språket och förstå algoritmernas uppbyggnad och funktion, den andra om att 
tänka musikstrukturellt på en aggregerad nivå. Det senare handlar om att lära 
sig formulera musikaliska uttryck och strukturer i termer av parameterrum 
och utveckla en förståelse för hur olika sätt att arrangera styrningen av musi-
kaliska parametrar ger olika utfallsrum. Tänkesättet innebär ett makroper-
spektiv på komponerandet som kanske var den största utmaningen för stu-
denterna i studien. Vidare innebar det en begreppsutvecklingsprocess att 
lyssna in och arbeta med de algoritmiskt genererade strukturerna och slutli-
gen ännu en begreppsutvecklingsprocess att skapa musik med utgångspunkt i 
de nyutvecklade begreppen i kombination med befintliga och färdigkoncipi-
erade begreppssystem. I arbetet med konsoliderade begrepp var förhållandet 
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mellan tekniska och musikaliska verktyg mycket mer transparent och själv-
klart än i arbetet med algoritmiska strukturer, vilket är tecken på hur olika 
långt i sina utvecklingsprocesser dessa begrepp är komna.  
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Abstract  

This article is about composition learning of two students in a music pro-
gram in upper secondary school with a special regard to how they develop 
conceptual structures within the musical form of expression and understand-
ing. Semiotics, spectromorphology and cultural historical theory are en-
gaged to discuss the empirical findings that are collected through observa-
tion and interview.  
The compositional task in the study regarded sound-based composition 
within the field of electroacoustic music, more specifically applying additive 
synthesis to make raw material for composition, preparatory exercises and 
finally compositions. Musical meaning making and compositional creativity 
was triggered by the encounter of newly learned concepts with internalized 
and familiar musical thinking. The learning process could be understood in 
terms of a concept development process in language-based learning.  

 
 

Keywords: Sound-based composition, concept development, electroacoustic 
music, spectromorphology, 
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1. The outset 

This qualitative study of composition learning at a music program in a 
Swedish upper secondary school, concerns musical meaning making in the 
creative act of composing and in the learning process. In focus is the applica-
tion of theories of signification and meaning making in language-based 
learning, to problems of musical thinking and learning. The fundamental 
theories are semiotics as developed by Saussure (1911, 1916), and Vygot-
skij’s (1987, 1999) theories of the concept development process. The formal 
composition learning in the study is situated in a cultural context of electroa-
coustic music within Western music tradition, but the effective concept de-
velopment processes stretch well beyond that. 

Composition learning could be studied from a variety of angles. One 
point of interest is whether meaning making in the process of composing and 
that of learning would appear to be conjoint or distinct in some recognizable 
way. A dilemma of possible discrepancy between musical output and the 
learning experience, that compositional result not necessarily reflects con-
ceptual learning, is pointed out by Green (1990). Kratus (1994) and Bunting 
(1988) propagates process before product to be in focus for research whereas 
Barret (1998) and Best (1992) maintains that process is manifest in composi-
tional output, and cannot be fully appreciated without it. In the present study 
I have chosen to monitor the compositions as they emerge in parallel to the 
compositional activities. This is then complemented by an interview to get a 
grasp of the learning experience and the level of conceptualization.  

In order to capture the conceptualization process from early stages where 
materials and techniques do not immediately evoke associations to internal-
ized (Vygotskij, 1987, 1999) musical knowledge, a setting was sought where 
the compositional task would be as foreign as possible to both mind and ear 
of the participants, but still part of the cultural realms they would normally 
be working in. As the project evolved there were opportunities for the stu-
dents to internalize their learning and thereby connect it to their associative, 
and eventually conceptual, webs of already internalized knowledge.  

The idea to work with sound-based composition and more specifically, 
additive synthesis, matched the arrayed criteria. In addition, it represented 
problems fundamental to electroacoustic media, to composition as such and 
to the understanding of sound generation. Starting from Fourier’s theorem 
stating that any periodic waveform can be expressed as the sum of a set of 
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sine waves, the compositional task for the students was to work with additive 
synthesis at three levels:  

1. To create short static and isolated sound spectra from a compila-
tion of sine waves at frequency multiples of a fundamental note 
(f, 2f, 3f...nf) for downloading to a sampler.  

2. To make sound-based musical phrases using the same material, 
but this time changing the envelopes of the partials and mixing 
several spectra.  

3. To make a short musical piece applying the learned techniques.  
 

1.1. Models and methods 
Musical creativity seems to be a tempting object for researchers to rational-
ize into models. Based on Piaget’s theories of developmental stages, Swan-
wick and Tillman (1986) created a spiral model of developmental stages in 

Figure 1. Webster’s model for creative thinking in music 
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children composing. Their suggested invariable sequence of musical devel-
opment in children, going from motorical mastery through meta-cognition, is 
supported by some researchers (e.g. Kratus 1989, 1991, 1994) but criticized 
by others (Folkestad, 1996; Barret, 1998; Nilsson, 2002; Burnard, 2007) for 
being conducted in a laboratory setting and therefore not ecologically valid 
and for biasing the results by the design of the tasks. Brown (1992) puts it 
thus; educational research designs should accommodate variables rather than 
control them. Some research projects have taken this one step further, to 
study composition learning in informal settings (Sundin, 1998; Folkestad, 
1996; Green, 2005; Savage, 2004, 2005). The current study though is about 
learning within an education and the setting is made to be as naturalistic as 
possible for that situation.  

A descriptive model of creative thinking in music, suggested by Webster 
(1990), hints at cyclical application because at both ends are the externaliza-
tions of the thinking in terms of creative products like compositions, per-
formances and analyses. The term creative thinking is preferred to creativity 
because it focusses on the process (ibid.). The model holds many details but 
at the heart of it is a sequence of divergent and convergent thinking. Conver-
gent thinking concerns arriving at a single accurate solution while divergent 
thinking is about opening up the problems to different kinds of explorations.  

In discussing the relation of computer software language design to musi-
cal language, Barry Truax (1986, p. 157) argues that a general purpose sys-
tem is more flexible but less efficient than a high level system dedicated to 
music making. Multiple levels in musical structure are supposed to be effec-
tively addressed by a multi-leveled computer language, but every new level 
entered brings prejudice with it (ibid.). That is, discourse is inherent in the 
design of specialized tools. There is an analogy to that dilemma that con-
cerns the present study.  

Music software aimed for commercial distribution has undergone drastic 
development since its introduction in the mid eighties. Along with expanding 
possibilities for advanced forms of synthesis, audio editing and complex and 
dynamic sequencing came an increase in complexity, which has led to en-
hanced focus on development of high-level tools. This means they include 
ready-made sounds, settings and patches at a level of refinement that takes 
advanced skill and equipment to duplicate.  

1.2. Sound-based composition  
The first difference you are likely to encounter going from score based to 
sound-based composition, is lack of a meta-language level that an estab-
lished notational system would supply. Concept development in composi-
tional processes, involving meta-language levels in the form of MIDI and 
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algorithmic structuring of musical entities represented by MIDI-data, is the 
object of a recent study by the author (Falthin, 2011). As the students in that 
study worked to internalize the outcome of the algorithms they applied tradi-
tional contrapuntal devices, which could be interpreted as a means to con-
necting the learning object to familiar cultural tools, mediated by and de-
pendent on the notational system of Western classical tradition (Wishart, 
1996). In the present study, no such metalevel is available, which means a 
greater challenge for structural thinking.   

Staff-based notation for instrumental and vocal music can be said to serve 
at least three different purposes relevant to the discussion on musical con-
ceptualization (Nattiez, 1990; Windsor, 1995). It serves as source of infor-
mation and prescription for interpreters, in the composition process it is an 
aid for abstraction and elaborating ideas as well as to store and maintain 
them, and from an esthesic perspective (the receivers perspective, see further 
below) it can be understood to represent structural aspects of music. But the 
score is also a cultural tool, bearer of implicit information about traditions in 
interpretation (Hultberg 2000, 2005). In electroacoustic music, for lack of a 
human interpreter, there is seldom need for a prescriptive score to graphi-
cally communicate the course of musical activity between people, and the 
composer interacting with computers and sonic equipment usually engages 
in coding adequate to the functions of the apparatus used, but not to the hu-
man eye (Windsor, 1995). But even if the production of the music does not 
depend on or benefit from a written score, there can still be a need to abstract 
aspects of musical form and structure and to engage with the music inde-
pendent of the spatiotemporal conditions of a performance (Keane, 1986). 
Throughout the history of electro-acoustic music there has been various at-
tempts to arrive at a way of scoring, or rather principles for graphic represen-
tation of structural aspects of the music (e.g. Ligeti & Wehinger, 1970; 
McAdams & Bregman, 1979; Cogan, 1984; Smalley, 1986, 1992). Quite a 
few of these approaches explicitly depart with the structuralistic logic 
wherein algorithmic organization is the core interest for musical thinking 
and development and instead turn to the perception of sound-events as a 
basis for description (Wishart, 1985, 1986; Emmerson, 1986; Windsor, 
1995; Thoresen, Hedman & Thommessen, 2007). In order to establish a 
functional discourse of electro-acoustic music, there seems to be need for 
both a direct representation in a meta-language of the actual sound events 
(Schaeffer, 1966) and a descriptive vocabulary about music in verbal lan-
guage (Keane, 1986).  

Pierre Schaeffer (1966) laid a foundation for a typology of sound that was 
later refined and developed by e.g. Emmerson (1986), Smalley (1986, 1992) 
and DeLalande (1998). It was important to Schaeffer that sound-objects 
should be valued for their intrinsic qualities and detached from their physical 
source. To this end, the concept of acousmatics was introduced into the the-
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ory. This refers to an idea attributed to Pythagoras, that the lecturer should 
be hidden from the disciples in order for the latter not to be disturbed by his 
appearance.  

Also developed on the basis of Schaeffer’s typology, sonograms (Cogan, 
1984; Thoresen, Hedman & Thommessen, 2007) represent an attempt to 
provide a visual record of musical process with a prospect to supply an off-
line tool to facilitate analysis and reflection. It works like a three-
dimensional diagram wherein frequency and time are plotted by height and 
length, and the depth dimension is substituted for density or shifting color of 
the graph representing amplitude. The technique could be used for any kind 
of music but has had a special importance to the electro acoustic domain 
where there is no categorical separation between pitch and timbre. In this 
study sonograms are used for graphic representation of student composi-
tions. 

1.3. Syntax and semantics  
In criticism of the hegemony of pitch and rhythm in Western music tradition, 
Wishart (1996) points out that its lattice-based structure is a conceptual con-
struct developed in close symbiosis with the notation system. The division of 
pitch and timbre is a construct and so are notions of consonance and disso-
nance that derive from it. The development of a notation system has in turn 
affected the Western musical culture, and its adherent theoretical framework 
to become scribe-oriented. Many of its cultural utterances, e.g. contrapuntal 
devices like inversion and retrograde seem to stem from ocular rather than 
auditive design (ibid.).  

Musical syntax could be construed either from abstracted properties of the 
musical material or as abstract constructs to be imposed on the musical ma-
terial. Putting aural versus mimetic discourse2 in relation to the axis of ab-
stracted versus abstract syntax, Emmerson (1986) establishes a nine state 
grid for analysis and classification of electroacoustic music. This breaks up 
the stereotypes inflicted by the old dichotomy of musique concrète and elek-
tronische Musik3 by introducing a more nuanced and multifaceted view of 
the problem of intrinsic and extrinsic reference and the relation of the sound 
object to its source.  

                                 
2 Mimetic discourse refers to extrinsic or intertextual reference in a piece, whereas aural 
discourse refers to intrinsic reference within the piece.  
3 Musique concrète is the french tradition in electroacoustic music started by Pierre Shaffer 
and the Group de Recherche Musical de Musique Concrète. Their aesthetic approach was 
based on using recorded material for composition. Elektronische Musik was the german coun-
terpart founded at the NWDR-studio in Cologne 1953 with Werner Eppler-Meyer as one of 
the initiators. The aesthetics developed around this studio was, at least in its early stages, 
focussed on synthesis.  
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Starting from Smalley’s (2007) extension to Emmersons (1986) language 
grid incorporating mimetic space as a solution to transitions between aural 
and mimetic discourse in acousmatic music, Fishman (2007) suggests the 
notion of signifier space. This is developed from a re-synthesis of the 
abovementioned conceptualizations in combination to Nattiez’ (1990) web 
of interpretants. The web of interpretants may be grouped into paradigmatic 
axes. Signifier space is then a subset of mimetic space constituted by these 
paradigmatic axes and its dimension is determined by the number of para-
digmatic axes.  

1.4. Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to develop an understanding for the construction 
of meaning and symbolic representation, in the act of composition and in the 
process of learning composition. The concept development process is under-
stood to be prominent in learning and creative thinking and is given attention 
as an especially complex form of semiosis. Empirical findings are compared 
to research on semiotics and concept development in language based learn-
ing. The underlying question is: Does conceptual thinking have to be dressed 
in words of verbal language, or can it be that musical thinking parallels the 
structures of language based thinking? 
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2. Theoretical considerations  

The study takes its theoretical point of departure in semiotics from the lan-
guage-philosophical field as well as musical applications of it and in cul-
tural-historic perspective with special respect to Vygotskij and his theories 
about the forming and development of concepts. This combination will serve 
to shed light on musical meaning making both from a creative and a learning 
point of view. As a musical version of phonological analysis, spectromor-
phology will be used for analyzing the musical excerpts.  

2.1. Semiotics 
At the heart of semiotic theory is symbolic representation, meaning that a 
word is understood to represent an object of some kind, be it a thing, an ac-
tivity or a quality. In semiotics this is referred to as a sign being constituted 
by a signifier and signified (Saussure, 1916). The signifier is the language 
activity applied to express something and the signified is the image or under-
standing this is supposed to provoke. Signification emerges from the relation 
between these two; taken separately they have no meaning. Hence, a sign is 
assigned its value due to its position in the given language system, relative to 
other signs of the same system, rather than from its relations to physical real-
ity.  

Questions of meaning making and discourses in semiology supply sub-
stantial contributions to the field of music philosophy. Music is a semiotic 
system insofar that it can carry symbolic representational meaning and could 
be used to make both intrinsic and extrinsic reference (Nattiez, 1990). The 
ability of a system to make intrinsic reference is a token of syntactical quali-
ties and extrinsic reference suggests some kind of semantic powers.  

Even so, it is often questioned whether music can convey semantic mean-
ing in the way language can. Upon entering that debate one might want to 
consider that symbolic meaning is a conventional social fact and as such a 
two sided construction. According to Wishart (1996) words have no mean-
ing, only referential significance. People mean and that meaning can be con-
veyed in strings of language; form is the vehicle for meaning. Meaning mak-
ing is a synthetic activity that involves several communicative resources, is 
context dependent and goes on in both the speaker and the listener. In sym-
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bolic representational systems, be it language, music, visual images or some 
other form, one can never be sure that the different stakeholders understand 
the signifiers in exactly the same way. But even if there is no categorical 
difference between verbal language and music as to their meaning-making 
capabilities, they seem to be suitable for different areas and purposes of 
communication.  

2.2. Spectromorphology 
Starting from the Typology of Sound (Schaeffer, 1966), Dennis Smalley 
(1986) has developed Spectromorphology, a theory for categorizing and 
describing properties of sound, concentrating on the signifier side of semio-
sis. Spectral analysis concerns how energy is distributed throughout the 
audible frequency-range and morphology, how energy evolves in time. At its 
constructive base is a three-dimensional grid comprising frequency, time and 
energy (in the form of amplitude). But where sonograms apply such a grid to 
reveal frequency and energy distribution over entire movements and pieces 
in order to capture formal developments, spectromorphology is concerned 
with small sound units and to accomplish hierarchic structuring of categories 
of sound. As sound consists of multiple properties, this is not a trivial task 
because every aspect of a sound provides a potential node for connecting to 
different categories. Therefore, it is not the sounds themselves that make up 
the spectromorphological categories, but their generalized archetypical prop-
erties.  

The term spectrum (distribution of acoustic energy along the frequency 
axis) is preferred to the traditional dyad pitch and timbre as, especially in 
sound-based composition, the functions they imply is often blurred or an-
nulled. They still exist as special cases of spectral phenomena but are no 
longer considered fundamental categories. At the lowest level of spectral 
analysis is a continuum from tone to noise, with the notion of node (when 
acoustic energy is distributed continually within a limited frequency band) 
occupying a space in between. A note subdivides into three properties; the 
fundamental or note proper, which correspond to the perception of discrete 
pitch, the harmonic spectrum and the inharmonic spectrum which together 
make up the stimuli for perception of timbre.  

Morphology, in turn, concerns gestural information, distribution of energy 
in time, sometimes referred to as envelope. Smalley lists three morphologi-
cal archetypes:  

• Attack/impulse – which is a sudden and short sound 
• Attack-decay – a sudden attack with an open or closed decay, like 

a piano or a plucked string 
• Graduated continuant – which is a sustained sound 
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These could be varied and combined to make an extensive list of gestural 
categories. Taken together, the range of possible combinations of morpho-
logical types and spectral types and units, would include every conceivable 
sound. 

Thirdly there is motion, the most fundamental property of which is direc-
tionality, but that can also subject to recursive patterning at higher levels. 
Motion is not a proper unit, but more of a function that can be set to work on 
sound distribution (movement in space) or spectromorphological properties. 
The basic archetypes of directional motion are: uni-directional, bi-
directional, reciprocal, centric/cyclic and eccentric/multi-directional. These 
all have their variants and sub-categories.  

2.3. Cultural historical theory and the concept 
development process 
Language as a vehicle for thinking enables us to define and objectify things 
and processes, and thereby to think in sequential steps and even build hierar-
chical structures of thinking, which is a prerequisite for planned activity 
without which society as we know it would be inconceivable (Vygotskij, 
1999). Likewise, thinking is what raises the function of language above the 
level of simple signaling, that enables for levels of abstraction, generaliza-
tion, planning and reflection. Through thinking, language is given predica-
tive qualities; we can operate with expectation.  

Also a musical passage creates in the listener an expectation of the nature 
of its succession. A musical passage can be repeated, varied, expanded, de-
veloped or contradicted. In every situation the subjective understanding of 
the available options of the chosen path and its relation to the structure, is 
affected reciprocally – how what has already been heard is understood in 
relation to the musical now – as well as predicatively – how what is heard at 
the moment is understood in relation to what has happened earlier – by this 
interplay between expectation, confirmation and deceit. (Sloboda, 1985; 
Huron, 2006) 

The concept development process as defined by Vygotskij (1987, 1995, 
1999) depending on the capability for abstraction and generalization, is a 
special case of semiosis. Conceptualization is the cognitive organization, 
grouping and ordering of objects and activities. In language-based learning a 
concept is constituted by a set of nodes for transfer to other concepts and 
receives its meaning from its place in a web of concepts (Vygotskij, 1987, 
1999) which is a direct parallel to the value of the sign in Saussure’s theory. 
The concept development process passes through three different phases, one 
of which subdivides into distinct stages.  
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In the syncretic phase, there is no hierarchic structuring, but objects are 
ordered due to subjective impressions. Words are not yet used for symbolic 
representation but form part of the object to which they pertain. The com-
plexive phase passes through four discrete stages: The associative complex 
is made from casual connections, the chain-complex has no structural center 
but the included objects are connected by peripheral characteristics, the dif-
fuse complex is construed with similar rather than equivalent properties and 
the pseudo-concept looks and works much like a concept but its cognitive 
structure is complexive. In the conceptual phase finally, thinking is hierar-
chichally structured. Concepts are dynamical constructs consisting of a ref-
erential kernel and externalizations of its facets of meaning. These supply 
nodes for transfer to other concepts, by which the concept gains its level of 
generalization. It is the ambition of this study to trace the concept develop-
ment process in musical thinking and learning. 

Often referenced in pedagogical research, the zone of proximal develop-
ment (zpd) (Vygotskij, 1987, 1999) depicting the headroom between con-
solidated knowledge and knowledge within reach for acquisition, works like 
a symbolic representation of the early stages of concept development. A 
commonly used application of it is when a student assisted by or in collabo-
ration with a more accomplished peer, can solve problems or perform tasks 
beyond her own resources of skill and knowledge. The zone then, is that 
what she does not really know but would be ready to learn. It is in itself a 
brilliant pedagogical tool to demonstrate the explorative part of the learning 
process, and will serve us well to understand certain aspects of how knowl-
edge is developed in the composition projects of the empirical study. 
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3. Method 

Two students at a music program in Swedish upper secondary school took 
part in the study. The students were strategically chosen for this project on 
the basis of their being both interested and accomplished enough in music 
composition to be able to follow the project through. They formed a group 
that studied the subject arranging and composition with me at the aforemen-
tioned music program. The students in the project were very different in 
character and had quite different musical preferences and also differed in the 
way they approached and apprehended tuition, but they shared a strong mu-
sical vocation and an agency to cut out their own way in working with com-
position. They knew and agreed to that their course was the object of study 
for a research project but did not know beforehand what the study con-
cerned.  

Computers and software to perform sound generation, sound editing and 
composition were supplied, as were some bundles of sine waves ordered 
according to harmonic series. The students also had access to the software 
(and the sine waves) at home in their own computers. The task was to create 
sounds and music by means of the materials and tools supplied and the tech-
niques and theories learned. Tuition and counseling was given continually 
throughout the project.  

3.1. A rigged setting – the composition task 
For the purpose of the study, I designed a special pedagogical project 
wherein the students were to compose in ways they had never done before 
using tools, techniques and materials new to them and dealing with aspects 
of sound and composition that they were unfamiliar with, but that at the 
same time provided opportunities for a holistic perspective.  

An objective for the design of the project setting was to establish a proc-
ess that would be technically controlled but artistically open. In order to 
achieve this, a theoretical and abstract point of departure was settled on, that 
concerned fundamental aspects of composition. Fourier’s theorem (Fourier, 
1822) concerning that all periodic waveforms can be reduced to the sum of a 
set of sinusoidal waves in frequency multiples of a fundamental wave, fit the 
purpose. This means that a timbre is largely dependent on the occurrence and 
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relative amplitude of these frequency multiples or partials. Fourier devel-
oped his theories with the problem of conductivity; transportation of heat 
through different materials, in mind, but the general principles are consid-
ered a major and fundamental breakthrough in mathematical theory and have 
found their application in many different fields of scientific research. Acous-
tics is one of these disciplines that has benefited largely from the works of 
Fourier. Though relevant and important for understanding elementary as-
pects of acoustics and sound generation, perhaps as important for choosing 
this approach for the project was the psychological effect of projection. The 
historical scientific background was meant to provide a meaning affordance 
in the form of a narrative, to support the learning process and aid the long-
term memory functions.  

The project was presented to the students in a way to suggest working in 
three separate stages, even if they could choose to iteratively move back and 
forth through the stages. Departing from sinusoidal waves and the overtone-
series and applying simple and straightforward mathematical functions, they 
learned how to create basic waveforms used for sound-synthesis, like the 
triangle wave, the pulse wave and the sawtooth wave. The students were 
then given the task, by means of sine-waves in frequency multiples of a fun-
damental note (f, 2f, 3f...nf), first to create static sounds and then short 
phrases by mixing the different sine waves and bundles of sine waves, and 
finally to make a short composition using the same technique. The sounds 
are created and transformed by means of shifting and fading the amplitudes 
of the pertaining sine waves, which could be done either through calculation 
or auditive analysis and manual manipulation. The mathematical approach 
was presented in order to provide a theoretical understanding for the acousti-
cal phenomena, but if and to what extent the students used calculation and 
theoretical constructs in their own creative work, was entirely their own de-
cision. It was not a prerequisite for the project but of course an interesting 
point of the analysis. Besides the principles and the sine waves, the students 
were given some suggestions as to what tools and techniques to use for real-
izing the sounds and music, and they were continually given tuition about 
how to work with the tools, and help and counseling with problem solving.  

3.2. Thematically structured observation  
The project and the observations were done in October and November 

2009. An interview was held November 9th 2009, and then the project car-
ried on for another couple of weeks to complete the works.  

As the work proceeded I monitored and observed the working process and 
the resulting artifacts. The students were asked to save a computer-file for 
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each step of the process and number them chronologically. Throughout the 
project the files were gathered and analyzed considering:  

• How the materials were structured: what materials were chosen 
and how were they combined, how were the given resources ac-
knowledged and used?  

• The amount of editing applied: what kinds of sound editing tools 
were used, and how much editing was performed and in what 
way? 

• Complexity:  concerns both acoustical and musical structure, the 
dominating aspect is how many parameters are dynamically ap-
plied (as opposed to statically applied) 

• The variance of the edited material: concerns the effect of the ed-
iting – the sounding results 

• Auditive understanding and control of the material: overall as-
sessment of the state of accomplishments in relation to the task 

All the above was subject to qualitative judgment; there was no counting or 
quantitative measuring involved. Observations were used to supply a record 
of the progression of the conceptualization process to see if anything like a 
structure in language based concept development could be traced. A second 
purpose for doing observations was to look for traces of syntactic tendencies 
or other intrinsic musical meaning making.  

The purpose of the task-design was to enable the study of learning and 
concept development in a field of knowledge where the connections to the 
already internalized knowledge and conceptual thinking of the students were 
at a minimum at the start of the project. This way, the tracking of the concept 
development process could be pursued from its early stages, as could the 
construction of musical meaning.  

 

3.3. Interview 
Towards the end of the project an interview was held. This provided an op-
portunity for the students to verbalize and externalize their learning and also 
to give an account for their experience of the process. The session was re-
corded and transcribed using Transana.  

The interview was explorative but thematized (Kvale, 1997). As a point 
of departure, a number of topics concerning the task, the working process 
and the individual compositions were covered exploratively in order to ren-
der as detailed a description of the process as possible: What had they done 
and how had they gone about it? How did they describe the musical output? 
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What did they think they had learned and how had their experience of the 
project developed? As the interview proceeded, it steered towards problems 
connected to structures of concept forming and development, searching for 
tokens of internalization and externalization of knowledge developed in the 
project, including connections, associations and parallels to earlier composi-
tions of the students’ but also experienced impact on their thinking about 
music-making.  

3.4. Analysis 
Musical excerpts submitted by the students were analyzed using spectromor-
phological theory. Analyses of soundfiles were cross-referenced against the 
project files, the verbal reflections and captions of the composition process. 
Both isolated and cross-referenced data were interpreted in terms of semiotic 
and cultural historic theory with special regard to meaning making and the 
concept development process.  
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4. Results 

The results display aspects of how meaning is constructed in the act of com-
posing, in musical learning and in reflections over those activities. The con-
cept development process seemed dependent on heuristic spatiotemporal 
application of the concepts.  

It came to be as much a listening experience as one of composition. Un-
derstanding the role of partials to sound meant a fundamental reconceptuali-
zation of the students’ perception of sound, also in familiar music, which is 
an important aspect of the concept development process.  Part of this also 
meant the acknowledgement of the continuum between pitch and timbre.  

The results are presented in four sections: strategies, relation to tools, 
fragments and compositions, and finally, reflections. Some comments are 
introduced to form leads for the discussion and sometimes because they per-
tain closely to a specific result. In the following, the students will be called 
W and M. 

4.1. Getting started – Strategies and conduct 
The students used different strategies to get started. Student M immediately 
started scanning the Internet for something that could put the task into con-
text and soon found a composer that seemed to be working with techniques 
similar to those applied in our project. It might be argued that it corrupted 
one of the prerequisites for the project – that the students should not before-
hand have a sounding image or a known culture to relate to - but there was 
no information in connection to the music found as to the nature of the 
compositional techniques or materials used, so the finding was made strictly 
on the basis of auditive impression; inductively and associatively. The 
student’s approach bears witness of an endeavor for a conceptual and top-
down oriented strategy. This particular student has throughout the project 
shown an active interest in grasping the aim of the project and imagining the 
final result. He created an inner vision that served as a point of reference and 
motivation for working out the details, but that was still negotiable and 
subject to change. Already the manner of conduct meant an indication of a 
commencing conceptualization process in that it created a form that would 
develop affordances of meaning as it growed and got filled out with details 
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affordances of meaning as it growed and got filled out with details and even-
tually, hierarchically structured knowledge. 

Student W let the material develop organically from details of sound to 
musical form. She worked tentatively, concentrating on one step of the proc-
ess at a time at first, sometimes going back and forth between the different 
stages. At one point, she expressed a frustration over not having a role model 
or being able to imagine what the music would sound like in the end. As a 
musical literate person, she was influenced by her musical past, but perhaps 
this lack of a target image for this project was instrumental in her coming up 
with some original and unexpected solutions.  

The instructions for the task were too complex to take in all at once. This 
was intended in the design of the project in order to create an aquisition 
process to monitor. As the students concentrated on some of the instructions 
and techniques, they forgot about other aspects. They soon started making 
short musical fragments from compilations of sine waves but using equal 
temperament instead of the harmonic series. Both of them applied slowly 
transforming sounds wherein pitches and intervals faded in and out.  

After reminders they went on to create static sounds based on harmonic 
series stacks of sine waves, which was actually the first step of the given 
task. In this way, they have approached the task one step at a time and en-
gaged in the different tools and conditions one by one, even if not in the 
order intended by the design. This suggests the dynamicity of the concept 
development process might be of special interest in creative learning proc-
esses.  

4.2. About tools and mediation 
In excess of the intended goals for learning within the project, new ones 
emerged. When the students were to implement their compiled sounds in 
sampler patches, it became clear they had not done editing in the wave-table 
section of a sampler before. It became necessary to work with basic sample 
editing like trimming, looping, and how to build a patch in the sampler with 
stacked and velocity-crossfaded waveforms. They were used to editing audio 
and had experience from manipulating the filter and envelope-functions as 
well as the control-matrix of the sampler, so technically it was not a very 
steep learning curve. Conceptually though, it meant a new situation that 
opened up for new ways of launching, combining and blending sounds.  
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4.3. Compositions and fragments 
W submitted a short study in three sections, the first of which consists of a 
static fundamental sine wave sounding throughout the section, with different 
partials fading in by and by until a fairly complex timbre is arrived at, which 
signals the beginning of the next section. In the two sections to follow, the  
fundamental is maintained while different combinations of partials are 
turned off and on distinctively as to make rhythmic patterns by means of 
timbral fluctuation(!) In a way you could say that rhythm is always elicited 
by change in spectral energy, but in most cases that would mean different  

instruments or sound sources entering and leaving the acoustic space, not 
like this with different properties of one and the same sound as the conveyor 
of rhythmic energy. Though this is probably not unique and though a similar 
idea is sometimes used in standard synthesizer patches, I find this applica-
tion of it quite genuine as a compositional concept. The idea is likely to have 
originated as a contrast to the more obvious solving of the task given in the 
first section. It is a significant semiotic feature that concepts are defined 
through contrast and opposition. ‘A sign attains its value from its position in 
a system, relative to other signs, which it is not’ (Saussure, 1916).  

The timbre-rhythm is used to accompany a melody in an oriental charac-
ter, probably composed to create a logical focus point for the composer. It is 
only after the melody is created that the more original and exciting ideas 
appear. Metric rhythm is applied in several layers elaborating the timbre-

Figure 2. Spectrogram of the 'timbre-rhythm' 

Figure 3. Spectrogram of the quadruplet-rhythm 
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rhythm idea: Pulse is established by a low frequency nodal attack impulse 
sound that is fed to the side-chain input of several compressors inserted to 
channels with sustained sounds. The effect of the compressors on the gradu-
ated continuants is a swelling and de-swelling in reverse motion to the attack 
impulse sound. The timbre-rhythm is divided in two layers, one of which is a 
graduated continuant that changes spectral content every four beats, the other 
layer with an attack-decay morphology that repeats in a quadruplet pattern 
gradually first increasing then rolling off high partials for a number of itera-
tions until a new spectrum is entered. Finally there is a nodal attack-decay 
sound in high register, with a bell-like character. This sound plays a complex 
sixteenth-note pattern divided over two hard-panned channels in reciprocal 
motion.  

Figure 4. Excerpt from W:s composition; bell sound, quadruplet and graduated 
continuant 

This excerpt is built entirely from harmonic spectra, and mostly from the 
one harmonic spectrum of the first fundamental of the introduction, only the 
percussion sounds at the far ends of the spectrum, are transposed and ma-
nipulated to result in nodal structures. The melody played by a single sine-
wave sound, moves outside the established harmonic spectrum, alternating 
between aeolian and phrygian mode.  

M worked extensively with timbral nuances. He first made a collection of 
static sounds based on a fundamental and a harmonic spectra, residing in the 
frequency-band 35Hz – 560Hz. The outer frequencies were kept at a me-
dium level and for every sound a relatively broad band was boosted with two 
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peak-frequencies and a narrow band was cut. These different settings were 
moved about the appointed frequency range in a quite systematic investiga-
tion of the parameter space.  

In a small set of short sound-gestures with spectral movements the spectra 
are kept harmonic but the balance is such that the fundamental pitch is at a  

Figure 5. Excerpt from M:s composition; graduated continuant. 

low level, and the fluctuation of amplitude is between emphasis on the con-
sonant (1st, 2nd and 3rd) and the more dissonant (7th, 9th and 15th) partials. One 
sound is built from the top partial (16th) more or less continuously down to 
the fundamental. In this latter sound, motion is uni-directional whereas the 
other excerpts of the group have a cyclic motion. 

Then there are a few longer musical phrases from ten to fifty seconds in 
length, made from long graduated continuants in which the different partials 
function as nodes for morphing into new spectra, resulting in inharmonic 
spectra at the junctions. The procedure was that a partial of a harmonic spec-
trum was reinterpreted as another order partial of a new spectrum and the 
partials of the first spectrum were gradually replaced by those of the new 
one. Lastly, M realized a short musical piece employing the same technique.  

The piece employed vivid spatializations. Partials were panned, moved 
and faded in the stereo image in a way to accentuate the foci of the charac-
teristic features of the different sounds. As a background to the weave of 

Figure 6. Excerpt from M:s composition 
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undulating sine waves there was an atmospheric sound of people moving in 
a large hall, intended to enhance the sense of depth to the soundscape. Again 
this was not part of the task, but an invention that also could be seen as a 
token of an endeavor for contextualization: The artificial and somewhat ster-
ile sound of the sine waves was put in relief against a real-world acoustical 
environment.  

4.4. Reflections  
Already at the beginning of the interview, the students confirmed that this 
was all new knowledge to them.  

W: I’ve gained a more thorough understanding for how these synthesized 
sounds are built. I have never thought of that before, they just existed as a 
fact; they’re there and they are probably constructed in some way. But that 
you can actually build them using harmonic series like this...So it was a big 
step for me from nothing to something. 

These students are quite proficient in making music using the same software 
that we used in the project, but they said they had never before worked with 
sample editing at this level or with sampler and synthesizer programming 
from the ground up. One of the students was even pleasantly surprised that it 
was possible to build your own sounds from scratch in the program. But 
furthermore, they were not accustomed to the nature of the sounds that came 
out of the machine. Working so intensely with sound generation on such a 
basic level made them hear synthetic sounds in new ways. They expressed in 
different ways that they wanted to go deeper into this area and develop more 
music and musical tools. 

W: The thought had not even entered my mind that you could create your 
own sounds like this in Logic, because you can, and surely in other programs 
too. But already that it is possible, somehow makes it more interesting to me 
than what it was before.  

 The discovery of what was underneath the surface of familiar tools like 
synthesizers and samplers in itself meant a reconceptualization of the work-
ing environment. New perspectives on synthesis and sound generation were 
opened, and the students experienced new affordances for music making and 
for musical meaning making. These affordances were seen as inspirational. 

Concept-development process in this project came to be as much about 
understanding sound-synthesis and rehearing music they were familiar with 
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from this new perspective. Getting under the skin of synthesized sound 
meant both building new concepts and adding nodes to familiar concepts.  

W: If I were to work with it a bit more, surely I would connect it to other as-
pects of music making. Still it’s mostly sound to me but when you enter a 
compositional stage, when you want to turn it into music, surely associations 
and connections to other aspects of music will emerge.  

Put into context with the observations it is evident that the statement is not 
about her actual working on sound generation rather than on composition, 
for she has done excerpts that would surely pass for musical fragments to 
any listener, and she has gone back and forth between sound generation and 
music making, but it should be understood as a matter of problems of con-
ceptualization.  

The concept of building sounds and eventually music, from compilations 
of sine waves has not yet been assigned a value in her web of concepts. Its 
nodes are not connected to her consolidated system of musical knowledge 
and speaking in terms of symbolic representation; she is unable to assess the 
musical value of the sounding result. Yet in her music there are indications 
that the project is opening new perspectives, which could hold the possibility 
to restructure some of her established musical concepts.  

The other student puts it differently:  

M: To try to understand that all sounds, saxophone-sound or whatever in-
strument, is built out of sine waves - that is not really possible to understand. 
It is too abstract. But it is awesome to know that they actually are. 

He knows but cannot grasp it.  
Both students reported a change in attitude towards synthesized sound, 

but in different ways. M who is most into electroacoustic music and experi-
mental genres had up to this point been very skeptic to synthesis, both to 
work with and to listen to it. He preferred working with recorded sounds as a 
base for sound design and had probably (it is hinted in the interview) dis-
missed synthesis on the ground that he thought it too simple and predeter-
mined.  

M: I’ve never really liked the phenomenon synthesizer before; it didn’t ap-
peal to me to explore. Now that I know a little more about it, I‘m a lot more 
interested to dig deeper into it. Not that I like all synthesizer music, but I like 
the thing in itself. 
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The open-ended design of the techniques used in this project, where sampled 
sine waves were used to make additive synthesis, shifted this notion and 
there was no longer a sharp boundary between the two. Now he states he 
wants to go deeper into working with synthesis and to really explore what it 
can do.  

W: It just feels like I’ve gained a deeper understanding somehow. Because I 
haven’t listened much to electroacoustic music, the first association I had was 
to techno, and I have never reflected on what it is, only that it is. 

Much less accustomed to electroacoustic music, W refered to popular music 
and music with acoustic instruments respectively when she compared work-
ing with synthesis in the project to earlier compositional experience. The 
fundamental and open-ended way of working has rendered her a new under-
standing of what sound generation and synthesis can be and what synthe-
sized sounds consist from. Talking about these phenomena she took on an 
esthesic position and stated that from then on she would be hearing and per-
ceiving synthesized music in different and more differentiated ways. She 
was convinced that this is going to have an impact on how she will work 
with orchestration in the future. Though still not sure in what way, it is 
something to do with the thinking in layers and frequency ranges.  

W: When I added new frequencies it sounded like a chord; you could hear all 
the separate pitches of the partials. But as soon as you started playing with 
them they turned into a single note, a sound. But other strange things hap-
pened, like sometimes when I added a note to a chord, the whole chord 
forged into one note. Some of my sounds were very strange; they behaved 
very strangely. 

When doing additive synthesis like this a special perceptional phenomena 
occurs that can provide an opportunity for a deeper auditive understanding of 
the relation of harmony to sound. As long as you add, subtract and mix over-
tones of sine waves to a fundamental note you are likely to hear all the fre-
quencies as separate notes and the total sound in the shape of a chord. The 
instant you start transposing the whole pile, i.e. playing melodies with it, you 
will here it as a unity: a sound.  It happened also in this case and the students 
reported they perceived that special pivotal point when the pile of overtones 
transforms from being a chord into becoming a sound.  

M: ...to notice how a frequency can affect another frequency. I mean, they 
cannot affect one another physically speaking but when you listen to them it 
might happen that...[...] At one time when I crossfaded a note with another a 
whole-step down it rendered a kind of glissando-effect. 
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Other psychoacoustic phenomena reported by the students included that 
when certain overtones were entered into a sound or when a certain overtone 
reached a certain amplitude, the entire sound transformed and at some in-
stances, two notes seemed to merge into one. A peculiar feature that oc-
curred only once in the musical fragments was when two notes a whole tone 
apart (the second below the first) were crossfaded, the resulting perceived 
sound was a downwards glissando.  

M: This project has changed my view on music that contains synthesis, and I 
want to explore it further now. There are so many things to explore and you 
have to prioritize, and this hasn’t been a priority of mine before.  

By the time of the interview neither of the students had completed the com-
positional project, and since the students expressed a will to complete their 
compositions the project continued for a couple of more weeks. From obser-
vations of both the artifacts and especially the workflow, it seems that the 
conceptualization process matured greatly during these weeks. It would be 
too much to say though, that their knowledge was externalized and that they 
were in a position to operate freely with the concepts.  
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Syntax, meaning making and concept development  
The syncretic phase, when everything is in flux; when the objects and objec-
tives are subjectively and episodically compiled, was quite brief. Soon after 
they started working practically, the students’ processes display similarities 
to what Vygotskij (1999) refers to as chain-complex. This accords with the 
findings of DeLorenzo (1987) that practice is what spurs the concept devel-
opment and the creative process. At this point there were no overarching 
strategies or deep structures and the parts and features were connected much 
in a random fashion or in the order they apprehended the information. Dif-
ferent aspects of the instructions and the compositional materials were put 
together on a trial and error basis. This being said, at the same time the stu-
dents expressed an endeavor for grasping the conceptual levels of the pro-
ject. The process, where the students first acknowledged the concept as an 
assembly of information and developed an eventually conceptual under-
standing by recursive application, resembles what Vygotskij (1999, p. 251 
ff.) calls scientific concepts.   

At the time of the interview (near the end of the project) there were more 
signs of internalization than of externalization, which would be a later phase 
of the learning process (Vygotskij, 1999). The students could not yet connect 
this kind of music making and sound creation to techniques and materials 
they normally work with. They were reaching for it indirectly though, by 
insisting on how this project had opened their ears to new kinds of sounds 
and new ways to think about sound (Smalley, 1986; Truax, 1986). It seemed 
they were more or less aware of the constitution of the concepts of additive 
synthesis and spectromorphology, in the sense that Vygotskij (1999) defines 
scientific concepts. They were able to apply it to the compositional problems 
in the rigged setting of the project, with some assistance from each other and 
from me, which is to say it was in their zone of proximal development (ibid.) 
and they could make associations in various ways, from the sounds that 
emanate from their experimenting with synthesis to music they already knew 
and were familiar with. They were hearing similarities in sounds and music 
they knew from before to what they had just learnt. But they did not appear 
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to possess a firm enough grip on the concepts to be able to integrate them in 
their compositional toolboxes just yet. A reasonable estimation would be that 
they were somewhere on the way from the diffuse complex, which is based 
on similar properties rather than equivalents, heading for the pseudo-concept 
stage.  

Composing with instant auditive feedback means each sound and musical 
phrase is a symbolic fact that holds representative potential, and hence is part 
of the conceptualization process. As the students were building sounds and 
phrases, they aurally discovered the role of the partials to timbre and the 
continuous relation of timbre to pitch. This is in part contrasting the opinion 
of Wishart (1996) who considers the Helmholzian application of Fourier 
analysis to be a construct within the discourse of Western tonal music and as 
such aimed at reinforcing the categorical division of pitch and timbre.  

According to Vygotskij (1999) new concepts are built from restructuring 
already structured bundles of objects, so when a new object enters into the 
concept, the structure is torn down and rebuilt and its nodes are connected in 
new ways to other concepts. Connecting the new and still foreign sounds to 
old familiar sounds in this way then, implies attaching the new knowledge to 
nodes of your conceptual web and is at the core of the conceptualization 
process. It was a significant turning point for both students when they intro-
duced an element they were at home with, into the process. In one case a 
recursive rhythmical pattern and a modal melody form this safe ground, in 
the other it was recorded sound (an ambient sound with people moving 
through a spacious and reverberant hall). After that point they became much 
more radical and elaborate in their exploration of the materials. It was as if 
the familiar concepts acted as mediators into the unknown territories of the 
new concepts (4.3. Compositions and fragments).  

Similar results surface in a study where interpreting musicians are facing 
an unfamiliar situation in terms of work-structure and instructions (Hultberg, 
2005). Apparently pattern formatting needs some kind of anchoring-function 
in established concepts to get the synthetic process going – which suggests it 
is a cognitive process.  

Different initial approaches seem to have led the students to accordingly 
different end results. M who at the beginning of the project found inspiration 
in the music of an established composer seemingly working with sine-wave 
compilations, made a piece to structurally adhere to that genre. W on the 
other hand had no such target image and worked to make her synthesized 
sounds resemble acoustic instruments. The innovative application of sudden 
spectral change is a token that she had begun exploring the pitch-timbre con-
tinuum.  

Though the students had both used synthesizers before, they did not know 
and had not before thought about what sound synthesis is and how it is done, 
nor did they know that periodical waveforms consist of sine waves ordered 
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in overtone series departing from a fundamental note. Barry Truax expressed 
worries already in the mid-eighties, that too specialized music computer-
applications might lead to a shallowness in the users understanding of the 
elementary levels of sound and sound generation that would limit the crea-
tive span to the affordances offered in these tools (Truax, 1986). Since then 
there has been a splendid acceleration in the development of high-level mu-
sical tools with sophisticated setups of ready-made patches being the normal 
starting point for anybody engaging in computer-aided music making. A 
result in the study was that the students, accomplished as they were in com-
posing and producing music at the surface level of what these tools have to 
offer, they were not familiar with the underlying structures and affordances. 
Their competence for the lateral aspects of the tools is not matched by 
knowledge about their vertical structure.  

M's composition with a soundscape encountering the synthetic spectro-
morphological workings represents a vast mimetic space (Fischman, 2007) 
in all its simplicity. It operates on the extremes of phonological mimesis 
(ibid.) and aural discourse (Emmerson 1986) respectively. Syntactical con-
siderations are drawn from intrinsic qualities of the sound materials, render-
ing syntax abstracted (Ibid.).  

Syntax and discourse are more closely integrated in W's piece. Discourse 
is aural in that it makes no explicit extramusical reference, but instead inter-
musical reference is hinted, at least in terms of genre and style. This is ef-
fected by means of tonal and metrical devices, which means that syntax is 
steered by musical discourse, hence is abstract.  
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Figure 7. Students compositions plotted to Emmersons grid. 

5.2. Creativity development  
Working with sound as building blocks for composition encompasses differ-
ences in the conceptualization process in comparison to composition situa-
tions without auditive feedback. The presence of a sounding representation 
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enables an esthesic perspective in parallel to the creative process, that offers 
a potential distance to the phenomenon and the employing of assessment 
functions in a way a more theoretical and mute, or soundless compositional 
process would not. Not only is the composer her own interpreter of the mu-
sic, but also the critical audience. Psychologically the two different perspec-
tives of construction and assessment have to be balanced, which can some-
times boost and sometimes impede the creative flow, but at any rate means 
an increased complexity to the situation. In the interview we could see that 
hearing the sounds was crucial to the understanding, but also that it some-
times was a source of frustration, when the student could not foresee and 
control the sounding result or did not understand how and why a particular 
sound-phenomena came into being.  

The development of high level sequencing and sound generation tools 
towards containing more, and more sophisticated presets and readymades, 
has brought with it that many students do not get in touch with the elemen-
tary levels of the tools until late in their development. They can do advanced 
music production work by just applying the presets and personalize it by 
adjusting some surface level parameters. The same problem is addressed by 
Truax (1986) in the different context of computer language design for com-
position purpose. 

The students expectations, that they were about to learn something com-
pletely new, seemed to further the learning process, which would most 
probably not have worked unless that expectation was fulfilled. It could of 
course then be debated whether the boost came from actually learning new 
things or from the notion of learning new things. Vygotskij (1999) claims 
that imagination is a combinatory skill; that objects from reality are com-
bined in new ways before reinstated into reality again. As an extrapolation of 
that notion, the creative act can be thought of as a kind of inverted conceptu-
alization process: It is the materialization of the construct of concepts and 
the working out of the detailed consequences they imply. In order for one’s 
creativity to develop, it must be fed new concepts that will stir the pot and 
provide new nodes pointing in new directions in an ever-expanding process. 
But concepts can be found all around. The important part is to acknowledge 
them as new and to understand their potential value to, and compatibility 
with, already internalized concepts. The students’ reports in the interview 
show that they are just about to make those connections.  

5.3. Implications for further research 
The present study indicates that the early stages of learning music composi-
tion depend on conceptual structuring in a way similar to language-based 
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learning. The natural next step would be to examine the continued process 
and the later complexive phases all the way through the full-blown concept.   

It appears that for the creative process to be functional, not all its aspects 
need be conceptualized. Maybe it is essential even, for creative processes, 
that they comprise concepts at different states of development. The students 
seemed to need some firm ground, some completely conceptualized aspect, 
in order to get creativity going. Once that was in place they could freely 
explore the unknown stuff and come up with their most innovative solutions. 
It might prove rewarding to try and pinpoint the dynamicity of how concepts 
at different stages of development combine in the creative process.   

Other fields that have been touched on in this study but that would merit 
further exploration are: 

• Correspondences between experienced meaning affordances in 
the learning situation compared to meaning assigned to the com-
positions and their constituents in a project like this. 

• Whether these meaning affordances seem to build from immanent 
qualities, are arbitrarily assigned, or both.  

• The relation between semantic and syntactic level and whether it 
changes as the concepts mature.  

These problems could be addressed with the methodology developed in the 
study and with a foundation in semiotic and spectromorphological theory. 
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Abstract 
How do student composers develop and structure creative resources, aided 
by algorithmic methods? This empirical study draws from cultural-historical 
theory and cognitive psychology, concerning internalization and concept-
development. The article concerns concept-development within learning of 
music composition: if, how and to what extent findings from research in 
language-based learning (as in psycholinguistics, cognitive psychology and 
educational research) can be used to understand musical conceptual structur-
ing. It focuses cognitive processes of student composers working to integrate 
the outcome of composition algorithms, with subjective compositional aims 
and modus operandi. However, in most cases the composer is also designer 
of the algorithm or its application to the compositional problem. Therefore 
strategies involved in designing and applying compositional algorithms need 
to be considered, insofar that they too are part of the integration process.  

The study is not meant to be conclusive, but rather to form a point of de-
parture for further theoretical and empirical study in the field. Implications 
for teaching and learning composition and for designing interactive musical 
tools are expected.  

Results suggest that musical concept development could be interpreted to 
follow procedures similar to that of language-based learning. Stages and 
processes as described in literature on language-based learning could be 
traced also in musical concept development processes.  

 
 
 

Keywords: Algorithmic composition; Concept development; Composi-
tion studies; Music and meaning; Generative grammar; Musical syn-
tax;
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1 Creative Structures or Structured Creativity 
– Examining algorithmic composition as a 
learning tool 

 
This article examines aspects of learning music composition, along the axes 
of concept development and meaning making. Two students at a music pro-
gram in upper secondary school in Sweden are introduced to algorithmic 
methods for composition. Algorithmic composition, meaning the application 
of formal rules to generate musical material and ideas, is the vehicle to trig-
ger learning and concept development processes in the composition projects 
in the study. Though the project is educational, the problems that inhabit it 
wander off into the realms of cognitive psychology and semiotics.  

In composition tuition a fundamental problem area is what could be de-
scribed as a dichotomy between techniques and creativity. In pedagogical 
praxis there are countless methods and systems for developing technical 
compositional skills, but few devoted to elaboration of creativity develop-
ment in itself. One point of argument is that tools and systems are conceptu-
alizations of musical thinking and that creative development is implicit as an 
effect of their application, which is a practical adaption of the notion of me-
diating tools (Vygotskij 1980, 1987, Säljö 2005, Bruner 1996). In research 
literature, on the other hand, creativity and creativity development has en-
joyed the attention of studies of many different kinds, which is addressed in 
the next section. In this study the interest is directed towards conceptualiza-
tion processes as tokens of creativity development, but with a regard for 
tools and methods as integrated parts of those processes. 

The first two sections of this article aim to sketch a setting and a point of 
departure for the research project. Then, after a brief discussion of theoreti-
cal considerations follows an overview of methodological strategy. The next 
two sections elaborate on educational use of algorithmic composition and a 
description of the empirical study. Then follows a presentation of the results 
and lastly there is a discussion of the results and implications for further 
study. 
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2 Background and Purpose of the Study 

 

2.1 Creativity and music-making 
Creativity is an elusive object for research, because there is no standard defi-
nition of what it is. One way to try to formalize it is by setting up criteria for 
its product, as did Mayer (1999) who stated that a creative product should be 
both novel and appropriate to its context. Both these criteria in turn are prob-
lematic in that they are not easily defined or assessed and what is considered 
novel and appropriate tend to vary over time. Various attempts have been 
made to develop measurement methods for musical creativity (e.g. Webster 
1990, Daignault 1997, Hickey 2001a, 2001b, Burnard & Lavicza 2010) 
some of which build on operationalizing Mayer’s criteria, and even if the 
quantifying ambition of some of these projects poses problems with respect 
to the dynamic and morphing nature of the object, still they can be very help-
ful in the categorization of nuances of problems in creativity research.  

A totally different approach is taken by Wishart (1978) who skews away 
from measurements of originality and relevance, in part by avoiding the term 
creativity. In Wishart’s ontology, musical process is something that arises 
from the organization of sounds. This view is useful for studying processes 
of musical creativity, after all composing, in an etymological sense of the 
word, means putting things together.  

In research literature, compositional processes are often described as con-
sisting of either a series or a cycle of recursive stages (Tsisserev 1997, Em-
mons 1998, Eldenius 1998, Berkley 2001, Savage & Challis 2002, Savage 
2004). The general principles apply also to the present study, in which there 
were four stages:  

• Developing and setting the boundaries for the algorithms  
• Realizing and recording the musical raw material 
• Learning, evaluating and assessing the material  
• Editing the raw material and finalizing the compositions  

The process could be recursive at the students’ own device, meaning they 
could repeat steps or sequences of steps until they were satisfied with the 
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result, but they would eventually have to complete the sequence in the order 
fixed by the design (see below: Design of the study).  

Wiggins (2007) has examined researchers’ definitions of the dichotomy 
of improvisation and composition. Definitions commonly include a differ-
ence in time-relations between the creative activity and the produced artifact 
and that composition can be an iterative process wherein materials and form 
could be repeatedly edited, whereas the improviser must settle for whatever 
springs to mind (Sloboda 1985, Wiggins 2007).  

An adequate concern in this context is what impact these differences in 
conditions have on learning and concept development in respective disci-
pline. One interpretation of the problem is that in improvisation, the revision 
must be applied beforehand, in the preparatory or learning phase, whereas in 
composition it is part of the making of the actual artifact. A possible implica-
tion of this is that learning improvisation would be more dependent on pat-
terning and hierarchical conceptualizations than learning composition that 
could proceed in a more additive and critical fashion.  

In a way, the present study could be understood to exercise aspects of im-
provisation, in that the setting of the parameters to steer the algorithms 
means engaging in preparations similar to those of planning an improvisa-
tion. To organize musical material on an aggregate level is a core compe-
tence in both improvisation and composition, but the application of this or-
ganization is generally different.  

The particular form of algorithmic composition applied in this study, 
could be said to occupy an in-between position in that it is direct like im-
provisation, but does not demand aural control of relations between idea and 
realization to the same extent. In that sense it more resembles the act of 
composition where materials can be tested, evaluated and transformed tenta-
tively. A similar standpoint, that the use of computer technology in creative 
music making can blur the boundaries between composition and improvisa-
tion, is maintained by Folkestad (1996).  

2.2 Socio-cultural and psychological aspects 
There is a vast amount of research considering the sociocultural context as 
being formative of learning and personal agency in creative music making 
(e.g. DeLorenzo 1989, Campbell 1995, Marsh 1995, 2001, Folkestad 1996, 
Liliestam 1996, Green 2001, Wiggins 2000, 2003, Allsup 2002, Davies 
2005, Ruthman 2005, Ferm Thorgersen 2008) some of which concerns col-
laborative work where direct social interaction comes to the fore (McGillen 
2004, Fautley 2005, Giglio & Perret-Clermont 2010). Other projects, like 
that of Stauffer (2003), concern individual composers working in the context 
of the history of a culture to develop their own unique voice. Student agency 
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and the role of the teacher in entrusting the students with their learning 
strategies are issues in several studies (e.g. Burnard 1995, Green 2001, 
Stauffer 2003, McGillen 2004, Fautley 2005, Savage 2005, Ferm Thorgersen 
2008). 

The students in the present study face composition techniques of which 
they have had no previous experience, adopted from a music culture of 
which they have very faint, if any, preconceptions. This is done in order to 
pursue the concept development process from the early stages, which in it-
self is a form of enculturation. Some points of interest are whether the new 
knowledge will be instrumental in expanding the creative imagination of the 
students, if and how this knowledge will connect to their musical under-
standing and previous repertory of compositional methods, and how they 
will work to organize and conceptualize these methods and the musical out-
come from their application (Dahlstedt 2011). Interpersonal communication 
in the working situation will certainly have an impact on these developments 
and the students may at any time inform themselves of the musical cultures 
to which the methods originally pertain. In the analysis this is considered an 
integral part of the concept development process and focus is on the cogni-
tive aspects of these influences.  

2.3 Computer based composition 
Studies of learning in computer assisted composition has been carried out at 
different ages and stages of education starting from children in primary 
school (i.e. Hickey 2001a, Stauffer 2001, Nilsson 2002, Nilsson & Folkestad 
2005, Dillon 2007, 2009, Brown et al. 2010) over adolescents in secondary 
and upper secondary school (i.e. Davidson 1990, Folkestad 1996, Folkestad 
et al. 1998, Savage & Challis 2001, 2002), college students (Ferm 
Thorgersen 2008, Lupton & Bruce 2010) and professional composers (Dyn-
dahl 1995, Dahlstedt 2001, 2011). The corpus of study includes both formal 
and informal settings (Savage & Challis 2002). Taken as a whole, this does 
not represent a continuum but the extremes of this research corpus constitute 
completely different activities. Folkestad (1996) for instance, has studied 
how teenagers in Sweden, without having had formal training were able to 
create music with computers and synthesizers. This situation depends on 
direct aural feedback. Expert composers, on the other hand, often work on a 
very abstract level, and can spend months trimming their algorithms before 
they even launch a sound. From this follows that the conditions for the con-
cept development process are probably quite different across the body of 
research.   

Still there is reason to consider similarities in methodology across differ-
ent categories. Research on composition often seems to be interested in any 
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combination of three aspects: the compositional process, the musical arti-
facts and the composers experience, sometimes all three of them. In several 
studies this has led to engaging in observation for the first two and inter-
views for the latter (Folkestad 1996, Nilsson 2002). Nilsson (2002) has stud-
ied how children of eight years of age made music using computers with 
music software and synthesizers. The design of both Nilsson’s and Folke-
stad’s projects bear some surface resemblance to that of the present study; 
observation of both the working situation and the artifacts were employed as 
were interviews. This design seems to be fitting to problems concerning the 
compositional process and its product. When context and socio-cultural 
situation are of primary concern (Savage & Challis 2002, Savage 2005, Ferm 
Thorgersen 2008) there is a tendency to be more theory-dependent or theory-
oriented and less methodologically omnifarious.  

2.4 Symbolic representation and metalanguage in music  
Staff-based notation is a cultural tool that besides its denotative function to 
transfer information between composer and interpreter, also has connotative 
properties concerning musical tradition and convention (Hultberg 2000, 
2005), that could be regarded both a resource and a hindrance. In a study 
where students were to improvise music and then to notate what they had 
done, Wiggins (2001) found that the students deliberately simplified the 
musical structure in order to be able to score it. A similar result was reported 
by Hamilton (1999) in a study where students were given an assignment first 
to compose and later to improvise from the same outset. In these and other 
studies (Upitis 1990, Allsup 2002, Mc Gillen 2004) notation is considered a 
constraint to musical imagination. This is probably a common problem in 
student composition projects, but in the present study the situation is to some 
extent reversed. These students are quite proficient in articulating their musi-
cal ideas through notation but in this case they have to compose without the 
support for structuring that notation can provide, and instead acquaint them-
selves with other forms of musical representation, like pitch-class technique 
and chronometric time. In a way, these students are faced with a micro-
version of a problem that has been a major concern for the electro acoustic 
music community for half a century; a search for a graphical representation 
of the music to facilitate abstraction and working off-line (e.g. Ligeti & We-
hinger 1970, McAdams & Bregman 1979, Cogan 1984, Wishart 1985, 1986, 
Smalley 1986, 1992, Keane 1986, Windsor 1995, Thoresen, Hedman & 
Thommessen 2007).  
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2.5 On algorithmic composition 
Algorithmic composition means applying formal methods to generate musi-
cal material (Rowe 2001, Dahlstedt 2004, 2011). Some examples of princi-
ples commonly used include:  

• Mapping strategies, wherein data structures is transferred between 
different domains (e.g. Eldenius 1998, Dahlstedt 2008)  

• Stochastic methods that employ probability calculations to dis-
tribute musical events (e.g. Xenakis 1992, Brown & Gilford 
2010)  

• Generative algorithms that create patterns of data from mathe-
matical functions or expressions, which would often be per-
formed in some kind of modeling scheme (e.g. Dahlstedt 2001, 
2004, 2011) 

• Combinatorics and set theoretical methods (e.g. Forte 1973, 
Rowe 2001)  

Often these methods are combined.  
Early examples of computer based algorithmic composition date back to 

the mid-50s and include works done with the Illiac computer at the Univer-
sity of Illinois Urbana-Champaigne, most famous being perhaps The Illiac 
Suite for String Quartet by Lejaren Hiller and Leonard Isaacson (Lincoln 
1972). The work is based in part on formalization of sixteenth century coun-
terpoint rules and in part on application of Markov Models. Richard C. Pink-
erton constructed the Banal Tune-Maker that created melodies for nursery 
rhymes based on probabilistic analyses of nursery rhymes (Ibid.). In France 
probabilistic analysis of musical stylistics guided the work of Pierre Barbaud 
and Roger Blanchard in setting up algorithms for composition (Lincoln 
1972, Eldenius 1998).  

Algorithms could be employed for different reasons: to supply raw mate-
rial, to make extrinsic reference, to achieve coherence in a composition or to 
expand ones creative repertory. In the present study, focus is on the first and 
last of these categories, as students explore some possibilities of setting up 
algorithms that employ random generators to operate on various musical 
parameters. These algorithms supply raw material for compositions and the 
scheme for the project is that this material together with the method as such, 
will provide meaning-affordances for learning and developing the students’ 
creative repertory.  

2.6. Concepts in music 
Can musical generalizations be perceptual constructs not subjected to cogni-
tive structuring? From the stance of activity theory Stojan Kaladjev (2009) 
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considers two different kinds of generalizations to be fundamental to musical 
learning: Auditive generalizations stem from sensory perception and are 
processed unconsciously, whereas conceptual generalizations are cognitive 
constructs, consciously developed and embodied in language. Empirical 
evidence to support the statement is taken from studies of children develop-
ing pattern recognition skills that manifested in adherence to rhythmical 
patterns and inference of a notion of tonality. This restrictive view of con-
ceptual thinking as being bound by language will be discussed in light of the 
results.  

Structural properties like the establishment of motives and themes, repeti-
tion, variation and conceptions of form were found to be pertinent in vocal 
and instrumental compositions made by children age 5-8 years (Davies 1992, 
Barret 1998). The children could apply structural features for which they 
where not able to give verbal report. It appears they managed to abstract 
musical structure from pieces they had heard or learned, and re-synthesize it 
to accommodate their own compositions.  

The notion of multiple intelligences as introduced by Howard Gardner 
(1983), suggesting that intelligence is not one unit that could be measured by 
a single value (i.e. IQ) but consists of multiple parallel and independent 
structures, is revisited by Furnes (2009).  These structures in turn are made 
up of hierarchically ordered sub-intelligences, some of which could be 
shared between the top-structures. Pattern recognition is one example of a 
sub-intelligence equally important to musical, mathematical and language-
intelligence.  

2.7 Purpose  
The purpose of the present study is to trace the meaning-making and concept 
development processes in learning music composition, by means of qualita-
tive empirical methods. It includes both explorative and in-depth ambitions 
in that it will seek to examine the material manifestations of concept devel-
opment in the compositions as well as in the composition process, and to 
understand the course of the musical concept development process. This 
interest for musical concepts concerns both the learning aspects and the artis-
tic expressive aspects. The aim is to examine if learning and thinking in mu-
sic parallel conceptual thinking and the concept development process in lan-
guage-based learning.   
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3. Theoretical Considerations 

The study takes its theoretical point of departure in Vygotskij’s understand-
ing of the forming and development of concepts as represented in his theory 
of cultural history (Vygotskij 1980, 1987, 1995, 1999). In relation to this, 
more recent findings in cognitive psychology research are considered. In the 
following I will first relate research on language and thinking, and then dis-
cuss its applicability to research on development of musical creativity.  

3.1 On cultural historical theory 
According to cultural historical perspective, psychological processes can 
only be understood in their historical and social context (Vygotskij 1987, 
1999). Unless there is social communication, there can be no development of 
neither language nor thinking, neither on individual nor collective level.  

Imagination, in Vygotskian thinking, is a combinatory skill wherein ele-
ments from reality are combined in new ways. Experience and emotion are 
interpreted by means of imagination. Through cognitive process emotion is 
conjunct to significance and meaning, which concludes that thought and 
emotion are inseparable. Imagination forms a circle: Perceived parts of real-
ity are transformed through imagination before they reenter reality, all ac-
cording to Vygotskij (1995, 1987, 1999). The study at hand focuses on this 
circular movement in a music composition context; how imagination works 
to create meaning through new combinations of elements of reality, to build 
structures and concepts.  

The interdependency of thought and language is fundamental to the de-
velopment of mankind. Language as a vehicle for thinking enables us to 
define and objectify things and processes, and thereby to think in sequential 
steps and even build hierarchical structures of thinking, which is a prerequi-
site for planned activity, without which society as we know it would be un-
thinkable (Vygotskij 1987, 1999). Likewise, thinking is what raises the func-
tion of language above the level of simple signaling; that enables for levels 
of abstraction, generalization, planning and reflection (ibid.). Through think-
ing, language is given predicative qualities; we can operate with expectation. 
But language is perhaps not the only domain in which constructive and com-
plex thinking can develop. Non-textual works of art certainly carry concep-
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tualizations of impressions, intentions or reflections of their makers’. 
Whether or not those works can convey those conceptions to a listener, a 
spectator or an interpreter is a matter of frequent debate. In the heat of dis-
cussion it is sometimes forgotten that this debate applies also to text-based 
communication. 

3.2 Concept development process 
Conceptualization, to understand something from a generalized point of 
view, is paramount to the learning process studied here. It involves a certain 
amount of generalization even when the object is a specific item; it could 
have different states or could be seen from different angles or in different 
light but still be understood as the same object (Vygotskij 1999). Vygotskij 
(1987, 1999) subdivides the process of conceptualization into three phases: 
In the first syncretic phase, objects are classified and ordered due to subjec-
tive casual impressions. Extraneous details become part of the perception of 
the object. The word is merely a part of the structure of the object. The sec-
ond phase is the complexive thinking, wherein there are actual and objective 
relationships between one object and the next, but the connections are asso-
ciative and peripheral in a way to resemble a chain; there is no all-embracing 
principle involved. The complex is held together by a series of disparate and 
arbitrary connections that vary over time, whereas the concept relies on sig-
nificant aspects common to all objects included. The complexive phase 
could be further divided into associative complex that builds on casual con-
nections, chain-complex which lacks a structural center and builds upon 
peripheral connections, diffuse complex in which connections are made from 
similar properties and lastly the pseudo-concept which resembles the true 
concept but its construction and creation is complexive rather than concep-
tual. Finally we arrive at the phase of true conceptualization only to find that 
it too is subjected to subdivision into spontaneous concepts and scientific 
concepts. The former are products of unreflected generalizations made from 
experience of participating in society and culture. The latter – scientific con-
cepts – are not to be understood in the scholastic meaning, but regard con-
cepts derived from intentional learning, primarily in school and other formal 
settings. This is the kind most relevant to this study set in an education con-
text.  

Vygotskij’s theory of concept development process, concerns children’s 
cognitive development, but it is built on a notion that the process reflects the 
history of cognitive development of mankind. Providing this process is both 
ontogenetically and phylogenetically fundamental to the organization of 
human thinking; is it not probable that it is at least in part reflected also in 
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more mature forms of learning? This study is designed to empirically exam-
ine if and how the theory applies to an advanced musical learning situation. 

Each concept forms a point of orientation for the mind and a collection of 
nodes for transfer to other concepts. A concept attains its meaning and value 
from the relationship to other concepts with the same level of abstraction. Its 
position in the system of concepts is also its level of generalization. Vygot-
skij (1987, 1999) pictures this in the form of a grid. Equivalence of concepts 
is when different concepts result in unison meaning. As the generalization 
level and the equivalence develop, the concept eventually becomes inde-
pendent of the word, and the ability to remember a thought without words 
increases. This notion might be of central interest when adapting the struc-
ture of conceptualization process to the music domain.  
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4. Methodological considerations 

This is a qualitative empirical study employing observations and interviews 
for data collection. The study took place within a course in composition at a 
music program in upper secondary school in Sweden, from February to April 
2010. It consists from five hours of observation of compositional activities, 
plus analysis of the compositional algorithms and composition fragments 
produced within the project. Sessions were done on a weekly basis with 
some interruptions for holidays and other projects. Two students of different 
gender participated in the study. The students were supposed to work in be-
tween sessions. Interviews were held after the project was completed and 
lasted for about 30 minutes each.  

The main body of data was collected using observations. There was no 
filming or recording of the workshop observations, only notes taken by the 
researcher. As for the observations of the artifacts, the students were asked 
to save copies frequently and every time they made a substantial addition or 
change. Thus, both the observations of the working process and those of the 
compositions are longitudinal data. This was a prerequisite to make possible 
the study of the concept development process.  

Interviews were mainly explorative, guided by a list of topics to cover 
with the option to elaborate on chosen subjects and to deviate from the list 
when necessary. The interviews were intended as a method for triangulation 
of observational data, but also supplied some aspects that were not covered 
in the observations. The list of topics included: understanding of the task, 
individual work process, what algorithms were used, what edits were made, 
experiences of situations, experiences of the process, musical goals and 
ideas, assessment of learning, assessment of how the newly learnt stuff con-
nected or were related to earlier knowledge. The interviews addressed ques-
tions of experience of the process as a whole and in parts, but also recollec-
tions of emotional states and reactions. Questions concerning the internaliza-
tion process and construction of meaning were addressed in an indirect way.   

4.1 Learning from algorithms 
It is a fundamental problem of creativity development to progress beyond 
what you already know, to extend your sphere of ideas in order to produce 
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novel music. One approach to this problem is to engage generative and algo-
rithmic processes (Dahlstedt 2011). The idea is to use familiar circumstance 
to create an algorithm that projects into an unknown space of music possibil-
ity. Generally some kind of constraint is necessary in order for the resulting 
data to have an identity, a potential for meaningful structures. This could 
either be a part of the generative logic, or employed as a filter after the fact 
(Dahlstedt 2001, 2004). 

In the empirical part of this project, algorithmic methods were employed 
to provide a learning situation that was both new and rewarding to the stu-
dents. Rewarding in the sense that they would produce musical material al-
ready from the beginning, before the students even could understand how the 
stream of music events was shaped. The students’ first task was to learn the 
logic of the generative algorithms enough to steer and modify them to pro-
duce musical material useful to their purposes. They refined the algorithm 
based on what they heard, and re-implemented it until satisfied with the mu-
sical result. But its inner structure was only indirectly implied by the choices 
of the composer, through a complex chain of causality within the algorithm. 
Hence, to learn from the algorithm and really expand the creative repertory 
entailed engaging in an appropriation process by repeated listening and edit-
ing of its material outcome. Only when the algorithmically generated struc-
ture became internalized enough to form an integral part of the composi-
tional apparatus, had the algorithm extended the web of musical concepts. 

The algorithms designed for this project could not be more complicated 
than that the students could learn to handle them within a few hours. Still 
they feature a variety of techniques to randomize or otherwise manipulate 
parameters of tempo, rhythm, pitch-class, register, articulation, number of 
voices, dynamics, density (rhythmic intensity) and more. (Random, it is to be 
understood in computational contexts like these, is always restricted, first by 
its construction and design, and then by the application and the constraints 
set by the user.) The pedagogical idea is that learning will be engaged in 
aspects and levels of the compositional process that these students not nor-
mally consider.  

4.2 Design of the study 
The participants were introduced to working with generative algorithms 
making raw material for musical composition. In a series of seminars they 
learned the basics of using a programming environment (Max/MSP) espe-
cially designed for working with music and sound. In the process they were 
given a set of music algorithms designed by the researcher to generate series 
of pitches, rhythms, chords, dynamics and combinations of these, using dif-
ferent kinds of randomized processes. The study was deliberately designed 
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so that the students encountered tools of which they had no previous experi-
ence, and foreign musical structures they could only learn to control bit by 
bit. 

The setting was just like a normal class in a composition course of this 
music program only, the number of students was smaller: The students had a 
computer each and headphones for monitoring. The researcher/lecturer had a 
sound system and a projector to demonstrate and explain the algorithms and 
exercises. Tuition was supplied throughout the project, and the students also 
assisted each other in both musical and technical problem solving. In the first 
learning stage, the students would just play around with the algorithms. In 
order to understand the nature of the effect and the possible scope of the 
outcome, they were to change the variables and data ranges initiating or re-
stricting the randomized structures. Then they were to manually reconstruct 
the given algorithms in order to understand the inner mechanics of them. 
Lastly they were encouraged to modify the algorithms and to connect differ-
ent patches to form new generative processes.  
In the second phase of the project, they worked in an environment they were 
accustomed to and skilled in, doing traditional destructive editing, shaping 
the raw structures into meaningful musical forms using a software se-
quencer. In this environment, the task was to make music out of the random-

Figure 2: Composition algorithm in the graphical programming environment 
MaxMSP, produces three voices of melody based on pitchclass set 4-5 and rhyth-
mic denomination of pulse value. 
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generated raw materials by means of instrumentation and any kind of trans-
formation. The students were asked to save the documents at every new 
work-stage, in order to supply data for observation.  

Once recorded, the students could play the randomly generated structures 
over and over, and thereby get accustomed to their sound, whereas in the 
generative phase it would be different every time. In the sequencer-based 
second phase they were also encouraged to combine the algorithmically gen-
erated materials with compositional ideas of their own making, which would 
help furthering the concept development process (see 3.4 about nodes for 
transfer between concepts).  
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5. Results 

The research project concerned the appropriation process; how the students 
worked to accustom their hearing and understanding to the algorithmically 
generated material, what they chose to change, transform, add and omit. Two 
distinctive but interdependent aspects of the process made up the object of 
study: the learning process and the emerging conceptualizations, and the 
externalization embodied in musical meaning making in a syntactical sense 
of the word.  

Presentation of results is descriptive and follows the longitudinal progress 
of the project, save for the initial subsection. The sequential design is exer-
cised in order to capture the concept-development process. Some reflections 
are introduced to supply leads for the following discussion section. Observa-
tion for the most part concentrated on composition activities rather than on 
interpersonal communication and physical activity.  

The preceding section described the progression of the study to some ex-
tent. Nevertheless I have found it necessary to recall some instances of these 
descriptions and even to sometimes go further into detail, to guide the reader 
as to when and in relation to what the results occur. To help distinguish pro-
cedure descriptions from actual results, the former are indented and set in a 
smaller typeface. The stages mentioned in these descriptions concern the 
distribution of knowledge about the tools: how to handle the composition 
algorithms. Quotations from the participants are set in italics. The section is 
subdivided into three subsections: first a summary of the most important 
results, then follows a run-through of the project with account for the con-
cept development process, and lastly there are some auxiliary reflections not 
accounted for in the previous section.  

 

5.1 Most important results – a summary 
Among the most important results of the study were that the theory of con-
cept development in language-based learning (Vygotskij 1987, 1999) was 
applicable to music composition learning in this study. Features of the proc-
ess of understanding and forming concepts in language could be understood 
to have their musical counterparts. One aspect of this was that parallel to 
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processes of disassembling and reassembling the algorithms, reduction of 
musical information played an important role in the conceptualization proc-
ess.  

The students worked to reduce the complexity of the algorithms and of 
their musical outcome, to a minimum. This was not intended as a part of the 
design, but a strategy the students applied spontaneously and one that caused 
them a fair amount of work.  

Meaning was assigned to the randomly generated structures by means of 
(quite strict) formal ordering, thematic processing at phrase level with em-
phasis on transposition, repetition and rhythmical disposition and last but not 
least, instrumentation and sound design. 

In the second stage, the compositional process did not begin with a seed 
nor with large-scale considerations, but midways with structures correspond-
ing to a section of one to two minutes of length, that then “grew” in both 
directions: Their inner structure were refined and articulated, and the appli-
cation of formal logics expanded them both in length and dramaturgic en-
ergy and ambition.  

5.2 The Concept development process 
This section follows the project chronologically except for the quotations 
from the interviews (set in italics). Interviews were held after the fact but 
certain statements were allocated to the phase of the process to which they 
apply. The chronological layout is there in order to be descriptive of the con-
cept development process.  

5.2.1 Syncretic phase 
In the students’ first encounter with the programming environment they ex-
perienced chaos and disorder. 

W: At first it seemed hard to get a grip of the tools 
and methods; difficult to get it to accord with to my own 
ideas. 

The user interface did not resemble anything they were used to and it was 
hard at first to understand the nature of the different items. Furthermore, the 
first very simple algorithms the students were presented with, produced 
some quite harsh music structures.  

Stage 1: Pitch. In the very first exercise, we used a metro-
nome object to trigger a random generator connected to objects that 
turned the numbers into sounding notes. Possible manipulations were 
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the speed of the metronome, the range of the random object (note-
range), durations and register. After some exploring of the possibili-
ties to adjust the input data ranges, the students were asked to recon-
struct the algorithm. Then we did some variations and additions to 
the structure and continued to adjust the data ranges for these en-
hanced algorithms.  

The students rather quickly learned the basics needed to handle these simple 
algorithms: to understand the difference between objects and messages and 
basic principles for connecting these, to set the boundaries for random gen-
erators and to locate and manipulate basic music structure data. Still there 
was no evidence of the students’ ability to ideate any musical ideas of their 
own in this environment. This learning situation fits the description of the 
syncretic concept (Vygotskij 1987, 1999) where knowledge is fragmentary 
and casual.  

5.2.2 Entering the complexive phase; from associative to chain 
complex 
One of the students asked for algorithms that allowed for changes or varia-
tions of the rhythmic content, which I consider the first explicit sign of con-
necting this learning situation to compositional thinking; a first step towards 
internalization.  

Stage 2: Rhythm. Up to this point we had only been working 
with randomized pitch, tempo and duration. In the second phase, we 
kept all the variables from the first stage, but focused on rhythmical 
structures. This was accomplished by using a denominator to the 
metronome, set to subdivide each beat by an adjustable range of val-
ues, but restricted to switch subdivision only by the pulses. To intro-
duce the option of rest, a density parameter was included.  

The second phase went on like the first: The students learned to understand 
the algorithms by first altering data ranges, then mimicking the algorithms 
and finally modifying them.  

W: I used the algorithms mostly for generating mel-
ody and rhythm. 

At this stage the students began to manage the algorithms enough to steer the 
outcome in a way to resemble manually composed music, which need not be 
a goal but again, was a token of the internalization process. By trying to con-
trol the randomized parameters in a direction to make it possible to aurally 
grasp their musical outcome, the students indicated that they were beginning 
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to subject their work to musical ambition. Credible musical structures helped 
to trigger the compositional imagination, which made them useful for further 
elaboration.  

M: I learned to understand the provided algorithms 
enough to change their settings and to modify them, not 
to have an entirely different result but to understand the 
principles of their functions. 

Stage 3: Sound. We made a deviation from the composition 
project and spent some time on constructing a software synthesizer in 
the programming environment. The synthesizer never found its way 
into the composition project so in this context it would be regarded 
an exercise to learn more about programming and to widen the no-
tion of how the program could be used. When we went back to the 
compositional algorithms, we patched the MIDI stream of the algo-
rithms to another program for more sophisticated sound-generation. 
Algorithms from stage 2 were varied and expanded on, and there 
were some new ones added that introduced new objects and new 
ways of structuring.  

Two features were instrumental in furthering the concept development proc-
ess: The students began to use more differentiated types of sound to replace 
the rather bland sampled piano sound through which the musical structures 
were initially realized, and they lowered the musical tempo considerably. 
The more natural sounding instruments together with slower tempi afforded 
a skew of perspective that facilitated musical meaning making and made the 
whole situation less abstract, as both observed and reported (during session). 
This made it easier for the students to assess how ordering and tuning the 
algorithms affected the structural complexity. From observing the working 
situation, it seemed the mode of thinking was now rhapsodic and associative 
where casual and fragmentary before. The work process was more stable and 
continuous than before and the students were more prone to experiment with 
settings. There is no objective measure of these nuances, but that there had 
been a development from the first phase was quite clear and the students 
were now in the process of forming an internal image of the working process 
and musical purpose. Individual variation was considerable, but more so in 
terms of musical aim, preference and ambition than concerning the learning 
process. 
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5.2.3 Description of two individual projects; From Diffuse 
complex to pseudo-concepts 
Both students when they reached the stage of fixating an algorithm and re-
cording its output into the sequencer for manual editing and traditional com-
positional work, settled for single–line melodic structures of one to two min-
utes of length. This meant that they started their compositional work on a 
somewhat unusual scale. The excerpts were too long to be considered mo-
tives or themes in a traditional sense and too short to represent large-scale 
forms in the shape they were. They then expanded these melodic structures 
along the axes of melody and harmony so to speak in both directions: by 
refinement of detail and by applying formal structural devices to expand in 
length and dramaturgic tension and ambition.  

Stage 4. In the last phase of the project, the students were to 
record the randomized structures into a sequencer program for man-
ual editing. They were familiar with the sequencer program and had 
used it in several projects of different kinds before. The observations 
now concern the artifacts, the actual compositions, rather than the 
working situation.  

 

 
Student W set the algorithm to play one single melody-line at a slow speed. 
She copied it to three different tracks and chose a pizzicato cello-sound to 
play it. In the first section the different voices were transposed to form a first 
inversion triad that was played in rhythmic unison. After this thematic head, 
the three voices formed a canon, still transposed and with small subtractions 
and edits made to the parts to make it more organic and less obvious as a 
canon. The voices gradually diverged rhythmically, rendering the music 
more vigorous and energetic by and by. She had prepared for a fourth part 
playing harmonies derived from the contrapuntal voices with a soft and mel-

Figure 2. Spectrogram of excerpt from W’s composition 
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low pad-sound, but ran out of time before it was realized. The process was 
first to restrict the algorithm to produce a quite simplistic and tangible mel-
ody, only then to blur that clarity by means of traditional techniques. This 
bears witness to a struggle to grasping and controlling the algorithms al-
though the musical imagination calls for more excitement. The melodic line 
suggests a succession of tonalities and it is clear that the harmonies that re-
sult from the transposed voices are influenced by this linear structure.   

 

 
Student M treated the algorithms in a similar fashion; he cut out the po-

lyphony by reducing the algorithm until it produced a single-line melody, 
and lowered the tempo. Once the MIDI stream was recorded into the se-
quencer, he built a sinewave synthesizer-sound with an envelope to make it 
sound like a backwards recording. The melody was copied into two more 
tracks but instead of transposing the notes, the synthesizers were detuned to 
form the interval of a major ninth and a quartertone respectively. All three 
tracks were recorded into an audio track, which was then reversed to give it a 
bell-like sound; the reversed backward melody now sounded forwards! The 
whole procedure was repeated and then recorded into a new audio track.  

5.3 Post festum reflections 
The following sections are meant to bring up aspects surfaced in the inter-
views that are not already accounted for in the previous sections. The section 
is subdivided into three sections concerning problems of procedure, experi-
ence and goals and strategies respectively.  

5.3.1 Procedure 
The students give an account for that they learned to understand and handle 
the algorithms much in the way the design of the study was meant to provide 
for. Both students said they had worked with editing of the details of the 
recorded sequence, one extensively and the other less.  

Figure 3. Spectrogram of excerpt from M’s composition 
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W: I made substantial edits to the randomly gener-
ated music. Mostly I cut and pasted and applied transpo-
sition to the fragments.  

They both applied transpositions to parts of the material, and they both con-
centrated on melody and rhythm in their editing of midi-data, which is not to 
say there was no harmony.  

M: In one section where the voices had been moving 
in parallel, it was to come to a climax. There I gradually 
transposed the lower voices until they coincided with the 
upper voice at the climax. Then there was a reiteration of 
the opening phrase, this time in a lower register. 

M said he used a distortion effect on one of the voices to make it come to the 
fore. He did not add any new notes after the randomly generated material 
was recorded, but concentrated his editing to manipulating how the software 
instruments played the sequence and on the soundfiles rendered from these 
manipulations. 

M: It attracts me, this way of taking a material 
through several stages. It is like having different rooms 
were you subject the material to different processes. That 
is something I would like to continue doing. 

As mentioned earlier (see: Creativity and music-making) the process could 
be divided into four different possibly recursive stages, in short:  

• Developing algorithms  
• Realizing musical material  
• Learning and assessing the material 
• Editing and finalizing the compositions  

Decisions upon form, disposition and character of the pieces were largely 
done at the latter two stages. Recursion happened for the most part within 
the different stages and not so much between them, as it were. 

5.3.2 Experience  
M: Chance is beautiful and holds great artistic 

value.  

M was attracted by the idea of having uncontrolled streams of notes and 
rhythms possibly render beautiful music, and compared this notion to free 
improvisation. The other student sometimes felt limited by the algorithms.  

W: I did not have a preconception of what music 
would come out of the algorithms, but when I tried to 
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combine the random generators with my own structured 
ideas it proved a bit difficult.  

She found it hard to get the random generators to comply with her own com-
positional ideas, which is a feasible complaint considering that much of the 
work was about setting boundaries for random generators.  

W:  I didn’t have enough time to work an the pro-
jects as much as I had hoped to do, but still it gave me a 
fair idea of what you can do with random generators, 
what their affordances are. 

The students had very differing opinions of the level of difficulty of the task 
of the project. M thought it was both easy and rewarding, and he was the one 
to become interested and has continued developing skills for the program-
ming environment and working with random and other strategies for aggre-
gate music generation. W thought it was rather difficult and complex. She 
said it was interesting to try but she has not continued working in this direc-
tion by herself, nor does she experience any urge to do so.  

W: It was interesting to learn to handle the pro-
gramming, but it is probably nothing I would choose to 
do on my own. It is always a good thing to widen your 
musical perspectives, but I think I as a person, am not 
adventurous enough to really embrace and enjoy this way 
of working with composition. 

Through the project, M said his predilection for constructing musical form 
from a small set of material, was strengthened and also that this material 
could be just about anything, even randomly generated. The algorithmically 
generated material did not have a very strong identity or impact, which made 
it easier for him to concentrate on working with the form.  

M: One thing that I have done before but that be-
came clearer to me, that was more clearly inscribed in 
my head, was my predilection for working with a small 
set of material and to make it grow from there. And that 
material could be anything – even randomly generated. 
Before I always used to start from a sound or a material 
that I really liked; something that made me feel that, 
yeah, I can really develop something from this. Through 
this work I’ve come to realize that it could be even easier 
and more fruitful to work with form and voice leading 
from a more neutral material. 
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He also said that working with this project has opened his mind to the notion 
of chance and random and has made him interested in continuing exploring 
the field.  

M: Before we did this project I had difficulties work-
ing with chance as a parameter. Now, partly because 
we’ve investigated so thoroughly the possibilities to make 
use of random and partly because I read a book about 
John Cage and his approach to the matter, I sense that 
random structures can be precisely as beautiful and 
valuable as something carefully thought out over a long 
period of time. 

5.3.3 Goals and strategies 
Although the final compositions were very strict in form, none of the stu-
dents claimed to have a preconception of the form, but it grew out of work-
ing with the material. W had an explicit preconceived idea that she tried to 
realize by steering the random generators. This was experienced to be diffi-
cult (see above). M had an image of having the algorithms produce a mas-
sive streem of notes and musical events. He was looking for a certain kind of 
flow, “fast and beautiful”.  

M: When I think about random in music I associate 
to the free-form improvisers that I listen to a lot, that 
have good command of their instruments but sometimes 
use playing techniques that involves chance to the point 
that there emerges streams of notes that they cannot con-
trol. That fascinates me and that was what I was trying to 
get at: some kind of stride, fast and beautiful.  

This idea was never realized though, but substituted for another that began 
rather calmly and had the voices entering one by one, moving in parallel 
until the aforementioned gradual transposition set in. After the climax the 
form reverted and a new iteration began. This idea of musical form was not 
preconceived but was born in the process of working with the material.  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Analytical comment of two student compositions  
This section is written in reference to Results: Description of two individual 
projects; From Diffuse Complex to Pseudo-Concepts.  

6.1.1 Student W:s composition  
In this case the compositional process, though still in an early stage, is truly 
conceptual whereas the understanding of the random algorithmic structuring 
and the technical environment has not yet reached that level, but dwells in 
the complexive phase. Among circumstances which point in that direction 
the dualistic attitude to complexity in the two compositional environments 
could be mentioned: In the algorithmic phase there is an endeavor for simpli-
fication. this is inverted as soon as the material is fixed, and the familiar 
tools of manual composition is put into play. The design of the project if 
anything, suggests the opposite procedure, that the algorithms produce com-
plexity and the manual editing be used for cleaning up, ordering and thereby 
arriving at musical meaning making. In other words, working with the algo-
rithms she was occupied with controlling the mechanisms and understanding 
the relation between the settings and the outcome, there is not much to give 
evidence of a musical vision. Later when working with the sequencer, the 
application of tools and techniques is transparent and focus on musical de-
velopment. The randomly generated quite rhapsodic melody is given musical 
meaning by formal structuring based on analysis of its intrinsic qualities, like 
harmonic content and interval structure. The situation is ambiguous but all in 
all it seems to correspond to what Vygotskij refer to as pseudo-conceptual; 
the last complexive phase that resembles the structure of true concepts but 
that is not conceptually constructed.  

6.1.2 Student M’s composition  
This very brief example almost exhausts the catalogue of semantic tools 
applicable to musical phrase, presented by Sloboda (1985). There is repeti-
tion at three levels, variation inside the melodic fragment, vertical expansion 
in terms of transposition and the application of micro-intervals, and the ret-
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rograde is a form of contradiction. The sequencer-file also had three more 
synthesizer tracks with elaborated settings for the instruments, but no music 
added to them yet. This hints that the work was interrupted by the ending of 
the project and that there were plans for a much larger piece.  

The focus on sound design and the way it was carried out, in terms of 
tools used and the nature of the sounds, suggest impact from another study 
of the same research project, in which the participants where to create 
sounds and sound-based compositions by means of additive synthesis, where 
this student also participated. This in itself is a token of the conceptualization 
process and an example of what Vygotskij (1999, 1987) refers to as nodes 
for transfer between concepts. The complicated design for this rather sim-
plistic and miniscule piece of music, could be interpreted as an ironic meta-
comment to the whole project, especially as M in the interview stated that he 
was skeptic at first to let random and chance into his compositional toolbox 
but during the project he converted to the opposite position. Then again he 
also states that his focus now is to build whole compositions from very lim-
ited materials, and there are indeed traces to suggest that this could be the 
seed for a larger construct.  

Comparative observation over the two compositions: An interesting detail 
is their different application of transposition. W worked inside the midi se-
quence to transpose single events and phrases, and also applied static trans-
positions to whole sequences. M engaged in transpositional process by 
gradually steering how the software instrument played the sequence. This 
process was dynamic also in that one voice was kept to a fix transposition 
whereas the others gradually closed in as the climax of the section ap-
proached. This music employs transposition by micro-intervals. 

6.2 Concept development 
Vygotskij mentions briefly, almost in passing, that creativity and concept 
development rely on the same processes of dissociation, transformation, 
association and re-synthesis (Vygotskij 1995, p. 32). This is the basis for the 
concept of creativity that is exercised here, and to the extent it need be 
measured (Mayer 1999, Webster 1990, Daignault 1997, Hickey 2001a, 
2001b, Burnard & Lavicza 2010), it is the process that merits that attention.  

The idea of concepts and concept development processes in other areas 
than language is supported by the theories of multiple intelligences (Gardner 
1983, Furnes 2009). A major point of the theory is that such intelligence 
structures can be developed. Furnes (2009) argues that learning in one area 
can even further the development of intelligence in another area, to the ex-
tent that they share sub-intelligences.  In the context of the present study, 
structural aspects are more intriguing than the resulting effects though: If 
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intelligences pertaining to different abilities are structured in similar hierar-
chical webs and even sharing resources, it would be plausible to think that 
also the processes for their development share some properties.  

Findings in the study could be interpreted in terms of theories of concept 
development in language-based learning (Vygotskij 1987, 1999). In the ap-
propriation process, the algorithmically generated structures underwent 
analysis and re-synthesis and became generalized to the point that they could 
be put into a musical context and their intrinsic properties could be used as 
affordances for musical elaboration. An aspect of this is that both the algo-
rithmically generated material and the manual compositional strategies ap-
plied were radically reduced in complexity before they were united in the 
process to create musical meaning. This complies with a fundamental notion 
in cultural-historical psychology, that in the concept development process 
the old conceptual structures are torn down and new structures are built, not 
from the elements of the torn-down structures but from a reordering of al-
ready structured concepts (Vygotskij 1987, 1999).  

As mentioned before, there is a conditional difference between the con-
cept development process as described by Vygotskij (ibid.) that refers to 
small children starting from literally nothing, and that of the adolescents in 
the study (see 3.2). This is why a design, where the participants had no pre-
conceptions either about the process or the outcome, was chosen. Still, as the 
students start developing their concepts in algorithmic composition, they 
already have a fairly developed system of concepts; in general terms but 
even in the field of music and composition, which will probably help to 
speed up the process but will also possibly blur the linearity of the process 
and create some hybrid-states not described by the theory, when the primi-
tive pre-conceptual stages encounter the accomplished and internalized 
compositional concepts already at the students disposal. A token of this can 
be seen in the frustration of the student trying to get the algorithms to com-
ply with her musical imagination, but also in the application of traditional 
contrapuntal techniques to the algorithmically generated material. An impli-
cation of all this seems to be that not every single concept has to be con-
structed from the syncretic phase and up but rather it is the whole field of 
knowledge that appears to work this way. Some fundamental concepts will 
make the whole journey while others will branch out or be spin-offs from 
these.  

According to the theory, new concepts are built by deconstructing and re-
constructing already established ones. The concepts grow both in size and in 
numbers and the reconstructed concepts integrate the new knowledge to the 
conceptual system, leaving established knowledge somehow to be affected 
by this entrance. There are a number of different ways this can happen: 

− The concept can be strengthened by affirmation or addition, as 
when M claims his bias for building large-scale forms from 
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small materials was confirmed and nourished by the project 
(7.4.2) 

− The concept can be put into new perspective, enabling new 
nodes for transfer, like acknowledging new structural levels in 
composition 

− The concept can be altered, i.e. change its range of meaning af-
fordances or level of abstraction, like the student expressing a 
new attitude towards chance 

− The concept can be inverted, as when M flips his backwards-
enveloping sound backwards to make it sound forward  

The conclusion that auditive generalizations are pre-cognitive and do not 
lead to concept development, as reported by Kaladjev (2009) is contradicted 
by the findings of Davies (1992) that small children could abstract structural 
properties from learned songs and apply them to their own compositions. 
This must have included parsing and dissociation of those properties before 
rescaling and adjusting them to fit the new musical context, activities which 
are all symptomatic of the concept development process. The children com-
posing in Barret’s (1998) study used structural features of which they could 
not give verbal report. This is suggestive of a non-verbal concept develop-
ment process in progress.  

The empirical studies Kaladjev used to support the notion of auditive un-
conscious generalizations measured musical pattern recognition. These abili-
ties are commonly ascribed to mathematical and spatiotemporal competence, 
(Wallin, 1979; Lerdahl and Jackendoff, 1983; Sloboda, 1985; Fagius, 2002; 
Furnes, 2009) and although to a great extent independent of language, these 
competences are indeed conceptual to their nature. 

If conceptual thinking is seen to always involve a meta-level of verbaliza-
tion in natural language, there is no room for conceptualization, or even con-
scious thinking in other dimensions and forms of expression. This seems to 
me an underestimation of the meaning potential not only in music but also in 
disciplines like mathematics and visual art for instance. A major point in the 
current research project is that the structure of musical learning essentially 
parallels the concept development process in language. Concepts in music 
and language alike result from generalizations of both implicit and explicit 
learning and they appear to be operationalizeable in similar ways through the 
different phases of the process.   

The historical meaning of musical improvisation has to do with improv-
ing an already established composition and was a core competence expected 
from musicians in Western concert music culture up until the early romantic 
era. For those musicians like for modern day jazz or pop musicians, improvi-
sation means musical reflection over some premeditated musical entity, typi-
cally a composition. This aspect is not taken into account by the researchers 
distinguishing between composition and improvisation (Sloboda 1985, 
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Folkestad 1996, Wiggins 2007). The compositional process in this project 
though, involves improving the raw material streaming from the algorithms 
and hence, is partly improvisational.     

6.3 Thoughts on methodology and design 
It could not be taken for granted that the students had conceptualized their 
learning in the language domain enough to be able to describe or otherwise 
talk about what they had done, learned and developed. Therefore, observa-
tions seemed the natural choice as a primary source for data collection. Vy-
gotskij’s theory (1999) discusses the close connection and interdependency 
between thought and emotion. Since experience and emotion are important 
aspects of the conceptualization process, interviews could not be completely 
dispensed with, but were done after the fact, in order not to interfere with the 
process. This meant that emotions were not monitored instantly but were 
filtered through memory over a time-span of three months. Emotions are 
casual events, not easily remembered in all their nuances, which leads to the 
assumption that the emotions expressed in the interviews represent merely a 
fraction of what took place during the project and that these reported emo-
tions also were subjected to the conceptualization process and thus balanced 
and emblematic. To a limited extent though, spontaneous expressions of 
emotion could be registered in the course of observations.  

The interviews supplied some new perspectives on the project. For in-
stance, some of the ideas and experiments that did not make it into the com-
positions were commented upon. An example of this would be the notion of 
an uncontrollable stream of music “fast and beautiful” mentioned by one 
student. Equally interesting to what the students say they have done is to 
note all the musical processing they apply but do not recall in the interview 
situation. When probing for some of these details their reactions indicate that 
they were not really aware of all these features or they were not thought of as 
explicit strategies. It was just something they did, more or less in an im-
provisational manner, which works to support the notion that computer 
based composition occupies a position in-between composition and improvi-
sation (Folkestad 1996).  

One important aspect in the interviews that could not be thoroughly cov-
ered in the observations, concerned what musical goals or target images the 
students had while working. Another function of the interviews was to steer 
the analysis of the observations to what was actually going on and prevent 
from unsupported speculation. 

Among the considerations that led to the two-piece design for the obser-
vations of both process and product, deserves to mention that the artifacts 
were intended to give more substantial evidence of the conceptualization 
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process whereas observation of the working situation would also contain 
omitted musical objects, problem-solving and other processual aspects not 
represented in the submitted music. In order to maintain focus on the devel-
opment process of musical concepts, observations were concentrated to mu-
sical activities. Surely situation and interpersonal communication are impor-
tant forces in concept development (Vygotskij 1980, 1987). In part, they are 
manifest in the musical makings and represented thereby. Some records of 
situational and communicational aspects are kept, but the main focus is on 
the process of evolving musical knowledge rather than the sources for it. 

Certainly there was a lot of interaction in terms of tuition and peer-
support. The algorithms were supplied, demonstrated and the functions and 
structure of them were explained, as were the ideas behind them. Probably 
the most important interpersonal influence was the wordless communication 
immanent in the situation of students sitting side by side, engaging in the 
same task.  

 The intimate setting with a small group of students working almost as a 
team, discussing problems and helping each other out, has probably had an 
affect to narrow the span of variation in the results. The cultural psychologi-
cal aspects of the peer-to-peer learning in the project would merit further 
study, but was not the main focus this time.  

6.4 Implications for further research 
The study is not meant to be conclusive, but rather to form a point of depar-
ture for further theoretical and empirical study in the field. It should be re-
peated, with minor adjustments to the methodology, in order to generate a 
greater variation of results that could provide a richer foundation for finding 
traits of the concept development process and for analyzing the relationships 
between the musical syntax applied and the construction of meaning in the 
concept development process.  

On the basis of the present study and future iterations of similar projects, 
theoretical studies should be undertaken in order to develop music specific 
terminology and perhaps a model for tracing the concept development proc-
ess in composition and composition learning. The tendency that creative 
processes seem to benefit from comprising concepts in different stages of 
development would be an important concern in forming such a model.  

The results point also to differences in the process of externalization in 
language and music respectively. Language is linear and sequential whereas 
music is multidimensional and can even display several parallel multidimen-
sional structures. This need be further examined and its implications for a 
functional analogy between language based learning and musical learning 
evaluated.  
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